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Tanya Lukin LinkLaTer
from Slow Scrape

An Event Score for Indigenous Epistemologies  
(Eber Hampton)
 
A person enters and reads

           The audience listens but does not look

          Then
           The audience looks only to follow with its body

          Then
           The audience’s body turns to the east

          Then
           The audience holds its heart

          Then
           The audience listens but does not look 
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An Event Score for Haunting (Eve Tuck)

A person enters and reads

           The audience remembers relentlessly
          Then

           The audience feels no ease

          Then 
           What can decolonization mean other than  
           the return of stolen land? 

          Then
           What must it feel like to be haunted
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An Event Score for Maria Tallchief, Dylan Robinson, and 
Sherry Farrell Racette

A person enters and says
    
           The museum or gallery exerts a force in its looking.
 
          Then
           The look of a choreographer is like an everyday  
           structure that exerts a force alongside   
           the body of a dancer. 

          Then
           Our bodies exert a force.

          Then
           Our objects exert a force. 

          Then
           When do our bodies’ forces exceed the look of a  
           choreographer? 

          Then
           When do our objects’ forces exceed the look of
           the museum or gallery?
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An Event Score for Kodiak Alutiit 1 (Helen Simeonoff)

An Alutiiq person enters and says

This event score is longer than most. My job is to tell. Your job is to 
listen. Listen to the quiet around the words. Listen for the sparse and 
melancholic.1

Then

Alphonse Pinart collected Alutiiq masks on our island in 1872 and took 
them to France.

Then

Over a century later Helen Simeonoff, our relative, travelled from Kodiak  
Island to the masks held in a collection in France. She was the first.

Then

Many Alutiit travelled from Kodiak Island to the masks held in a  
collection in France. They tell us that when they touched the masks they 
wept.

Then

The Alutiiq masks eventually travelled back to Kodiak Island but only 
because we had an Alutiiq Museum to exhibit them and only if we 
promised to never repatriate the masks.
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Then

The promise was made and vitrines were built.

Then

We looked at the masks behind glass. Some masks we quickly looked 
away from. Which masks were we supposed to see? Mostly we looked at 
the texts alongside the masks that attempted to tell us what the masks 
meant.

Then

We felt the masks when we looked at them. 

Then

We felt the masks when we touched them. 

Then

We think about the text remnants (behind glass, placed next to the 
masks) left by Alphonse Pinart and all that was held in our people before 
he ever travelled to our island to collect. 

Then

We exceed the text remnants in Pinart’s translations of our songs and 
dances from Alutiiq to Russian to English to French and back again. 
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Then

We exceed the Alphonse Pinart collection of Alutiiq masks. 

_______________________
1 Kari Cwynar, in a Skype conversation on March 12, 2016, described my practice as 
“sparse and melancholic.” 
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An Event Score for Kodiak Alutiit 2 (To Ales Hrdlicka)

An Alutiiq person enters and says

  We exceed the archaeological site.

          Then   

     We exceed the discipline formation of Anthropology. 

             Then

        We exceed the structures imposed on us. 
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An Event Score for the Epistemic Violence of Translation 
(Edgar Heap of Birds)

1.  A person enters and speaks in Alutiiq

2.  A person enters and speaks in Alutiiq

                           The audience listens
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Tanya Lukin LinkLaTer

in dialogue with Michael Nardone

Documenting Physical Investigations with Language

Tanya Lukin Linklater’s forthcoming book, Slow Scrape, is, in the words 
of Layli Long Soldier, “neither wholly poem nor verbose prose and  
exposition, but reads as text in step—toe-to-floor, light and gentle 
or heel-to-earth, pounding, felt from the ground, up.” Combining  
documentary poetics with lyric work, interlingual concrete-based instal-
lations with event scores for performance, the book explores the many 
forms of Lukin Linklater’s practice as a visual artist, choreographer, 
and writer. The selection of her work adjacent to this dialogue focuses  
especially on a series of event scores from Slow Scrape, which formulate 
an important poetics of relation and action to counter settler-colonial 
paradigms of appropriation and erasure. In the following exchange, we 
discuss the articulation of these works within the context of Slow Scrape 
and Lukin Linklater’s overarching artistic production.

Michael Nardone: When I first encountered your writings, it was in a 
visual arts context: you had printed excerpts from your poem sequence 
“The Harvest Sturdies” on canvas tarps that were installed throughout 
Open Space, the artist-run centre in Victoria, British Columbia. Close 
to the works were stunning videos of these tarp-texts also installed out 
on the land, in northern Ontario. Can you discuss the journey of these 
texts toward Slow Scrape, your writing of them and the various forms of 
their publication prior to this book?
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Tanya Lukin Linkater: I hadn’t intended on writing a book. I worked 
on each of these texts at different times within different contexts from 
2011 to 2018. The poem “In Memoriam” was written in 2011 and was 
published in a special issue of Drunken Boat guest edited by Layli Long 
Soldier. I had met Layli at Bard College where she was studying and I 
was visiting one summer. “In Memoriam” is a text in relation to a series 
of works: performance, choreography for three dancers, and video I had 
developed during that time, centered on specific histories on my island 
that were violent and resulted in intergenerational grief, displacement, 
and loss of language and Alutiiq ways of  being. I was interested partly 
in the ways in which memory lives in the body beyond an event or a 
series of events and possibly how it manifests for generations. I suppose I 
was also interested in how we make sense of ourselves in this time given  
the constraints of history that have produced our current context. I con-
sidered text as part of a larger process of this investigation of history, 
memory and the body. I later asked Layli if she was open to a poetry 
mentorship in 2012-2013. We met weekly or bi-weekly via Skype. I 
lived on Nipissing First Nation in northern Ontario at the time and 
she lived in Tsaile, Arizona. Across that distance, we read together. She 
encouraged me to write about what felt urgent. 

There were political actions taking place that were very present for me 
as I watched them unfold on social media that fall and winter: Chief  
Theresa Spence’s hunger strike, Idle No More and round dance actions 
in shopping malls at Christmas time in Canada. I was also moved during 
this time by the attempted assassination of Malala Yousafzi, a girls  
education activist, which I read partly in relation to discourses  
surrounding education within a Canadian context of the legacy of  
Indian Residential Schools and the Truth and Reconciliation  
Commission of Canada. I wrote “Not like us,” “The Harvest Sturdies,”  
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and “A girl” during this mentorship as I worked through some of my 
thinking around education, treaty, and women’s experiences and work 
in relation to both. 

It was an intensive research process in that I interviewed three of my 
Omaskeko Cree relatives for “The Harvest Sturdies,” asking them about 
their lives. I wasn’t exactly certain what I was really asking them when 
I first began visiting with them on the phone. I thought I was asking 
about who taught them to tan hides, sew and bead, and when they  
began to take up this learning and work. As the interviews unfolded, it 
became clear that my request extended to a remembering of relations  
with family and relations with the land in ways I could not have  
anticipated as well as the cultivation of their respective inner lives. These 
works were a form of documentary poetics in that I directly quote my 
relatives. I wanted to reflect their generosity and concision in the writing 
and this was in alignment with a way of writing that I developed over 
this time. 

MN: What is the relationship between these compositions and your 
visual arts practice? 

TLL: I often attempt to make sense of the world through writing. Years 
ago during a studio visit, Pablo de Ocampo described writing as the 
substrate of my arts practice. 

Occasionally, I install text works in museums or galleries. In “The Harvest  
Sturdies,” I’ve used visual poetry to reference a stretched hide, the repe-
tition of beadwork, or smoke in a tipi that is coloring the hide. For this 
project I chose to print on canvas or tarp-like material that we might use 
for a tipi or a temporary shelter on the land, citing the home and the 
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land as the locations for intergenerational learning that Agnes Hunter, 
Marlene Kapashesit and Lillian Trapper shared with me. 

I’ve started bringing text into my video work in more pronounced ways 
in the last couple of years. I began to make text works, videos, and 
sculptures for exhibition partly as a way for the work to travel without 
me, to circulate beyond the live event. I was concerned that if my work 
only lived in performance, it might disappear or be erased. As an Alaska  
Native woman I think about the history of discourse surrounding  
Native Americans in the United States—the ongoing trope of the  
vanishing Indian as well as the substantive efforts to erase our intel-
lectual traditions, to marginalize our contributions to most fields, an 
epistemic violence. The live event, even the exhibition, can and does 
disappear. Perhaps my practice shouldn’t be remembered; others have to 
decide that. But, moving towards the art object in small ways means that 
my work can have a life that extends into the future. 

I’ve often thought of how contemporary dance is an abstract form. My 
videos, attentive to the body, communities, architecture or landscape, 
might also be considered abstract for an everyday viewer to encounter 
in the museum. I consider text as a potential way for the viewer to enter 
into the work; however, I balance this access with strategies of refusal.  

MN: In situating the texts within your visual arts practice, perhaps I 
overemphasize the object itself, which is something you are of course 
interested in, but, with that, throughout your work, there is, like you 
say, a refusal of that by means of a different emphasis on the live event, 
in movement, in choreography. So, I’m curious if you could also discuss 
the relationship between your writings and this other element that is 
central to your work?
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TLL: I am perhaps most known for making performances or videos 
with dancers. An older Anishnaabe man where I live (the small city 
of North Bay, Ontario) recently told me that I make things happen. 
That was a significant comment as it was a recognition by a community  
member of the live event, of the ways in which I labor to make an 
event happen. It’s a kind of slow build over time that becomes visible in 
performance but takes ongoing daily investigations, reflection, reading, 
thinking, conversations with curators, etc. Writing is an important part 
of this process as a document of these moments. These are processes  
dependent upon a number of constraints or conditions that I’ve put 
into place and require a flexible responsiveness. So much of my practice 
is in relation and in response to histories, to the present moment, to the  
conditions of the museum, to the conversations I’m having with dancers,  
composers, curators, etc. 

At times, I document physical investigations with language, distilling 
language from conversation with dancers. The dancers and I notate their 
dances in different ways. I keep my notes for future investigations or 
performances, building over time. It can be a kind of back and forth   
between languages, possibly a kind of continuous translation between 
the body (which comes to have its own series of languages initiated by  
the dancer), materials (including cultural belongings made by our   
ancestors), and other forms. I tend to jot down key questions in journals  
that I later ask during the choreographic process. Or I document  
questions that come up during the performance-making process through 
conversation or connections I am thinking through. Often, writing is 
a very unseen part of my practice. This writing may never be shared  
publicly. I consider my journal to be a working space, a studio of sorts. 
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In terms of the ways in which poems and event scores are visibly or 
audibly present in my practice, since 2013 I’ve been reading texts along-
side dancers and/or my videos. I have allowed myself the space for these 
performances with dancers to fail; I consider them to be studies, to be 
experiments. In some cases, the poems are a score, structure, or script 
for the making of a dance within the museum or gallery. I work through 
an open rehearsal process to build these performances and have come 
to work with a group of five independent dancers, each of whom have 
different strengths, movement languages, and views that they bring to 
the process. 

The readings with videos are configured differently each time: I choose 
different poems, event scores and videos for each event. I’m particularly 
interested in these moments where my voice collides with the image in a 
way that may never happen again. I can’t fully anticipate these moments. 
I leave that to chance and give myself the constraint of 30 minutes of 
video and 30 minutes of text. I time the performance at the live event 
but don’t rehearse in advance. This means that the readings or interpre-
tations of both the poems and videos might be infinite. 

MN: I see throughout Slow Scrape a movement between action (“making  
things happen”) and memory (documentation), both thematically and 
formally in the design of the texts. I’d love to focus on the latter for a 
moment—memory, with all of its partialities, scars, gaps, richnesses, the 
ways of being these poems are constantly imagining and articulating, 
their possible futures and assembly of relations. Can you discuss how 
forms of memory materialize and are materialized within these writings?

TLL: I don’t think I’m unlike many Indigenous peoples in this  
commitment to remembering and continuous action. The idea that 
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I make things happen reminded me that the liveness of the event in 
this moment is a part of a durational inheritance that extends to my  
ancestors. What I mean to say in another way is that making things  
happen, organizing large scale events for families and communities  
was and continues to be an Alutiiq practice. 

My work continuously considers orality, embodiment, our philosophical 
concerns, history and the present moment. I wonder broadly about how 
we have continued to insist on our Indigeneity (Alutiiq-ness or Sugpiaq 
-ness in my case) even in the face of dominant structures and systems 
that have actively dismantled our languages, minds, and relationships 
to ourselves. I’m interested partly in memory embodied at the scale of 
felt structures that insist in the midst of the historical. Elsewhere, I’ve 
begun to write about insistence as an accumulation of quotidian, minor 
actions that in some moments become visible. I think my larger practice 
investigates the ways in which the relational, coded in orality (including 
embodiment) and connected to the material, allows for this insistence. 
This insistence is not only concerned with the past but allows for our 
peoples’ ways of being and knowing in the present towards a continu-
ance, our future, where possible. 

My thinking is in alignment with discourses initiated in the late 1960’s by 
Indigenous peoples—practitioners and theorists working in relation to 
their communities, to sovereignty, to justice, and to what has come to be 
described now as resurgence—that continue today. I situate my practice  
within these larger histories, yet I’m speaking from specific moments 
and experiences that I’ve encountered in my lifetime or that I’ve come to 
know about. I feel a deep responsibility to our ancestors, to today and to 
the future. I think that the real work is happening in communities—in 
my villages and across Alaska, in Nbisiing Anishinabek territory where I 
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live, and in Cree communities in Canada that I am in relation to as well. 
My artistic practice and writing gesture towards that. 

MN: When I first read your event scores, I immediately thought of 
them as reformulating Fluxus and other historical avant-garde practices 
in a newly engaged way. Here, I think of people like Allan Kaprow, 
Nam June Paik, George Brecht, Yoko Ono, among others. Were you  
drawing from this tradition, or, if not, were there other artists or aesthetic  
tendencies that animated the possibility of these works for you?

TLL: The event scores arose out of a graduate course with Dylan Robinson  
called “Indigenous & Settler Affect: Unsettling~Writing~Feeling” at 
Queen’s University in the spring of 2016. Dylan shared a series of event 
scores with us and we were encouraged to write in a range of ways. I was 
particularly moved by Yoko Ono’s event scores. I also experienced what 
I perceived to be a live event score when Eber Hampton led an Indig-
enous conference delegation at University of Alberta around the same 
time through verbal directions for a small series of physical actions that 
were intended to slow our sense of time, connect us to our breath, as a 
greeting of the sun. This small action was quite profound for me within 
that context as it was unexpected. Even though I had experienced these 
kinds of directions within dance and performance studio classes over 
decades and have also led these kinds of exercises in various spaces, it 
was quite striking to listen, breathe, visualize and move within this other 
space. It helped to create a shared experience amongst the group. 

I found it quite easy to rest into this way of writing. It was generative 
to me in its concision (which is a form of refusal), the almost plain lan-
guage, and its intentionality. 
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I connected this idea directly to my experience of performance. Yet I also 
considered that the event score could function solely as a text. I have 
performed the event scores at times, but not as a set of directions for an 
audience; instead as a distilled, concise text that I’ve spoken sometimes 
accompanied by video. A number of works in this book were written 
initially for that course and went on to be published, performed, or 
integrated into video works later. 

MN: Another element that stands out for me in Slow Scrape is the prac-
tices of listening that are at its core—something that is deeply allied 
with my own interests in poetry and artistic practices. And perhaps, in 
the frame of listening, this is where memory and action come together 
in a fruitful way. I can see a few different forms of listening that take 
place throughout this work: intergenerational listening, translinguistic 
listening (Alutiiq, Cree, English), mediated listening (through global 
and national news, and also through one’s personal relations), terrestrial 
or land-based listening (topological). Are there other forms that you see? 
Can you discuss if or how these forms of listening inform your practices?

TLL: I appreciate your analysis across these different contexts. Mostly 
I consider listening an integral part of being Indigenous. I’ve come to 
call it deep listening. My early training in listening came as a youth at 
the kitchen table where my dad visited with aunties, uncles and other  
relatives, neighbors, and community members. He also spent considerable  
time with my sisters and I on the land and waters near my village  
hunting and fishing. I have not attained my father’s ability to discern  
weather, the tides, or the messages left by animals, birds and fish at  
home. This discernment takes a lifetime of experience, and I left my village 
as a young person to attend university. Yet, this early training, listening  
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to relatives visit or my father teach us about gillnetting salmon and 
when the different species run annually allowed me to later spend time 
with Anishinaabe and Cree elders and knowledge holders in Alberta as 
a young adult, listening, attuning myself to their way of speaking and 
communicating. This time in Alberta within these invisible networks 
was quite formative for me. I’ve continued this practice of listening in 
my adult life. Listening is connected to learning which means synthe- 
sizing knowledge—integrating ideas into what we already know or  
upending what we think we know in order to apply that knowledge to 
our lives, to change our practices, a process that may take years. However, 
 it also means that when we listen we learn a level of discernment and 
responsibility in this listening. I might also mention that I listen to the 
voice, to conversation, to sound, to the body, to the multiple ways we 
communicate in everyday life and in the performances I organize. This 
listening is multi-sensorial. Elwood Jimmy speaks about an enlivened and 
expanded listening; I think a great deal about listening with the full body. 

MN: In reading through the book, I wonder if part of this listening 
practice is situated within a concept of mentorship, in intentional acts 
of accumulating and transmitting cultural knowledge? Perhaps “men-
torship” isn’t the right word, but what I mean to gesture toward are the 
thoughtful ways you foreground your relations with others, which is 
both an acknowledgement of indebtedness as well as a commitment to 
give back. 

TLL: I don’t actually feel as though I’ve had distinct, long-term mentor  
relationships, although I certainly look to people in my life who have  
provided moments of guidance over time including family members 
—our grandmother in Peawanuck, Agnes Hunter, my late auntie Sue 
Lukin, auntie Marlene Kapashesit in Quebec, aunties Irene Isheroff  
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Linklater, and my father, Ivan Lukin, to name a few. Often I connect 
with my peers and we are learning from one another. Here I think of 
Layli Long Soldier, Wendy Red Star, Julie Nagam, Elwood Jimmy, 
Karyn Recollet, Duane Linklater, Raven Chacon, Laura Ortman, and 
Jennifer Wabano. I also look to the work of artists, writers and thinkers  
who came before me, learning from their cultural production. A few of 
these are Maria Tallchief, Rita Letendre, Sonya Kelliher-Combs, Ralph 
Lemon, Senga Nengudi, Karen Pheasant, and Rebecca Belmore. I look 
to cultural belongings found in museum collections as information  
left by my ancestors. Yet, I learn from the youth as well, from my  
children, from the Anishinabek and Cree youth in North Bay. The trans-
mission of knowledge isn’t only from the older generations to the youth; 
this transmission of knowledge is multi-directional. I think of Ivanie  
Aubin-Malo, who has deep knowledge of contemporary and fancy 
shawl dance; I think of Billy-Ray Belcourt’s incisive writing; these young  
Indigenous folks teach me. Perhaps this book is something I am leaving 
for others. My artistic work doesn’t tend to travel home to Alaska. It’s 
my hope that this book can make it home. 
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Jibade-khaLiL huffman and Simone WhiTe 
from or, on being the other woman / Confessional Poetry
performed at the Kitchen for Sable Elyse Smith, New York, 
2019

[Cue 2nd “Mike Will Made It”]

SW: Instead of persons
swirling about me 
machine sounds 
since i began to know myself as a person 
thus to attempt to craft a surface 
that could be “like” inside 

KJH: Some of you 
never listened 
to Ice Cube 
and it shows some of you 
never listened to Dilla 
and it shows 

SW: the vision I have of myself as a woman coming by way of this poem, 
inside which seeing changes; the poem’s time, both long and never, the 
poem surrounds or bends or encircles the characteristic of being one, 
penetrates and moves through dense singularity to contest its interpre-
tive and material primacy. The poem is separate from and is constituted 
by the interpenetrative, not metaphorical possibilities of the works that 
surround it, not metaphorically.
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KJH: 

some of you 

have trampled an animal 

to make a music video 

and some of you have burned down 
your hard ons 

for the last month 
“JUST TO BE 
SAFE” to enact a 
pause 

between action 

and the reason 

for the necessity of 
that action as 

an effective rhythm and blues 

between stations 
hung up as a 
passion a dedicated 
R and B station 
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as well as a station 
of hits of girl 
groups from the 
nineties 

SW / JKH together immediately after above:

SW: The poem is and I am surrounded by this thing;  
That it is a matrix of gorgeously humane vulnerability to nonlinguistic 
materials such as sine waves, how we catch and are simultaneously 
damaged by the groundwork of aliveness;  
not me and not the poem though It may be formally and discursively 
impossible to demonstrate 
    their difference. 
(what have i said about the figure to distinguish it from the symbolic?)
The music does not “make me feel”; 
the poem is an account of how I am the songs and they are me, 
although I do not make them and cannot and the songs say they hate 
me, anyway, although I must and do love them and are even so the 
truth of the surround.

Or, an exploration of a certain aversive possibility in or foreignness to 
one’s own creaturely survival, which is where I am locating or living in 
blackness and in my life as woman.

What can be and is done to me— then by me—because of what Future 
means. It’s beside the fucking point what I “think” about Trap music. 
Trap music calls out to bodies within its range at a level of materiality 
that is on the register of horror insofar as it combines what black people 
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call soul with the history of being worked to death. Another name for 
the black present, which is the present, or timespace, or the dimensions; 
it is for me to breathe or not breathe, continuously, air. 

JKH: to stand among 

A HEART SHAPED SEA FILLED WITH POISONOUS ICE AN 
ORIGAMI 

CONSTRUCTION OF YOUR REGRET 

THE DINNER BONG AS A SYMBOL OF RUGGED INDIVID-
UALISM, STAGED IN A SERIES OF RENTED MANSIONS, 
STAFFED UP WITH THUGS, BEARING OUT IN A TWENTY 
FOUR HOUR CYCLE, PARALLELING THE NEWS 

“Some of y’all weren’t line leaders in elementary school and it really 
shows,” some of y’all didn’t back down from a dare and kept it real and 
it really shows, some of y’all are basing right now, are freebasing right 
now and it shows, 

JKH immediately after “...continuously, air”:

The logistics of our heartbreak in this song in the middle of this sentence 
being spoken at the center of a quartet at halftime during the quartet 
during which 

SW: When I say “the grind of my work,” such a grammar injects the 
possessory with work or loads the possessory with its laboring double,
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JKH: I spend a whole month getting over you and now that I’m over 
you I’ll spend the following month going over the same mistakes. 

SW: the foregone conclusion of the alienation of work, a signal change 
which has been predicted and pointed to as the shape of our time,

JKH: I try on getting dressed last, eating, recycling properly the many 
containers I had built up the previous night, showering and then going 
back to sleep, though not in this order, and by the end of the week the 
chronology is back where it started. 

SW: yet I am unable to speak or write of it

JKH: This is about time and the body sustaining, over time, a record of 
several motions. 

SW: Only to feel as evidence of this time’s being

JKH: A man going on about his ability to stomp down on some third 
or fourth party’s chest. 

SW: Against contact 

JKH: am nothing if not a failed DJ playing a retired middle school 
principal who just so happens to moonlight as a member of some arch-
diocese during the weekend. During the weekend I drift in and out of 
paranoia, as is the case, as it happens, depending on the particulars of 
the weather that weekend. 
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SW: permitting only 
Making money and wounding

JKH: Where is the scene of the figure in the movie made for television 
that finds him alone in a motel room, dancing along to his own body? 

SW: An Excursive feature of my own being in speech 
Of the nature of the poem
Is to admit the manner in which the Trap has required me to pretend 
to believe in sexual difference in order to become intelligible but the 
machines 
ever obliterate a sui generis feminine they corrupt sounds so as to 
produce 
As sexual becoming
masculinity that flourishes, is shined or brought piecemeal into fullness 
By absolute prostration to patriarchal ambition
35 years ago i was a girl
And I have survived maturity as
“the beautiful woman who is also the monstrous laboring beast”
Or, After many false starts the cheapness of the way you had been 
making love to me 
Was greater than impressionistic

JKH: Who would win: a transplanted heart in the mind of someone 
else’s body, reluctant to carry on or this same heart hired into more 
violent service, carrying along far beyond his death? Who would win: a 
remnant of the former government, fluttering underfoot or the charac-
ter of shadows themselves? 
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Of the four Nigerians in the group, the one least likely to have properly 
secured his coat to the back of his seat, so that it finally shifts after they 
have been driving and, having taken more than a few last second turns, 
is shoved into the corner where he will forget it at the last second, who 
would win, another segment about the “dark continent” or this man 
huddled up because he has on no coat? 

When it crosses over a threshold from speaking more generally about a 
subject into the added harassment of your remaining senses. After you 
have calculated the paragraphs and the duration of each scene where 
time “stands still.” 

The song caught on, then became a rebuke to this very terminology, 
of “catching on,” accumulating to an extent that you could not believe 
that this did not, in fact, exist before, or that its conception could not 
be traced to one singular moment but rather was spread out over several 
days or weeks. 

Who but an audience comprised of mostly voyeurs, not of the innocent 
Rear Window kind, but of actual voyeurs, in all the footnotes of that 
word, for the appendices following these notes and in the drawings that 
followed these, who but a viewership of malfunctioning 3-D glasses, 
who would go into the theater office and complain and would not come 
back, who would view agony as a virtue in both the living and as a 
failure among the dead, who believed they would achieve a scone and 
other pastries as consolation prize, who but Anthony Mason leading the 
Knicks in both heart and confrontation, who but a public made up of 
owls facing off against a lineup of animated bones, who but the masters 
of an antiquated horror, ducking what they had flung, having returned 
for justice, as it had returned and was 
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Here is the fog at night, a breathing Teddy Ruxpin, fucking some other 
kind of doll, over and over the sample from Gamble and Huff, antic-
ipated in no less than four previews of the Arts, the Sheperd tone of a 
staircase when you forget 

The map undoubtedly tapering off into unison with its surroundings, 
over and over, until it is worn down into some nub, some postage sized 
acid hit, until we have both the definition and a rough translation of this 
meaning: the actual and our recollection that becomes a corresponding 
actual. 

[cue up “Sh!t”]

During the lead up to the rolling out of the rise of the use of self-care as 
it was intended, I remained suspicious—as I remain, to a degree, suspi-
cious to this day—of all of this, even the parts they were adamant were 
free. That these came not just at some obvious, eventual cost but also 
that the entire mechanism was just a transaction to begin with, nothing 
more, nothing less. The suspension of disbelief required was one that 
was more readily designed with your particular look and feel of comfort 
in mind, though the real trick was making you forget, over time, that 
this suspension of disbelief was necessary in the first place. 

[rewind “Sh!t” at cue point:]

SW: This is an empty track whose bass 808/kick drops more than 35 
seconds into the song
Mike Will’s 808s are characteristically “low” and melodic 
But this is one of the lowest i’ve heard and the most—evacuated. The 
bass line doesn’t play through on a continuous loop. Bass establishes  
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a rhythmic shape around which Future initially calculates his momen-
tum,  so we hear alternating presence of “musical” bounce and what  
Future conveys or suggests as physical/linguistic presence (saying/mean-
ing) to us by moving and inviting movement in tandem with the bass’s 
structure

When MWMI sucks that 808 out of the beat (sometimes quickly killing 
it in the mix, sometimes slow decay, also, reinitiating with drag) 

it becomes a model or idea that proposes the total cessation of sound 
beside which Future is agitated to vocalization/celebration

 [“Woooo uh”]

As a problem of art/expression I look at that holler as falling out of 
the embrace of the sounds that are holding/carrying his embodiment of 
speaking, riding a roller coaster on the way down, emotional space that’s 
opened up for him by way of the stillness that is represented when MW 
stills that wave.

A while ago, I started watching beat deconstruction videos on YouTube. 
I don’t like the kind that aren’t made by the producer/artist but someone 
mimicking the machine actions they believe the producer has taken—
by way of reference, the latter type is the equivalent of transcribing an 
improvised solo on a traditional instrument: these are the notes. In a 
Black Beatles video produced by Genius, the lyrics site, Mike WIll talks 
about producing a rideable wave of bounce. He’s talking about under-
standing the song in terms of its physical properties —bounce is a word 
for bass, Mike WIll’s trap bass, whose low-frequency sound waves are 
very big sine waves (I think of an engulfing curve that is non-directional 
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and therefore multidimensional, large enough to disturb conceptions 
of forward motion—the entirety of a beat propelled by a bass sounds, 
is therefore spatially indifferent to forward movement at the level of ex-
perience with its edges determined by the particularities/borders of the 
other frequencies the producer includes. 

We inhabit its total shape as momentous.

What Mike WIll achieves with the snaky snyth he wraps around that 808 
When Future keeps saying Nigga you ain’t [ ] shit 
That is what Du Bois knew about Washington 
Trap bass as architectonic unit 
marks responsiveness to indirect-ion and passivity in the activity of 
building myself 
“singleness of vision and thorough one-ness with his age is the mark of 
the successful man” 
     says Du Bois
the snakiness of the synth, it grows
Or builds out the foundational response of the nerves impact with the 
initial boom
Adds complexity that invokes the possibility of separating who ain’t 
shit from who is the 
     successful man
those tiny tones race up out the wave as genre/kind identity 
Mike WIll can shatter the bind between 808 and the hi-hat; it’s part of 
his genius so that we tingle with difference in matter-ing
this is not “musical” 
In the hands of a master, the machine duplicates the logic of knowing 
myself insofar as 
one-ness with the age in and through the machines is happening
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The report of the wave form affects too the sexual division I have never 
actually experienced, I have never known myself as other than oneness 
with the age marking me 
As a man of the time, I could never but be open to 
Let us call it a melodic activity in misogyny
Where the activity of the voice and all my openness to the way the voices 
of Trouble and Future 
     enact 
In their huffing and distortion the possibilities inherent in human pres-
ence in sounds/that middle range of intelligibility where is where we 
walk the earth 
You know, between Earth and Sky

JKH: 

In every sense 

of the nineties 

several several 

boarded up drawers 

Black women are the heads of state and black uncles are the heads of state 

I haven’t mentioned any father figure up until this point so as to build 
up suspense 

A long title for a 
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poem about 

The internet 

the collected work of 
their contributions 

to that end 

I wrote this 

so I could nominate 

one of 

your less 

distressing claims. I hired 

an editor 

to explain the grammar 

so I could 
transfer it back 

to you. 

Let’s go 
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and 

confuse Lloyd banks with a 
Vulcan extra in a line behind 
the other bodyguards 

some particular 
deadpan 
congratulations 

when you’re 
rich like this 

its bigger than jewelry, 

greater than any 
haberdashery 

Let’s go 
perform 

a restless basketball 

covered Mesopotamia, an air 
conditioned Oregon trail 

petty frontiersman Katy 
Perry improvising with a 
lampshade when 
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all the bonnets 
have run out 

There is enough spiritualism in all his features in the sense of the exercise 
to warrant it being included in his rider along with a 2 hour period for 
yoga and the usual rations for narcissism 

I am a well-known nuisance 
and 

my bitch bad it 
says 

in the salutation of his rider 
along with the instructions to 
revive him should he get too 
into character 
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Jean-ThomaS TrembLay

Breath/Measure/Commons

This meditation script is adapted from an audio track released by the series 
Heavy Breathing on January 20, 2020.

This meditation—a practice and a reflection—is in two parts. The first 
enacts an attunement to breathing as a measuring instrument. The sec-
ond asks what social and political forms are afforded, or not, by this 
attunement.

I. Measure 

I don’t want to say, “Pay attention to your breathing,” because it’s a cli-
ché, but, like many clichés, it is on to something, so, well, pay attention 
to your breathing.

What is its cadence?

Does it feel regular or erratic or—?

What is its texture?

Its thickness?

Did you shut your eyes to block potential visual stimulation?
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Is your breathing wet? Are you congested?

Are you coughing?

Do you smoke? If, when, you do, is it nervously? Seductively? With 
relief?

Is it allergy season? Is every season allergy season where you live? Is there 
mold in your living space or workplace? Did you ever go through some 
workplace training that casts asbestos exposure prevention as an individ-
ual responsibility rather than an institutional one?

Are you—now, generally—breathless, short of breath, out of breath?

Did a loud sigh recently betray you?

Has your breath been taken away? Ever?

Is the air you inhale warm or cold? 

Is it windy out?

The data points you have gathered: they are measures of your breathing 
and they posit breathing as a measure of something else. A measure of 
time and a measure of space.

You may measure intimacy in ecstatic breathlessness: the pleasurable 
kind and/or the painful kind. You may measure the death of a loved 
one through the leadup to the last breath, one you observe or one you 
imagine.
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Likewise, it is through breathing that you measure space. Breathing is 
proprioceptive: it gives you information about your movement and rel-
ative position. Through breathing, you take in your milieu. You process 
it. You register the density of the air, its composition, its temperature.

All of this information is partial, and it is contingent.

In a yoga class, my instructor says I must be mindful of my breathing. 
Only then, my instructor adds, will I achieve balance.
 
This isn’t false. It’s a reasoning indebted to long traditions of respiratory 
askesis, appropriated and transformed. 

At the same time, the claim that an attunement to breathing leads to 
homeostasis sounds ahistorical. Becoming aware of your breathing can 
confront you with unliveability. Your breath may be the measure of the 
air’s increasing pollution, monetization, and weaponization.

The media theorist Jussi Parikka writes that in twenty-first century meg-
acities, breath is an instrument of “smog sensing.” Smog, for Parikka, is a 
“chemical screen media,” a suspended residue of fossil fuel culture. “The 
screen,” Parikka specifies, “is not a background but an environment that 
wraps you inside its toxic cloud. We register this sort of visual screen 
with our bodies with every breath but also with different sorts of sensors 
that have developed as an essential part of the observation of industrial 
culture.” Smog withholds, more than it dispenses, visual cues. It is a 
screen that restricts visibility. You consume such screen media through 
respiratory means more than visual ones. Parikka’s account of the senso-
ry experience of smog nears synesthesia: smog is a breathable screen. It 
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is a screen that you take in and put out, a screen that makes you cough 
and irritates you throat.

How do you inventory the information that your breathing supplies 
about the atmosphere you occupy?

Devise your own notation device for respiratory atmospheric-sensing. 
If breath is a measure of time and space, then how do you abstract or 
mediate its measurements?

You may choose one of many routes:

Vocal amplification.

Verse. Consider how breath animates the line, and how it grants the 
poem its pauses.

Prose. Consider where breath runs out, and where the sentence runs 
out.

Prose poem.

Pictograms. How do you represent breath’s noncoincidence with speech 
and action?

Choreography. How does breath move—between body and milieu?

A technological device of some kind. There are, in fact, apps for that.

Translation.
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Mistranslation. 

***

What does your device teach you?

What does your device refuse to teach you?

What gets lost in translation?

Does elaborating your device necessitate commodities? What carbon 
emissions do they cause? Do you breathe these emissions? If you don’t, 
who does?

How does the notation in turn change your breathing?

Are you alone? Really alone?

II. Commons

Breathing is not a measure of shared experience.

Let me try again: breathing is a measure of uneven experiences.
 
There is a truism that we all breathe the same air. We don’t. Air pollution 
maps onto racial segregation; this phenomenon is called “environmental 
inequality.” Even when individuals do breathe the same air, they breathe 
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it differently. The rubrics of disability, race, ethnicity, gender, and class 
shape, and are in turn shaped by, breathing.

Ashon Crawley’s study of breathing and blackness, Blackpentecostal 
Breath: The Aesthetics of Possibility, begins as such:

“I can’t breathe.” July 17, 2014, sharpened it. Eric Garner  
repeated it eleven times while camera phones captured his mur-
der, while the excesses of police violence—the excesses that are 
central to and the grounds of policing itself—accosted him, 
grounded him, choked him. “I can’t breathe,” the announce-
ment of his intensely singular experience, his experience of the 
ongoing act of racial animus, antiblack racism, violent policing, 
policing as segregation and the implementation of dispossession  
and displacement as policy that structures life in the United 
States.

The anthropologist Kristen Simmons, a member of the Moapa Band of 
Southern Paiutes, writes that choking also typifies Indigenous life within 
settler atmospherics:

Standing Rock … [was a choke point] for water protectors 
asserting indigenous sovereignty. … Christina Sharpe argues 
that antiblackness is as pervasive as the climate. This, too, is 
the surround of settler atmospherics. Put otherwise, settler  
atmospherics are the normative and necessary violences found 
in settlement—accruing, adapting, and constricting indigenous 
and black life in the U.S. settler state.

The death of Eric Garner and the non-indictment of his assailant Daniel  
Pantaleo, described by Crawley, as well the approval of the Dakota 
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Access Pipeline, described by Simmons, inspired protests. These pro-
tests entailed some crossracial and crossethnic solidarity. But implicit in 
Crawley’s and Simmons’ accounts is that solidarity with those for whom 
the world is unbreathable doesn’t extend this unbreathability to all.  
Antiracist nonblack protesters, in one case, and anticolonial settler  
protesters, in the other, learned, through breathing, the limits of what 
they could know about experiences that were not theirs.

Respiratory commons are uneven.

In a speech she delivered at the 1981 West Coast Women’s Music Festival,  
Bernice Johnson Reagon, an African American composer and scholar, 
muses on a politics attuned to breathing as a measure of inequality. The 
text, printed in Barbara Smith’s anthology Home Girls, is considered 
black feminist classic. Addressing the crowd assembled at the high- 
altitude Yosemite National Park, Reagon offers:

There is a lesson in bringing people together where they can’t get 
enough oxygen, then having them try to figure out what they’re 
going to do when they can’t think properly. I’m serious about 
that. There probably are some  people here who can breathe, 
because you were born in high altitudes and you have big lung 
cavities. But when you bring people in who have not had the 
environmental conditioning, you got one group of people who 
are in a strain—and the group of people who are feeling fine 
are trying to figure out why you’re staggering around, and that’s 
what this workshop is about this morning.

I decipher in Reagon’s speech a respiratory model of crossracial attune-
ment and action that is not rooted in the projections we call sympathy 
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or empathy. This model isn’t about feeling for; it’s about feeling with, 
differentially.

Your notation device for respiratory atmospheric-sensing: How does it, 
or could it, register environmental or atmospheric inequalities?

What does it teach you?

What does it refuse to teach you?

What, now?
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CLaudina domingo

Sin destino fijo/No set destination

translated by Ryan Greene

Translator’s note:

Sin destino fijo/No set destination is one of the final poems in Claudina 
Domingo’s Tránsito/Transit, an award-winning collection that presents a 
many-mouthed, poly-silhouetted portrait of Mexico City. If Sin destino 
fijo/No set destination were a lock, then line 4 of Mexico City’s metro 
system would be the key. The poem traces the narrator’s eye and ear as 
she travels the line from one end to the other and back again. It is both 
a personal and cartographic poem that invites the reader to get on the 
metro and take the same ride. When I visited Domingo in February 
2017, that’s exactly what I did. On one of my last mornings in the city, 
I performed the ride that Domingo catalogued, and I created an “ex-
periential translation” to accompany my traditional translation of the 
poem. Later, I layered an audio version of this experiential translation 
over sounds I recorded while riding line 4 with Domingo earlier that 
same week1. Sometimes the page doesn’t feel like enough. 

1  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zYs2UXV0z8T471kUY61DQJrOwLF-lTVp/
view?usp=drivesdk
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No set destination

…(my nerves are tense like cables)  
between the no city and the yes city…

Evgueni Evtushenko

(Santa Anita) curving tracks    (shortcuts) wicked intentions    com-
ing closer or growing more distant    tracks (at last)     I hope they 
take me away never to return    a single sense (surrender)     a sin-
ister truth     “there’s no such thing” (the angel wants to say)    but 
he stops (my heart hurls a fistful of stones at him)    almost like a 
pick-up full of produce bearing down on a boy and his ball

(Jamaica)    above (beyond my frailties)    it teaches me another 
name “you need to start by spelling out”      virgins (neo-rococo 
altarpieces) wedding ribbons hanging from facades      (and from 
here on) toys for one-armed dolls

(Fray Servando)    the bridges will crumble earlier than expected 
(upon their obligatory spine) bustle of coffins (flowers)       a hob-
by-horse moving through the crowd      (its head of rags) a promise 
hunter’s trophy       it’s not hot anymore (november is an airborne 
month)    held up (on rails) wrapped in orange

(Candelaria)    (“I’m gonna mug you”)     a dead elephant (the leg-
islative palace)     behind and below (robbed by memory) yellowing 
photos (fingernails and locks of hair in a box)    the neighborhood 
that was always a muddy quagmire      Lecumberri (condemned for 
its name)  “one is closer to God in prison”     dusty blue gloomy 
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gray itinerant black (sentinel) sky    (to the west) ravaged hacienda      
(my girl) knows I enjoy her imminent green poetry     (branches 
oozing from the rock) roots romping between pockmarked columns

(Morelos) advertises candy shops    (bubblegum smell could deci-
pher infancy)    “a coin for a taco”    (cajeta popsicles) a little goat 
leaps over a nut stand       (pricked triceps) insertions into paradise 
from purgatory     (self-mortifying fakir) “I didn’t come here to 
steal”        necessity evolves over the bits of glass    tinkling bells 
(nearest to the illusion)      a church (attempts) a vain assault on the 
coppery sky (blue window sills)

(Canal del Norte)     playing basketball (before nightfall) in the 
empire of asbestos    brick kingdoms    antennas tanks of gas (on the 
rooftops)      (the consecration of a city is the denial of difference) 
“the consecration of my city is its illumination”        (half a bicycle 
skeleton) a joyful golden dog cuts across a bird’s shadow      the 
sun blinds (hiding something in its light)    “I’m going to melt into 
sorrow” (I say) as a puddle of meekness swells up into my throat     
Tlatelolco (from here) its defeat is imperceptible

(Consulado) “el negrito coal yard”    a forest for a heart (con-
sider the metaphor)    (airborne) enthusiast in its resins    “(I 
couldn’t resist) its way of growing from amber to mortuary blue 
was so charming”    a forest for a heart (and hands drawn to the 
woodcutter’s calling) 

(Bondojito) windows (reflecting other windows) (commanders of 
dreams)     an abandoned studio (the city served on a pewter tray)    
the sun hurls its last brick through some toothless hills
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(Talisman) Crown canning    help yourself to the city in disposable 
packaging     milk cheese (¿maybe the virgins’ yeast infections?)    
the fans carousel around under a cardboard sky    (amid the ruins 
of other factories) the dogs identify what’s edible     there were 
trains (other tracks)     boys watching through the window as a city 
dissolved into wastelands

(Martin Carrera) ending up in such a forbidding place     (godless 
hell-less)    pure factory putrefaction

(I’ll say) “it’s been a while” (then it also showed me its crystal trea-
sure)    (I’d said) “my fate will hinge on what I decide today”    with 
a damned innocence I braced an evening in these parts    (a city 
knows it)     (it always offers me) the same twilight over these tracks

(to return) so to speak     from here (so far away) the south (its 
greenery and magmatic canopies shut down)    but to return is a 
dazzling word (and a soothing notion) (Talisman)

(the condemned) need not cry     there’s still fire after the twilight      
     enough to light a cigarette (if you believe the Phoenix will return 
from the ashes) (Bondojito)

    “there’s always someone who brings you to your knees” and a city  
that lifts you up above the filth    (after all) a city must be more 
than a cliff (Consulado) 
 
he dreams paint-thinner dreams (I) poetic deliriums “filtered over 
ten meters of charcoal”     death chases us points at us with its index 
finger    stumbles over other corpses    “a city’s not worth anything if 
it doesn’t cause mental illness insanity fearlessness” (Canal del Norte)
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there’s no petrifaction    (solitude is a hard-working hive)    (outside) the  
city gulps down its final shot of light    (inside) other sweats knuckle  
down to work under its shirts (Morelos)

      (beyond blame) a city lights up its precarious neon faith    
(Candelaria)

(for three stations now a helicopter’s been making its rounds)       
    circles over the perfect prison schedules lover anguish food ¿rest?      
(Fray Servando)     ¿why run away? ¿where to? it’s not even clear 
that there’s anything more than nostalgia (beyond the smog)
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Sin destino fijo

…(mis nervios están tensos como cables)  
entre la ciudad no y la ciudad sí…

Evgueni Evtushenko

(Santa Anita) vías que se doblan      (vericuetos) aviesas intenciones      
se acercan o se alejan      vías (finalmente)      ojalá me llevaran para 
no regresar          un sólo sentido (la claudicación)        una ver-
dad siniestra      “ninguna lo es” (quiere decir el ángel)       pero se 
detiene (mi corazón le avienta un puñado de piedras)      casi como 
una camioneta llena de hortalizas sobre un niño y su pelota 

(Jamaica)      arriba (por encima de mis debilidades)      me enseña 
otro nombre “debes empezar por deletrear”        vírgenes (retablos 
neorococó) lazos nupciales para las fachadas de las casas        (desde 
aquí) juguetes para muñecas mancas 

(Fray Servando)      los puentes sucumbirán antes de lo previsto 
(sobre su espalda obligatoria) ajetreo de cajas (flores)       un ca-
ballito de palo entre el gentío      (su cabeza de trapo) el trofeo de 
un cazador de promesas      ya no hace calor (noviembre es un mes 
aéreo)      elevado (sobre rieles) encapsulado en naranja 

(Candelaria)      (“te voy a chinear”)        un elefante muerto (el 
palacio legislativo)      detrás y debajo (desvalijadas por la memoria) 
fotos amarillentas (uñas y cabello en una caja)        el barrio que 
siempre fue tierra lodazal mugre          Lecumberri (condenada por 
su nombre)         “en la cárcel se está más cerca de Dios”        azul 
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polvoriento gris apesadumbrado negro itinerante (centinela) el cielo            
(hacia el oeste) hacienda arrasada        (mi muchacha) sabe que me 
gusta su inminente poesía verde       (ramas que supura la roca) 
raíces que se regodean entre columnas cacarizas

(Morelos) anuncia dulcerías        (el olor a chicle descifrará la 
infancia)      “una moneda para un taco”       (paletas de cajeta) una 
cabra pequeña salta un puesto de nueces       (tríceps piqueteados) 
inserciones al paraíso desde el purgatorio         (faquir) “no vengo 
a robar”      la necesidad evoluciona sobre los vidrios      cascabeles 
(lo más cercano a la ilusión)        una iglesia (intenta) vano asalto al 
cielo cobrizo (alféizares azules) 

(Canal del Norte)       jugar basquetbol (antes de que anochezca) en 
el imperio del asbesto      reinos de ladrillo      antenas tanques de 
gas (en las azoteas)        (la consagración de una ciudad es negar la 
diferencia) “la consagración de mi ciudad es alumbrarla”      (me-
dio esqueleto de bicicleta) un perro amarillo y contento cruza una 
sombra de pájaro        el sol ciega (oculta algo entre la luz)        “me 
voy a fundir en la tristeza” (digo) mientras un charco de mansedum-
bre se me sube al cuello          Tlatelolco (desde aquí) su derrota es 
imperceptible

(Consulado) “carbonería el negrito”        un bosque por corazón 
(considerar la metáfora)      (aéreo) entusiasta en sus resinas       (no 
pude negarme) era tan encantadora su forma de crecer del ámbar al 
azul mortuorio       un bosque por corazón (y vocación de leñador 
en las manos)
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(Bondojito) ventanas (reflejan otras ventanas) (comendadoras de 
sueños)        un estudio abandonado (la ciudad servida en bandeja de 
peltre)        el sol lanza su último ladrido tras unos cerros desdentados

(Talismán) envases crown      sírvase la ciudad en desechables      
leche quesos (¿acaso la candidiasis de las vírgenes?)        los ventila-
dores juegan al carrusel bajo un cielo de cartón       (entre las ruinas 
de otras fábricas) los perros reconocen comestibles       hubo trenes 
(otras vías) muchachos que miraban tras la ventana como se deslía 
una ciudad en páramo

(Martín Carrera) venir a dar a un lugar tan inhóspito       (sin dios 
sin infierno)      pura podredumbre de fábrica

(diré) “ha pasado mucho tiempo” (también entonces me enseñó su 
tesoro de cristal)        (entonces dije) “de lo que decida hoy dependerá 
mi destino”         con ingenuidad maldita apuntalé una tarde en el 
territorio       (una ciudad lo sabe)       (me ofrece siempre) el mismo 
atardecer sobre estas vías

(regresar) es un decir      desde aquí (tan lejos) el sur (clausurados 
su verdor y sus doseles de lava)    pero regresar es una deslumbrante 
palabra (y una noción reconfortante) (Talismán)

no deben llorar (los condenados) tras el crepúsculo aún queda lum-
bre       la suficiente como para prender un cigarrillo (si se cree que 
de las cenizas regresará el Fénix) (Bondojito)
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       “siempre hay alguien que te pone de rodillas” y una ciudad que 
te eleva sobre la inmundicia        (después de todo) una ciudad debe 
ser más que un despeñadero (Consulado)

él sueña sueños de tíner (yo) delirios de poesía “filtrados sobre diez 
metros de carbón”       la muerte nos busca      nos apunta con el 
dedo indicado        se tropieza con otros cuerpos        “una ciudad 
no vale nada si no produce enfermedad mental locura arrojo” (Ca-
nal del Norte)

no existe la petrificación      (la soledad es una laboriosa colmena)      
(afuera) la ciudad bebe su último trago de luz     (adentro) otros 
sudores se esmeran en sus camisas (Morelos)

       (más allá de la culpa) una ciudad enciende su precaria fe de 
neón      (Candelaria) 

(un helicóptero lleva tres estaciones haciendo la ronda)       círculos 
sobre la prisión perfecta horarios amante angustia comida ¿reposo?      
(Fray Servando)         ¿por qué huir? ¿a dónde? ni siquiera es seguro que 
haya algo más que nostalgia (más allá del esmog)
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no.set.destination 
[[ for claudina ]]

_______

(jamaica)
rooftop twirl 
rows of it 
water tanks 
skyscratchers in the distance 
scaffolds  // twin engines 
climbing // falling 
_______ 
 
(santa anita)
past the last stop 
friction creak and brakes exhaling 
reverse 
new tracks to take you places 
______ 
 
(jamaica)
enters texting 
crisp plastic crack of water bottle 
purple flowers again 
but faster 
again the twirling 
again the steel turned skyward 
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______ 
 
(fray servando)
two-fold
closure
on-track
headphone cords lacing past collars
under shirts
streets lacing under bridges
perpendicular rejected in favor of /|_ 
_________

(candelaria)
mop followed by blue shoes
treading forward
church bells silent this time of day
corrugated roofs waiting for wind or rain to give them voice
for now
tongueless
_______

(morelos)
zipper hangs from sleeve
from coat
from bag
a shoe painted on a shirt
cranes held hostage
boxed in by dust and concrete
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_______

(canal del norte)
trust in engineers 
antennas upturned
wide-eared for invisible shrieks
something for sale on every axis
________

(consulado)
shock of light through gray sky
filtered|filtering
a secret hotel shouts at the top of its lungs
red tall and hungry
_______

(bondojito)
voices loosened from fixed bodies
coming from anywhere :~: everywhere
something to do with the angles
or saturation
_______

(talismán)
one phone in one hand
another in another
mountains come closer and trees
elbow up against houses
buses parked like dogs
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getting to know each other
nose to tail
________

(martín carrera)
concrete hulls would bulge if physics allowed
clinic and tire shop
schoolyard and bus terminal
halted limp home
into shadow
at last
_______

(martín carrera)
a couple others wait for the switch
a plastic wrapped book and teeth flirting with fingernails
as always “”  “” screenglow mesmerizes
a gentle cough
another mop
(black shoes not blue)
growl of mechanized air in transit
______

(talismán)
honking
dopplerized
the hills once more
rebarred and distant
sun up against helmet leaves face in shadow
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______

(bondojito)
two pigtails
laminated ID
cleargreen salve
orange-wrapped metal
in orbit
______

(consulado)
shoes with soft scuffs
furniture stores
potted plants on rooftops
shrubs sprouting from brick
______

(canal del norte)
mouth hides behind hair
reclusive
sun through billboard shows backlit life all smiles—no sleepless nights
______

(morelos)
a neck that looks like my father’s
plastic twine stringing cardboard shut
a park with stained benches
populated  [][][][][][][][] ultraviolet
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_______

(candelaria)
clenched fist and laundry out to dry
elbows touching periodically
sometimes just the hair on the back of arms in contact
pink shoelaces gray pants orange shirt
three lives contracted 
_______

(fray servando)
spoon emptying into black hole
mouth
lips
tongue
teeth
gums
yogurt
music louder than expected
______

(jamaica)
cactus bits despined and bagged
two bracelets on two left wrists
a jolt brings hands up in search of something
nothing left
but air
and plastic
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kim roSenfieLd

from Phantom Captain

Subject construction is a work of art
—Julia Kristeva

Invention takes a toll
always has  
that’s the cruelest joke most of us know
what gets pinned on what 
what passes the buck 

Innovation takes a toll
(like being womanly)
goodnight menses
darkening wings of desire
history inside the volcano
of preservation  management  usage

Am I blue  
in the field
of the iced-over crater?

Declared taxonomy of humanity 
so-so humans 
made-to-measure 
in approximate length and width
of loving  one another 
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Counter-volcanic axis of the feminine
and skin-envelopes of 
the feminine 
blown in from paradise 
  
Is biography destiny’s 
dust-up with counter-volcanic axis of
skin, volume, shadow, light 
and can the feminine carve the way 
 if invention takes a toll 
by melting traces on molten ground  
of our own poly-resin orbit 
of who is speaking
Fixed fugitive moments 
Connecting ephemeral unconscious 
to paths of no resistance 
only burdens of proof of time 
sculptural séance conditions 
for a past as-yet-to-come 

Intervening space is  visiting ruins
and all love presumably left among them 
presuming even the possibility of love 
or a world that can repair
let the hating world be known 
oh wait—it already is 
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I am 20 thousand leagues 
under my epicenter 
what forms me
is molten endurance 
experience pressed 
through my own skin 
I’m able to recognize carnival gloss
for what it is
an heirloom 
emptied out blood box for seeing 
recycled water bottle of my own tears 

Able to see history for what it is 
a natural selection site 
at the counter-volcanic-double-axis pirouette 
of the feminine and the sculptural 

Is biography destiny? 
Are sculptural conditions required
for time-to-come (avenir)? 
intervening space 
that mines objects mired within ruins 
of pressed-down hate and love 

During the dangerous campaign
and through a lot 
of advantageous 
and unrealizable conditions 
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an amorous arrow to the heart 
fulfilled my ask 

Yoked in fiery bulls 
stuck with glue grown from them 
put to sleep  unsleeping
her father didn’t give 
a cause to  carve his limbs 
and throw them out to sea 

Return youth!
let go old blood! 
pour in new blood! 

We are undone 
light is to grief 
as begging is to parity
paltry hiding places 
remote nooks and crannies 
of the realm of the
universe overwhelmed 
and in ruins

Let all things pass 
‘cause no one may safely assail 
the strong 
cure’s worse than the peril 
or memory of my better self 
my shitty fortunes 
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the throng of the silent 
a little boy excited  
by the moves of his stepmother
who water-feeds the flames 
strange nuptials 
follow up face attacks so well begun 
grief is just practicum 
so glad I armed my daughter 

Horror smites my heart 
the mother has come back 
the wife is banished 
a way through has opened for me 

I cannot believe I’m becoming a mountain of repeat
I don’t believe in that mountain 
and now I made it 
I paid homage too late 
I messed with my ancestors 
I let the void fuck me up

We are babies, boats, and roses
A multiverse of pleasure annihilation 
a perpetual becoming-going-on-being of utopias 
like my mother making noodles 
until her skin falls off 
her debt to nature and the natural world 
something to offer the bars of my jail 
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I feel a day old plus more
in my house and in my chores 
but also know to say what I must 
my aims are involuntary 
I can see in the dark 
into the “truth” of everything we know 

Cultural infiltrations and even the process of thinking itself 
an elaboration of what cannot be fully mapped
when we have to say a goodbye 
so thick you could bite it
death in a universalizing storm 
absence as a condition of thinking 
that was my child 
on the rails pulling out  
into the darkness

What is required to come to life? 
is form the performance? 
is contact at odds with delivering 
those opposites in me
which are so much everywhere 
my personality statues 
my barbaric natural body’s way to consolidate
a barbaric commodity  that is not containing anything 
that is not a vessel for anything
but a sensory smatter of selfhood some people never get together 
as in what does it mean that I can’t take a lifetime
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in this aggravating acceleration 
to say what I must 
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naThan WaLker

Open Collar

performance score made by writing unsighted for two hours with 
both hands simultaneously and mouth open. 
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A Poets Theater Tribute to Kevin Killian

Eileen Myles * Scott Hewicker * Cliff Hengst 
Karla Milosevich * Craig Goodman 
Michelle Rollman * Anne McGuire 

Wayne Smith * Tanya Hollis * Steve Orth 
Lindsey Boldt * Maxe Crandall

Arnold J. Kemp * Carla Harryman, 
Lee Ann Brown & Tony Torn 

Susan Gevirtz * Laynie Browne 
Patrick Durgin * Norma Cole

Jo Giardini

for Kevin & Dodie
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In addition to his work as a poet, novelist, memoirist, biographer,  
literary organizer, and Top-100 Amazon reviewer (not to mention holding  
a full-time day job), Kevin Killian made time to write or co-write (and 
often direct) over 50 Poets Theater plays. Almost always performed as 
staged readings, with one or two rehearsals, minimal sets and costuming,  
Kevin’s Poets Theater work demonstrated a commitment to a community- 
based, non-professional ethos where sociality and shared laughter were 
as important—if not more so—than how the work may have lived on 
the page. 

Though Kevin’s plays were performed in numerous cities, the bulk of the 
performances were debuted in San Francisco, where he gathered a troupe 
of artists and poets (and notably, few if any “real” actors) who audiences 
grew to love as talents and interpreters of Kevin’s singular high-low style. 
We would go not to see Diego Rivera or Hannah Weiner portrayed on 
stage but rather Cliff Hengst-as-Diego or Karla Milosevich-as-Hannah. 
Regulars such as Rex Ray, Scott Hewicker, Wayne Smith, Norma Cole, 
and scores of others became stars (and often co-authors) in Kevin’s world, 
deftly able to adapt to his seat-of-the-pants productions and pun-laced, 
celebrity-skewering, plot-twisted extravaganzas. His plays became social 
events, a gathering of the tribes that ignored the conventions of “proper” 
theater in search of something more communal, where the audience was 
invited to share in the recognition of what “amateur” performance and 
slap-dash aesthetic bravado could accomplish when we put our high-art 
pretensions aside for a couple of hours to see what literary and perfor-
mance art actually looked like when brought alive within overlapping 
networks of community and friendship. For Kevin, everyone was a star. 

For this mini-tribute, I invited veterans of his troupe of performers to 
share brief remembrances of Kevin’s singular brand of Poets Theater, in 
hopes that the memory of the shared experience of working with Kevin 
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may live on alongside his written oeuvre. My thanks to the participants, 
as well as to all those who over the years donated their time and energy 
to make Kevin’s Poets Theater live, breathe, laugh, and sing. 

—David Buuck
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kevin kiLLian 
Plays 

Afterglow (written with Norma Cole)
The American Objectivists (with Brian Kim Stefans) 
Art Colony Survivor (with Norma Cole)
The Big Keep
Blackboard Jungle, a remake for Darrell Alvarez
Box of Rain 
Capriccio (with Jocelyn Saidenberg) 
Celebrity Hospital (with Karla Milosevich)
Crime of the Century 
Cupid and Psyche (libretto)
Cut
Dance World Gym (with Karla Milosevich)
Diamonds and Rust (with Wayne Smith)
Dinner Plus Theater (with Tanya Hollis)
Fascination (with Wayne Smith)
Flamingo Road
Flophouse
Geyser (with Wayne Smith)
The Gossip Girl Play
Happiness is a New Idea in Europe (with Geoffrey Wildanger and
     Kit Schluter)
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The High and the Mighty (with Dodie Bellamy and Colter Jacobsen)
The House of Forks
Island of Lost Souls
The Last Days of Black Mountain
The Lentricular
Life after Prince 
Love Can Build a Bridge (with Karla Milosevich)
New Light on Riboflavin
Often (with Barbara Guest)
Peach Secret
Political Animals
The Pre-Poetic
Princess of Tides
The Red and the Green (with Karla Milosevich)
Return to Sender
The Schwimmer Effect (with Scott Hewicker)
Seeing Red
Seth Speaks (with Karla Milosevich and Craig Goodman)
The Shakers (with Wayne Smith)
To Sir With Love, a remake for Darrell Alvarez
Slide Show
The Smith Family (with Craig Goodman)
Stone Marmalade (with Leslie Scalapino)
Tariq Alvi’s Nightmare
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That
Thelma! (with Stewart Wallace)
Three on a Match
Total Eclipse (with D-L Alvarez)
The Vegetable Kingdom (with Rex Ray)
Walking Tour
Wet Paint
A Whole New World
White Rabbit (with Kota Ezawa and Hobbypop Museum)
The Wishing Well (with Larry Rinder)
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eiLeen myLeS

Don’t Go

I honestly don’t know what to do with this moment in time when my 
peers are dying (I’m not immortal?!) and everyone who isn’t dead be-
comes a kind of audience. Dodie won’t be throwing herself on the pyre 
nope not yet but Kevin has gone through the door and I don’t know 
what’s on the other side but he isn’t here and I was in Berlin when he 
died and his name became a tiny anthem in a poem I was writing called 
“The Trip” which isn’t so good but every now and then I would just say 
Kevin. His name is also on my white board in Texas that lists groceries 
and things I need to do and then it says Kevin. On IG I’m chatting 
under a photo and then “Kevin”. Kevin dead keeps rearing his head 
because he can’t believe he’s not living.  Since I was in Berlin when he 
died it was possible he would be in America when I got back and later 
I was in New York and he might be out here in San Francisco and he 
wasn’t at Naropa and everyone kept talking about Kevin and now I’m 
here in San Francisco and Kevin isn’t here. How could he be gone. I 
wish he didn’t go and we will be talking about him a lot as long as we 
or I still feel Kevin will somehow walk in the room holding papers and 
that feeling will last for a very long while I don’t know if you can have 
that feeling enough but at some point it will seem normal but not now. I 
think of Kevin’s style as high Irish. He had a high Irish voice but he also 
was a Long Island prep and his family wasn’t broke so there was some-
thing regarding and then disregarding in regard to where he comes from 
that he carried and finally Kevin Killian was just always very assertively 
responsible for truly being here making this a specific place that is deep-
ly connected to other places in art and culture - writing history, other 
moments that Kevin might’ve wished he had lived in. Kevin was more 
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than a bit of a natural historian a long gossip and somehow by means of 
his enormously good manners he made this place where he stood and 
we all stand with him be part of that long history and becoming now 
after all and helplessly a kind of art and literary demi-monde. He made 
it great to be here. Kevin had a splashy way of making everyone feel like 
they had just arrived with the turkey. Me for example. Nobody’s appre-
ciation of my poetry made me feel better about it than Kevin’s. Kevin 
had an explosive kind of intelligence since day one which for me was 
the day I met him at Stonybrook in the seventies when he invited me 
and Jane and Michael and Tim to take the LIRR out to him to read our 
work in a gay event that Kevin had organized. He was young then, three 
years younger than me which was 26 then to my 29. Huge. He was cute 
and lively. He had good hair always, very Irish hair meaning thick and 
reminiscent of someone in a band in the 60s or the 70s, longish, wavy 
and fountain-like and Kevin typically wore suit jackets and shirts but 
I imagine him always wearing some kind of horizontal striped teeshirt 
under a suit jacket denoting an easy kind of rock and roll royalty. Also 
Gotham bookmart when there was no difference. Straight to Broadway 
like Ntozake Shange or down to Electric Circus with Gerard. Kevin’s 
look also signified the landscape he came from, Long Island, the sea, he 
and Dodie’s small craft, Mirage, flickering on the horizon alongside all 
the album covers and colored portraits on the covers of Interview Maga-
zine of singers gazing out at us their fans in their and our youth. 

There was always a youthiness about Kevin Killian. To be young is to 
be an unabashed fan. He had it as an elder. Kevin had a marvelous 
instrument for effusing, his changeable expansive reckless grand dame 
elegant surprising voice sourced from an endless bucket of light from 
somewhere that scattered love and fun and wit and bitchiness around us 
all and offered a lawn and a fence to hold us in. Kevin as Bo peep. Who 
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will hold us now? I definitely feel like he taught me to write. I’ll start 
with the thing of his books. At first him and Dodie’s. A press called e.g. 
I could be wrong. Slim pamphlets of prose in the 80s kicked out like sin-
gles. A story would just get dropped into the flow of the writing world. 
It made a whirlpool. I have such a memory of being in Venice (Italy not 
California) not too long after an early trip to San Francisco when I saw 
everyone and I was handed those blue pamphlets by Kevin and Dodie 
prose not poetry which seemed like such a new idea and I brought them 
with me and read them late at night in misery I was just getting dumped 
by my first great love Zeborah in my skinny bed in this hotel where the 
guy who ran it confused the syringe and hydrogen peroxide and baking 
soda I was using to salvage my teeth and gums as evidence I was a junky 
and he pushed me down on the bed in the tiny room I was sleeping in 
as if he could fuck me I was such a piece of shit specimen and I kept try-
ing to explain to him in pantomime cause we shared no other language 
that I was shooting stuff into my gums not into my arms and those 
blue books were on my bed gazing up at this pathetic spectacle and the 
writing was so marvelous. 

It was all the same world. Bedrooms Have Windows was the most influ-
ential book of stories I ever read. Spread Eagle is his masterpiece but 
the child is the father to the man. Bedrooms channeled youth, hysteria, 
intimacy, gayness and kitsch in a compact unstable way I had never seen 
and will never see again. I will never read like that again. Completely 
porous. An invitation. All daisies and pop and it excited me. Both Kevin 
Killian and not he. He asked if he could pop one of my poems into one 
of the stories in Bedrooms and I hadn’t even known myself yet, not as a 
poet whose furniture anyone could use and I definitely didn’t know that 
a story could part its petals to hold a poem of one of their peers. It was 
such a confirmation—like a high-toned dog show that one gesture of 
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Kevin’s plus he paid for my poem and I cashed the check. I thought I am 
in a new world now and Kevin made it happen. He professionalized his 
passion. He put all his money where his mouth was. I wrote a double 
review of Kevin’s collection of stories and as well of his novel Shy, also a 
masterpiece, again cause the characters in it, Gunner, an older dude and 
what was the kid’s name were so recognizable, the world was so true. 
Kevin’s writing kept demonstrating the veracity of the world and repeat-
edly made the point that our living does not so much get idealized by 
fiction as fiction must get taken down by life from somewhere improb-
able with a capital F. Kevin made fiction true. His work, all of it, always 
proposed both writing and living as a space as unpredictable and social as 
maybe Andy Warhol’s factory and the early black and white films. Kevin 
was all early Andy, an non-combative force, an unstoppable one. Kevin 
blithely made an injection, Dr. Kevin, into exactly where or what he 
wanted to be in—what was outrageous and saintly about Kevin was this 
overwhelming sense that there was no giant cultural separation at all. He 
made our time less lonely. He was a cheery weirdo like Robert Walser. 
Yet Kevin kept his job. It strikes me that the only other person as inap-
propriate and grandiose and remarkable as Kevin though without the 
fizz, since she was often comically dour was Leslie Scalapino. They both 
carried an earnest conceit that the culture needed them and confronted 
its bigness with a daisy, like the hippy chick walking up to the soldiers, 
the massness of mass media crumbled as they walked their work like a 
backstage pass right through everything’s walls and cozily invited it into 
their funky home. When I think of Kevin’s Amazon reviews the enormi-
ty truly is how big his project was, how small Amazon, how disposable 
his literary friend ads were designed to be and yet by turning them out 
fast as light he occupied Goliath and undid him. Kevin loved culture and 
was its constant undoing. I don’t know if Kevin Killian believed in god 
but considering the hole he’s left in the world and all the glitter that is 
filling this room I am totally sure that god believed in Kevin. 
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SCoTT heWiCker

The first play I saw by Kevin Killian was Life after Prince at Kiki Gallery 
in 1993. It was a beautifully messy spectacle in a cramped gallery full 
of people. What was exciting about it was its unpredictable mix of 
amateur flatness and high camp. I’m not sure if they were always fun to 
sit through, but they sure were a lot of fun to be in.

Seizing on my background as a failed actor, Kevin cast me in his next 
play as River Phoenix in Three On A Match, alongside Andrea Juno as 
River’s twin sister Leaf. We had to share genitals for some reason, so we 
had to comically gyrate on stage together. I remember being impressed 
that Nayland Blake memorized his part of Gus Van Sant. Except perhaps 
for Arturo Galster (who played Klaus Nomi with a scolding precision 
and professionalism in D-L and Kevin’s production of Total Eclipse), no 
one else took their acting roles (or chops) quite as seriously.

Through Poets Theater, I became friends with so many people,  
especially poets and artists I might not have met otherwise: Jocelyn Said-
enberg, Yedda Morrison, David Buuck, Leslie Scalapino, David Brazil, 
Norma Cole, Taylor Brady and Tanya Hollis, to name just a few.

My favorite roles were the female characters: Linda McCartney, Janis 
Joplin and Tuesday Weld (especially since the painter Caitlin Mitchell- 
Dayton painted a life-size portrait of me in that costume). My favorite 
plays were where Kevin collaborated with one of us: Vegetable Kingdom 
(written with Rex Ray), The Shakers (Wayne Smith), The Smith Family 
 (Craig Goodman), and Love Can Build A Bridge (Karla Milosevich). I 
wrote one with Kevin too, called The Schwimmer Effect, an overstuffed 
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TV Hollywood sci-fi romp involving a Logan’s Run style conspiracy plot 
against young TV actors and the aging-stars-now-powerful-Tibetan- 
Buddhists who save them (I told you it was overstuffed!). We performed 
it once at New College in the auditorium that is now The Chapel 
on Valencia St. I remember Kevin wrote lines like a machine, and I  
remember laughing often as he gave shape to my convoluted plot. After 
the performance, he gifted me a first edition of the Logan’s Run trilogy 
signed by William F. Nolan.

Kevin’s plays were the perfect vehicle for me to be a real ham and for over 
20 years I performed in dozens of them. How could I refuse  Kevin’s 
gleaming invitations: “Scott, have I the role for you, you’ll be just perfect!”

I was in so many plays I can hardly remember them all. Recently, someone  
posted the cast list to Political Animals and I was listed as playing Jack 
Kemp though I have no recollection of this play. I made out with the 
artist Laurie Reid in one play but I forget which one it was (though I 
won’t soon forget that kiss). Could it have been the same play? Who 
knows? I think I mostly lived for my time on stage and it was difficult to 
keep track of all the complicated narratives that unfolded while waiting 
for cues backstage.

I also remember that Kevin was constantly revising scripts. Actors that 
were in rehearsals or expected for the part might not be in the final 
production: anything can happen with free talent. It  happened  most 
painfully after the final rehearsal at Rex Ray’s studio, when Rex  
announced he was too ill to perform in the actual play. Anyway, Kevin  
would give us completely new scripts right before the performance  
(even if he just changed the name of the actors) and we often had to 
hurriedly highlight our parts again in the dark backstage, all of us  
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huddling under the few security lights, trying to keep track of where we 
were in the performance and passing a bottle of whisky back and forth, 
laughing it up. 

Sure there were times of grumbling about being in yet another play, but 
it pains me deeply that there won’t be any more. I’d do anything to be in 
one again, just to see Kevin alive and smiling.

 

David Brazil as Wallace Berman & Scott 
Hewicker as Janis Joplin, with Karla Milosevich 
as Jay DeFeo, Wet Paint, SFMOMA
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CLiff hengST

My first role in a Kevin Killian play was as a straight guy. His name was 
Steve Poitrine, and he was a detective, so I had to play him detectively. I 
remember the line I said to Tonya Harding as she is being led off stage, 
“Sorry Tanya, the only gold medal you’ll be getting is from a sack of 
Gold Medal flour.” I probably got that wrong. Sorry, Kevin.
 
Sometimes the manuscripts would be thick, printed on both sides even! 
You looked for the Ziploc bag of highlighters, and stated striping out 
your lines, which was difficult, there would always be someone there you 
wanted to talk to, but didn’t have the time. You counted the pages and 
lines, some real good ones, and tried not to laugh too hard. You had to 
know your exits and entrances. If you didn’t your scene would end and 
you’d just be standing there. The more plays we performed together the 
better we got. I never actually thought we were a theatre group but we 
totally were.
  
I remember one play where we had an actual equity-card carrying actor 
perform with us. Backstage he gave us all notes and direction, with the 
intent on making us funnier and faster. He didn’t realize that it wasn’t 
so much about the acting, it was more about how can I deliver Kevin’s 
words in a way he’d love. They were the perfect mix of shade, poetry, and 
camp. Acting was cool but this was different, some kind of gay emotion. 
I don’t know how else to put it. 
  
There are moments I’ll always treasure: Rex and I applying our clown 
makeup in a bathroom some guy had recently blown up, gagging and 
laughing at the sight of our clown faces coming together in the bathroom 
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mirror of CCA. Talking backstage with Laurie Reid, making her miss 
her cue. Tanya Hollis as Emily Dickinson saying, “What’s a library?” in 
her driest Pepperidge Farms New England accent. Passing around the 
whiskey bottle backstage with the HobbyPop crew. Wig changes, props 
dropping, costume revamps, last-minute editing. Sometimes you had to 
sacrifice your weekend in rehearsals and performing. Other times the 
plays themselves seemed to go on forever. They were always a lot of fun. 
They informed my practice in a way I could never imagine. I was lucky 
that Kevin gave me some of the best characters to play with. I will miss 
performing for him so very much.

Craig Goodman & 
Cliff Hengst in The 
Shakers, CCA
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karLa miLoSeviCh

I was lucky to fall into the orbit of Kevin Killian and be cast in his Poets 
Theater plays. I’ve played so many fun characters and met really interesting  
and lovely people through Kevin. My first part was as a psychiatrist in 
a play performed at my alma mater, the San Francisco Art Institute. I  
remember being so nervous that I had to use a pencil as a prop so the 
audience might not notice my hands shaking. Since then, I’ve played 
Sinead O’Connor, Patty Smythe, Goldie Hawn, Hillary Clinton, news 
reporter Kitty Potter, and many more. Being in his plays was easy,  
because there was just one rehearsal—a read through—and then we got 
in character and performed it live, with plenty of spontaneity and no 
pressure. He was never bossy or critical, but would give pointers here 
and there, such as don’t just stand there, move around some on stage.

Kevin invited me once to a Patti Smith reading at the Victoria Theater  
in San Francisco. He got there early so we could get good seats; he prob-
ably had waited for at least two hours so that when we went in he and 
his wife Dodie Bellamy and I were front and center, mere feet from Patti 
Smith. Early on, she burped and apologized to the audience (which 
probably included a lot of vegetarians, she said) because she had eaten 
rabbit stew, and “sorry, but it was delicious.” Towards the end of her 
reading, she played a couple of acoustic songs with her guitarist Lenny 
Kaye, and did “People Have the Power”. Kevin was visibly excited; he 
stood up and sang along pretty loud, he was so adorably happy and 
moved. That song will always remind me of him and that moment.
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Kevin was so supportive of artists and went to all our art openings and 
events. In turn, he encouraged us to attend readings and events which 
opened my eyes to a whole other world in San Francisco, the literary scene.

Kevin and I wrote five plays together, and every one of them was a joy 
through and through. When working on a play, we’d meet for one hour 
every weekend morning, usually at my kitchen table, and just laugh and 
come up with whatever popped into our heads. I can type fast, so he’d 
dictate and I’d type it up, interjecting with characters, plot lines, or dia-
logue here and there. He kept the whole structure together and the story 
moving along from start to finish, so I could just relax with it. Then, at 
the end of the working hour, he’d be off to do the next thing, to meet 
another person for a project or something or attend an event, and I’d 
email him the current version. When we had finished the play, he would 
edit and format the document to make the final.

Once, when we performed our Celebrity Hospital, I received this email 
from Kevin:

When the play ends and Kurt Russell and Kitty Potter join 
hands, we want to have a music cue of Patti Smith singing 
“People Have the Power.” Then everyone comes out and joins 
hands and bows as the music plays and hopefully the audience 
is clapping.

We were sad because Rex Ray had died and couldn’t reprise his recurring 
character, Rick Penny, and those were tough shoes to fill. But Kevin 
stepped in and played the part as a tribute to Rex. In an email around 
then, he wrote about Rex: 
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Karla & Kevin in Celebrity Hospital
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“What an angel—of course a wicked one too :-)”

I feel the same about Kevin. Truly an angel sent from above, to inspire,  
encourage, and be joyous with. One of the most giving, supportive,  
brilliant, and funniest people I have ever known, and of course, delight-
fully nasty!

His Amazon reviews always bring a smile to my face, just like any 
thought of Kevin, who was so generous with his happiness. For instance, 
his review of Advil:

“Ordinarily I agree with James Koenig’s reviews 1000 per cent. 
Not for nothing is he one of Amazon’s top 100 reviewers. And 
yet, when he tells us we might as well just get the generic ver-
sion of ibuprofen, as well as brand name Advil, I demur sharply.

Other reviewers recommend Advil for its ease of use, but I’m  
here to tell you the main reason to buy it is that it is tasty and 
sweet, rather like a cherry. If common sense and doctors warn-
ings didn’t preclude it, I would be popping Advils all day just to 
get that delicious taste in my mouth, like a kid in a candy store.

First week of January I had an industrial accident at my office 
when a large box of heavy paper stock tumbled down onto my 
foot from a great height. Rushed to the hospital, I found myself 
weak and faint, and when the doctor told me that I should be 
having an Advil every four hours for the next three months, to  
reduce swelling and to heal the fracture, I perked up considerably.  
Now in front of me as I type, is a king size dispenser of Advil,  
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which used to be an oversized Pez dispenser in black and gold, 
wearing Tim Lincecum’s uniform, which some friends had 
bought me on a trip to the SF Giants stadium here. Now it 
dispenses Advil and I find myself looking at the clock wishing 
it was four hours later already. I’m hooked I guess, and a little 
piece of me wishes I could return to the days of youth when I 
needed nothing, no poppy or mandragora as Shakespeare says, 
but in the meantime I do enjoy a nice Advil every four hours, 
and as a side benefit, its healing atoms have sped the recovery of 
my swollen foot inside its sturdy surgical boot.”

The German artist Martin Kippenberger once said, “What I’m working on 
is for people to be able to say that Kippenberger had this really good mood.”

Kevin Killian had a really good mood.
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Craig goodman

Our writing sessions would last one hour—no longer than 90 minutes—
on Saturday morning at 11 at my kitchen table. I’d move my iMac to 
the kitchen table and make sure to have some Diet Pepsi for Kevin—in 
the post-Tab era—but he always had one himself in his Birdwell tote. 

“I’ve been thinking that at this point, we could have Tuesday Weld come 
in!” he’d say. “Type ‘Look, here she is now! Tuesday Weld!’”
 
I’d follow his lead through the plot, trying to contribute by pulling in 
obscure quotes and references from a mutually-beloved film or actress—
trivia that tends to linger long in my memory banks.  
 
We both loved Jennifer Jones, who was always expiring dramatically in a 
fall (Towering Inferno, Angel, Angel Down We Go), spanning generations 
in a single performance (Portrait of Jennie), or playing cringingly against 
her ethnicity back in those times (Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing, Duel 
in the Sun).
 
“She was also Sally Kellerman’s best friend!” I reminded Kevin.
 
Of course the Sally connection + Liv Ullmann’s Changing made me really  
want to do a Lost Horizon themed play. I thought these would be real 
winners, but when I put it out there, Kevin didn’t bite. 
 
I guess we already had our own Shangri-la with the Poet’s Theatre, 
a paradise that made us feel young and alive, even if we long-term  
participants did start to notice that the ingénue roles were passing on to 
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new blood. I graduated from the young, new-to-the-city window dresser 
in Diamonds and Rust (my first role) to Andrew Cunanan, to Johnny 
Thunders. Then a leap in age and gender to Helena von Helen, washed-
up ballerina, back to Jim Nabors, and, finally, to Mrs. Danvers from 
Rebecca. 
 
We would all wait for our entrance in the dark backstage, trying to make 
out my highlighted queue in the script by the light someone else’s tiny 
flashlight. Hear the queue. “Why look, It’s Will, from Will and Grace!” 
Then you make your entrance, as big as you can. And land in the light.  
I think that Kevin always appreciated that. He knew you were a star—
he’s made you one—and he expected you to act like one. Like him.
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miCheLLe roLLman

So much has been said that has spoken to all of us, about Kevin as a 
writer, about Kevin as a supporter of so many writers and artists, about 
Kevin’s gift for making us all feel like we were stars, about Kevin’s incred-
ible relationship with Dodie. Kevin’s inclusion of me into the world of 
Poets Theater gave me laughter, lasting friendships and joyous moments 
of being a ham. He taught me that it is ok to laugh at what you love and 
to love the ridiculous in everything (including one’s self ) with depth and 
heart. In 1994 he wrote the play Flophouse for the tenth anniversary of 
The Lab. In it we jumped to the future and at the end he wakes to find 
Dodie telling him it was all a dream. He asks her if he is “more divine 
than the sun and moon?” She answers that she doesn’t “have an answer 
to that one. Not yet.” Jump now to the future again and the answer is 
most clearly yes. All my love to Dodie and to everyone who was blessed 
to know Kevin Killian.
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scripts courtesy of Michelle Rollman
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anne mCguire

Kevin would often have us do read-throughs of his plays during his wife 
Dodie Bellamy’s writing workshop at their house. I remember those as 
fun, loose affairs where the cast of characters outnumbered the writing 
group. We were encouraged to jump in and snatch up additional roles as 
Kevin’s sometimes long plays unfolded, revealing more and more char-
acters as we sat closely together in their cozy art and book-filled living 
room. This is where the term ‘workshopping’ took on life for me: Kevin 
is working on his play and this is a workshop where he gets to work it 
out before it hits the stage; like getting hit on the head with a rock in this 
very direct, practical, magical, silly, and happy learning environment. 
Thanks, Kevin.

Anne McGuire, Rex Ray, & Cliff Hengst in Geyser
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Wayne SmiTh

 
I think that Kevin Killian’s love of movies and their stars was likely the 
main impetus behind his playwriting. I had the pleasure of being in 
many of his Poets Theatre plays over the years, and always appreciated 
the way he was influenced by the dialogue and plot motifs of classic 
Hollywood films. He also seemed to delight in being the star-maker 
when he cast and directed his plays, and of course everybody who was 
cast in them was delighted to be one of Kevin’s stars for a night.
 
Other times, Kevin really loved being the star himself. Nature itself 
seemed to put him in the limelight, and while in it he was generous to 
his audience. I first heard him read at Southern Exposure in 1989 and 
was struck by how his delivery was both so performative and conversa-
tional; I’d never seen or heard anything quite like it. The introductions 
to his poems were as engaging as the poems themselves. He knew how 
to pepper them with brief asides (sometimes mid-poem), when to take 
a pause, when to look out at the audience and push his long, black hair 
back for emphasis. A couple years after that reading, I watched him on 
the big screen at The Roxie in Cecilia Dougherty’s video Coal Miner’s  
Daughter. Shot in Fisher-Price Pixelvision, he played the mean and  
abusive patriarch of a family on the skids. Even in that video’s low-res 
grayscale, his performance was vivid. I was taken aback by how com-
pletely he was able to transform himself in that part.
 
Performing in some of Kevin’s plays at Rick Jacobsen’s Kiki Gallery  
followed in the early 90s. Those were the greatest of fun in perhaps the 
saddest of times. When better to put on a show? We wrote our first 
play together, “Diamonds and Rust,” around then, too. It was partly a 
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response to the curious fundraising campaigns that were springing up 
around AIDS charities at that time. The play was written very much in 
the spirit of Kiki’s exhibition “Sick Joke: Humor, Sarcasm and Irony 
in the Second AIDS Decade,” so it was fitting that we cast Rick as one 
of its leads. An hour before the performance at New Langton Arts, we 
got a phone call from Rick, telling us he was too ill to go onstage. His 
voice had been growing increasingly hoarse in rehearsal, but in the call 
we learned that he had just been diagnosed with a lung infection. Kevin 
stepped in and took over the part on the spot, oddly delivering lines 
in the strained, raspy voice we’d just heard Rick speak to us in on the 
phone. At the time, I didn’t really understand why Kevin performed the 
part that way, but now it seems like quite a lovely thing to have done. I 
wonder if he just wanted Rick to still be onstage in some way, even if only 
to be channeled through him in that depleted audio form? Regardless,  
I think this demonstrated Kevin’s ability to absorb anything that was 
thrown at him and quickly incorporate it into his art.
 
As much as Kevin loved being on stage, I think he was equally at home 
as the member of a rapt audience. He attended almost everything, it 
seemed. Art openings, readings, Summer blockbusters. In the early 
2000s, we took in a few movies at the Metreon. For some reason, he 
wanted to see Miracle, a Disney film starring Kurt Russell. In the movie, 
Russell’s character plays a hockey coach at the 1980 Winter Olympics. 
He guides the men’s US team to a come-from-behind victory against 
the USSR. Kevin lightly cheered and clapped along with the sparse  
theatre crowd every time the US made a goal during the film’s climax. 
Another time, when we saw Moulin Rouge, I looked over at him during 
the film’s big finale and saw that his eyes looked a little wet. “This is the 
third time I’ve seen it,” he told me.
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Dodie Bellamy & Karla Milosevich in Wet 
Paint, SFMOMA
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Tanya hoLLiS

I remember the excitement about Kevin, and Poets Theater, in Buffalo.

I remember when Kevin sent a magnet home to me from Niagara Falls: 
Tanya with a rainbow.

I remember feeling terrified, then thrilled, my first time onstage in The 
Shakers.

I remember the popcorn owl.

I remember going to Thrift Town for a costume.

I remember wearing trash bags and crawling on the floor.

I remember Hi Tanya. This is Kevin Killian calling. I’m wondering if 
you’d like to be in my new play.  As Susan Smith—you remember her. 
The one that drove into the lake with her kids?  You’d be perfect!

I remember meeting Cliff, Karla, Scott, Rex, Craig, Gerald, Laurie, Col-
ter, Anne…

I remember waiting backstage.

I remember drinking too much backstage and stumbling up the stairs.

I remember realizing I hadn’t looked up from my script for most of the 
play.
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I remember realizing that I had no lines, but did not have an exit.

I remember knowing that there was no exit.

I remember Kevin’s wavering voice, singing “Windmills of My Mind.”

I remember having drinks on stage during The Judds.

I remember Valerie Solanas. I remember Hanna Schygulla. I remember 
Naomi Judd. I remember Susan Smith. I remember Mrs. Dickinson. 
I’ve forgotten others.

I remember sitting at the kitchen table in the sunlight, with Kevin, typ-
ing furiously to keep up as he wrote our play out loud.

I remember Kevin laughing at his own jokes.

I remember shortening the play, and Kevin insisting that all of the stars 
needed more lines.

I remember Craig’s hands with too many fingers.

I remember Cliff as Iman. Laurie as Lucille Ball. Karla as Kitty and her 
show Kitty Corner.

I remember forgetting to have an accent, or having a terrible French 
accent/English accent/German accent.

I remember realizing I didn’t have the most recent script on stage.
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I remember not knowing where to stand on stage.

I remember losing my place, and realizing it didn’t matter.

I remember Kevin in the audience, mouthing the lines, waiting for the 
audience’s reaction to the punchline.

I remember rehearsing in Rex’s studio in the early morning light.

I remember Kevin’s Birdwell bag, stuffed with scripts and highlighters.

I remember Kevin’s pure joy at seeing us singing at the end, even when 
we forgot the words.

I remember learning what it meant to make your own world when this 
one became too drab and cruel. 

I remember, Kevin. Thank you.
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STeve orTh

Up until 2009, I was a musician. But for many various reasons, I was 
tired of it and wanted a write a new chapter in my story. I had a few 
ideas on that next chapter. My first idea was to finally join the poets! In 
a strange twist of fate, all of my friends were poets and I had recently 
fallen in love with a wonderful poet. And poetry was fun to write.

Another idea was to become a talk show host. I had an excellent idea for 
a talk show. It would be one of those very serious talk shows with serious 
questions, serious guests. Kind of Charlie Rose-ish. But the whole time 
that we’re having our serious discussions, we’re also eating ribs. Big fat 
covered-in-BBQ sauce RIBS. The show was to be called Ribs with Steve.

I was serious about this idea. But poetry won. It sort of fell in my lap 
more. Basically, I saw a community that was waiting for me. The doors 
were already open, if I wanted to walk through. Ribs with Steve, on 
the other hand, was more difficult. I would need a crew. I would need 
guests. I would need a space. It felt like an isolating project. I wanted 
a community. Becoming a poet was easier than becoming a talk show 
host. And I’m kind of lazy and so, I became I a writer.

Fast forward five years later. I’m at a bar after a Small Press Traffic reading,  
my poet life is very nice. I have lots of poet friends. And the expecta-
tions are low. I’m having drinks with Lindsey, Syd, and Samantha. For  
whatever reason, Lindsey tells them about my concept for Ribs with 
Steve. They love it! They say I have to do it! I say, “no way!” Samantha 
tells me that I will do a live version of Ribs with Steve next month at 
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SPT’s annual Poets Theater. Their enthusiasm is contagious and I agree, 
on one condition!

I told them that there’s only one person out there who could be my 
guest. The one and only Kevin Killian. If Kevin says yes, I’ll do it.

Kevin made perfect sense for this. I had acted in Kevin’s plays many 
times, and him in a few of mine. And I needed someone that knew how 
to be on-stage, someone to give it a sense of show biz glamour. He also 
was a not a vegetarian, which was key! I emailed Kevin and he was elated.  
Ribs with Steve was on!

Kevin and I went to a French restaurant in the SOMA district to hash 
out the details of our show. What kind of questions I would ask and 
what kind of tone we wanted. Over our lunch, we set up the whole 
thing. The beginning of the show, we would mostly talk about Kevin’s 
latest book, Eyewitness, which was a book length interview with Carolyn  
Dunn. Then our conversation would turn to  Tagged. For those not  
familiar, Tagged was a photo project. Kevin would get guys from all over 
the world to pose naked with a drawing of a cock by Raymond Pettibon 
over their crotch. I had done Tagged; Kevin photographed me in my 
apartment in Oakland. I even wore a Buster Keaton mask during some 
of the shots.

During Ribs with Steve, I would pretend that I didn’t know what Tagged 
was. The lights would dim, and Kevin would present the audience a 
slide show of some of Tagged’s greatest photos of hot naked guys. I would 
pretend to be slightly outraged by the nudity. And then I would really  
lose it when the guy in the Buster Keaton mask would appear. But 
then it would be revealed that I was the man in the mask! And I would  
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demand the lights be turned on and I would quickly end the show. The 
audience would explode with laughter at my faux embarrassment.

We were all set to go. I had made the ribs that afternoon. I was wearing 
a suit. Kevin was feeling good and had a thumb drive full of pictures of 
naked hot guys. We were scheduled to close the show. We grabbed some 
seats. Lots of people started to come into Timken Hall. Lots of people. 
And lots of people’s kids. I saw more and more parents with children 
coming into the theater. I thought about the thumb drive. “Oh no!” I 
whispered to myself.

At the intermission, I pulled Kevin aside. In a panic, I said, “Kevin, 
there’s like a shit ton of kids here, we can’t do our ending. We can’t show 
pics of hot naked guys to these kids!” Kevin was incredulous! “Why are 
there kids at Poets Theater? There shouldn’t be children here.” “But they 
are here! We have to change the ending, Kevin. I’m really uncomfortable  
showing pictures of myself naked to these children.” Kevin, then 
grabbed me by the hand and said in a very calming voice, “It’s okay, 
how about I close the show by performing my signature song, ‘Send in 
The Clowns?’”

That is word for word what Kevin said. “It’s okay, how about I close the 
show by performing my signature song, ‘Send in The Clowns?’” And he 
said it in such a Kevin way that it is etched into my brain forever. He 
had this long pause between “by” and “performing.” I had no idea that 
“Send In The Clowns” was his signature song. And the fact that he had 
a signature song blew my mind. This was exactly the show-biz glamour 
I had needed. It was perfect.
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We finally took the stage and with two plates full of hot ribs and a roll of 
paper towels on the desk, the show went wonderful. A huge success. We 
ad-libbed and talked and had great chemistry on stage together. Kevin 
did close our show by singing “Send in The Clowns.” I sat there at my 
desk in awe, still chewing on those delicious ribs. I looked out into the 
audience and there were no children there. Did they go home? Did I 
imagine them? It didn’t matter at this point, because our ending was 
amazing. It was a fantastic night and my dream of hosting a talk show 
was fulfilled. I think the only complaint I have is that Kevin didn’t really 
eat that many ribs. He ate like one single rib. I mean the name of the 
show is Ribs with Steve. The point is to eat a lot of ribs while having a 
serious conversation. I guess it’s okay.

Steve & Kevin after Ribs with Steve
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LindSey boLdT

It’s 2010 and I’m squished “back stage” in the three or so feet of hallway 
behind the cement slab stage in Timken Hall, whispering with Jocelyn 
and Karla, hoping no one in the audience can hear us, but not taking it 
so seriously that we stop. I’m wearing a bright orange empire waist gown 
that is supposed to be floor length, but hangs to my ankles and doesn’t 
quite zip at the neck, and a silver sequined tiara—both provided by Joc-
elyn and her glorious dress-up closet. I’m about to give what I think of as 
my “big speech.” I’m playing Eurydice, Queen of Hell, in Stone Marma-
lade, the play Kevin Killian co-wrote with Leslie Scalapino in the 90’s. 

During rehearsal, I had made the mistake (again) of asking Kevin for 
more information about my character. I might have well have asked, 
“What’s my motivation?” I wish I could remember exactly what he said, 
but I’m sure if you’ve performed in one of Kevin’s plays, you’ve probably 
asked something similar and received a similar response, “Don’t worry 
about it! Just have fun!” I was going through a very late-20’s ambitious 
stage and had secretly rehearsed on my own and tried to memorize a lit-
tle bit. If I had known how to method act being Queen of Hell, I would 
have. In the back of my mind lived the guilty hope that someone might 
see my performance and pluck me out of poetry community obscurity. 
Lol. 

In the email inviting me to join the cast, Kevin said, “I’d like you to play 
the leading role of Eurydice, the queen of hell. You run the duty free 
shop in hell and in general welcome new visitors, etc. It is a bizarre play, 
half by me, half by her, but it makes remarkable sense. Hope you can see 
your way clear to saying yes. xxx Kevin K.”
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Of course I said yes. I was still fairly new to San Francisco, having  
arrived in January of 2007, and while I can’t remember how I first met 
Kevin, I do remember getting to know him and Dodie through Dodie’s 
summer workshops. During one workshop, we read through Kevin’s new 
play The Shakers in their living room, seated on folding chairs, pausing  
here and there for Kevin to explain a little backstory—“It’s all about 
those famous Shaker chairs! You know the ones!” (I’m paraphrasing) 
As he spoke, his gestures animated and electrified the air and the story 
of a Shaker community ripped apart by the revelation of a sordid love 
triangle (or quadrangle?) came to life. Speaking of being electrified, my 
favorite scene in The Shakers is near the end when (spoiler alert) Jocelyn, 
seated alone on stage in a chair, screams and hollers, shaking and thrash-
ing as her character is electrocuted for her misdeeds. Unforgettable.

“I need to start watching some Mae West films,” I had said in an email 
to Kevin about my first role as Belle Adore, the Mae West style femme 
fatale in The Shakers. No I didn’t! But I wanted to impress him. He 
made me feel like a starlette, like I was one of his ingénues, along with 
Karla and Jocelyn, and Laurie, and Cliff (and so many others) like I had 
already been plucked from obscurity and brought into the limelight of 
artistic freakdom. And thank goodness, because I desperately needed to 
make sense somewhere. 

Honestly, I think it was during this time, when I was a regular cast- 
member in Kevin’s plays, and writing and staging plays myself, that 
I felt the most like an artist, a star, someone worthy of the space I  
occupied, and the most willing to take up that space. Since Kevin died, 
I’ve been plunged back into the feeling space of these memories, like 
they’re a substance I can sink into and swim in, which feels like a parting 
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gift from Kevin, to be reminded of how he made so many of us feel like 
stars worthy of the stage and sky. 

In an email written to thank the cast of Stone Marmalade, Kevin wrote,

“Everyone was splendid and I think, despite the difficulty of the mate-
rial, had a great time—those who didn’t walk out—but daddy always 
said, if a few don’t walk out, then it didn’t really happen, and this time 
it happened for real!”

Kevin really helped me feel real, when I honestly felt like I might blow 
away with a gust of wind, like I was happening for real and he was there 
to witness it and encourage me to keep happening alongside him and all 
the other people he animated and electrified. 

Thank you, Kevin. 

Kevin, Steve Orth, Lindsey, and Sara Larsen in Escape from Century Hills
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maxe CrandaLL

The last performance of Box of Rain confirmed for me that Poets Theater, 
the way Kevin imagined it, is always site-specific—twisty love letters to 
the exact time and place of the performance to come. I see now that I 
make performance the way I learned, even intuited, from him: Poets 
Theater as act of devotion. Action-collaborations based in mutuality not 
without contests of taste and scene-y (anti-scene) social critique. Then, 
there’s the vast world behind the scenes composed too in codes of queer 
adoration. The emails we exchanged in the weeks before the show so 
serious in turns from surface to depth and back again. The process was 
so forward-forward-easy, both in distraction from and full acknowledg-
ment of what was happening. In his plays I think we experience the full 
range of Kevin’s aesthetic, which is truly multi-dimensional, deliciously/
mercilessly meta-meta, and effortlessly real. All surface, all heart, our 
hero of underground theater.

 
May 29, 2019 at The Stud, San Francisco
Bar of One’s Own, curated by James Fleming and Mica Sigourney
 
MARY MULHAIR, director of the Rumaker Gallery // Diana Cage
RACHEL RUMAKER, her boss // Laurie Reid
RYAN TREE COLLINS // Randall Mann
JASON JOHANSON, apparently his boyfriend, actually his son // 
Kevin Killian
JORDAN GADGET, police inspector investigating a theft // Hope Mohr
SIRI, computerized voice of a smart phone // Cliff Hengst
HEIDI BROAN, reporter for the Nob Hill Gazette // Trisha Low
PABLO PICASSO, the modernist painter // Dia Felix
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RODNEY, the inventor of the fax // Maxe Crandall
THOMAS KINKADE, the painter of light // Anne Walsh
DORA MAAR, French painter and photographer // Claudia La Rocco
THIEF, a child of nine or ten maybe // Ari Banias
& introducing the FAX MACHINE // Mara Poliak & Margit Galanter

Kevin in his last performance, with Cliff Hengst as Siri, in Box of Rain at The Stud, dir. Maxe Crandall, 
photo by Scott Hug
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arnoLd J. kemp

On December 2, 2016 Kevin asked me and 11 people I had never met 
before to act out his play Box of Rain during the second annual Poets 
Theater Festival at Links Hall in Chicago. He had put some thought 
into the cast and acknowledged that some roles were so negligible that 
they needed no rehearsal. He also wrote: “I was afraid at first to bring 
our puny little SF Poets Theater—so crumby and contingent—to big 
brawny professional Chicago, but I hope with your help to give my play 
a new spin.” Kevin’s humility floored me, and I was surely nervous as a 
character with one of the bigger roles.
 
On December 10, we had one rehearsal just two hours before the ac-
tual performance that  evening. The house was packed. Many people 
had to sit on the floor. Dodie and Kevin’s sister were there to see the 
show. Barrett Watten and Carla Harryman were also there, and I re-
member Barrett laughing aloud at my portrayal of Detective Gadget. 
I was knocked out that Kevin would ask me to be in one of his plays, 
and I was even more knocked out by the success of the performance and 
Kevin’s email of thanks afterwards. He wrote:
 

Hi there you guys!
 
Dodie and I are back now out of the storms of Chicago and 
back in pokey little San Francisco.
 
I wanted to write posthaste and try to express some of my 
deep pleasure and gratitude to all of you for making my lit-
tle play such a success. When Patrick Durgin proposed I put 
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something on in Chicago I jumped at the chance because from 
previous visits I knew there was an incredible range of won-
derful artists—poets, painters, curators, scholars, filmmakers, 
dancers, musicians—a cadre of talent that leaves me gasping 
with wonder, and here I was, able to round up a dozen of you 
to perform on a bare bones budget of zero, for a coterie audi-
ence, and to go to new places by making fools of yourselves on 
stage—I knew it would be great but in what particular ways 
I did not expect. You didn’t even all know each other—that 
must say something about the depth of the talent pool you have 
nourished there.  I am feeling very emotional, as most of us are 
I suppose since the election of Trump, and a gesture like your 
work on Box of Rain really showed me something of the beauty 
and power of art. Anyhow believe me if there is any way I can 
return the enormous courtesy and generosity you showed me, 
please let me try to do it. Until then, I’ll be in your debt as ever,
 
xxx Kevin K.

 
Kevin. He was so generous in his breathless thanks. It left me believing 
we were the best and brightest stars. For Kevin I am sure that we were.
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from top: Kevin, Dodie, & Laurie Reid; Karla 
Milosevich & Kevin; Kevin & Laurie Reid
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CarLa harryman querieS Lee ann broWn and Tony Torn 
about the performance of Kevin Killian’s Box of Rain, and more
at the Polyphonic Poetry Festival, Cambridge

Carla: You sent me three vimeos of Kevin and Dodie’s trip to Cambridge, 
where you had curated the Polyphonic Poetry Festival, a Poets Theater 
and song festival: one is of Kevin’s Box of Rain1, another of Dodie’s play 
Turn on the Heat, and a third of Dodie & Kevin Visit Wittgenstein. We 
also discover in the vimeos that Julie Patton and others are participating 
in the festival as they perform in A Box of Rain along with the two of you 
and several Cambridge students. The whole thing looks like great fun. A 
Box of Rain was also performed at the Poets Theater Festival in Chicago 
in 2017 and at The Stud just this May, for the launch of Kevin’s selected 
plays Stage Fright. It is the last play in the collection. 

I would love to hear anything you might have to say about the selection 
of Box of Rain for the Cambridge performance. The title is taken from a 
Grateful Dead song, and also there are a couple of lines from the Dead 
song that inspired Kevin: “inch your way through dead dreams/to an-
other land.” Often the living and the dead mix it up in Kevin’s writing. I 
know also that Kevin was commissioned to write the play, and that there 
was a requirement in the commission that a fax machine be prominent 

_______________________
1 You can watch some of the plays discussed here by visiting the links below: 
Box of Rain: https://vimeo.com/344790762
Dodie and Kevin Visit Wittgenstein:  https://vimeo.com/344790762
Turn on the Heat by A.A. Fair: https://vimeo.com/344935815
The Magic Workshop: https://vimeo.com/372109519
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in the piece. But I’m interested in how Kevin and the performers talked 
about the piece, or if they did so, beyond or other to this information. 
And I’d love to hear anything you would have to say about how Kevin 
directed the play (I am assuming he directed as he is not in the play), 
and how the Cambridge performers, who would be less familiar with his 
performances, interacted with the work. For instance, how did they re-
late to the casual style of his Poets Theater? In the performance it’s clear 
that everybody was very much enjoying themselves.

I am also interested in hearing anything you might say about Kevin’s 
idea of community and theater and how that translates to the Cam-
bridge events. The relationship of the audience to the performance in 
his work is one in which people in the audience are watching friends or 
people in their own community perform. While this may sometimes be 
true in other small theater and Poets Theater performances, there is a 
particular way that Kevin plays with the sense that the performers come 
from the same world as the audience. (Does that make sense?). 

Please feel free to take these questions in any direction you wish, as I 
think readers will welcome anything you might have to say about Kev-
in’s presence and work in Cambridge and the festival you put together 
more generally.

Lee Ann: Yes, Tony and I invited Kevin Killian and Dodie Bella-
my to be the centerpiece of the Polyphonic Poetry Festival on June 
15th & 16th, 2018 at the end of my residency as the Judith E. Wilson 
Poetry Fellow. When they first arrived they did a talk on New Nar-
rative, and then took part in a reading of Helen Adam’s play The 
Magic Workshop. We asked Kevin to play Robert Duncan, and he 
looked shocked. “You KNOW I’m TEAM SPICER” he replied, but 
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he gave a brilliant performance, kind of sending up Duncan with 
creepy unfocused eyes. The next night Kevin directed Dodie’s play 
Turn on the Heat by A.A. Fair, followed by his own play Box of Rain.  
 
Cast list from Cambridge production of Box of Rain, written and direct-
ed by Kevin Killian, at the Judith E. Wilson Drama Studio, as part of 
the Polyphonic Poetry Festival:

MARY MULHAIR, director of the Rumaker Gallery: SOPHIE SEITA
RACHEL RUMAKER, her boss: GIZEM OKULU
RYAN TREE COLLINS: DAVID GRUNDY
JASON JOHANSON, apparently his boyfriend, actually his son: JOEL 
LUCYSZYN
JORDAN GADGET, police inspector investigating a theft: TONY 
TORN
SIRI, computerized voice of a smart phone: KYOO LEE
HEIDI BROAN, reporter for the Nob Hill Gazette: LEE ANN 
BROWN
PABLO PICASSO, the modernist painter: DANIEL KANE 
RODNEY, the inventor of the fax: DANIEL KATZ 
THOMAS KINKADE, the painter of light: JONATHAN SKINNER
DORA MAAR, French painter and photographer: JULIE PATTON 
THIEF, a child of nine or ten maybe: WILL HALL  

TONY & LEE ANN in conversation: 

Tony: I’m going to posit that Kevin Killian is our Oscar Wilde … how 
does that work? He is creating work that is comedic in nature, that 
comes out of a specific society—in his case he is writing from inside the 
creative community of San Francisco, but he’s also part of the commu-
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nity of the world—it’s a perfect example of the specific becoming the 
universal with his work; his work is so totally specific all the time that his 
point of view and his cultural understanding becomes universal in my 
butt (well, we’re transcribing live with Google dictation so keep that in!) 
Okay so what did I say that turned into “my butt?” In my VIEW, in my 
thought, but Google said “in my butt” so we’re going to keep it like that.

LA: One thing that struck me about your comparison of Kevin to Oscar  
Wilde is of course that Oscar Wilde is English and I thought it was 
funny to hear this San Francisco play done with all these mostly British 
accents and there’s definitely a small coterie over the years of Cam-
bridge poets so it’s related to that idea of poets playing themselves, and 
also playing characters but in a very different little fish pond “over the 
pond.” We were doing it with a mixture of actors, some of whom were 
American, like we’ve got you and me and Julie Patton and Jonathan  
Skinner and Will Hall’s American, there’s Kyoo Lee, plus Daniel Katz and  
Daniel Kane, who are Americans living in the U.K., along with a lot of 
British performers like David Grundy and Joel Lucyszyn, and of course 
Sophie Seita is German but sounds British! Also, in Dodie’s Bellamy’s  
play Turn On The Heat by A.A. Fair, performed on the same night, her  
San Francisco noir was suddenly populated by European poet 
performers  like Redell Olsen, Susan Rudy, Amy Evans, and others. They 
just copy-pasted these San Francisco plays into a Cambridge milieu;  
the approach to the whole thing was typically sort of open and experi-
mental, curious. 

T: Box of Rain is a play set in an art gallery in San Francisco, where a 
Picasso has just been stolen, and features a fax machine that can receive 
messages from the dead. The title, taken from a famous Grateful Dead 
song, is one of the many San Francisco in-jokes in the play. Kevin chose 
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the play; we asked him what he wanted to do and he said “let’s do Box 
of Rain” and there was not a lot of discussion over it, we just went about 
casting. He had a lot of suggestions, and we gathered a company together.  
His approach was always a very offhand one: he just comes in and says 
okay, let’s put this on.

LA: Offhand and Charming. In the brief introduction at the beginning 
when Kevin is speaking about the play, he’s talking about the Grateful 
Dead song and then he talks about the song from the musical Chess and 
he engages with the audience and ask them to actually sing the song, to 
come up and sing it so it’s like he’s letting people know in the audience 
that they could just as easily be in the play as in the audience.

T: Speaking as somebody who mainly does theater myself, it was  
interesting to me that Kevin’s approach was very much just very practical 
about everything. We didn’t spend a lot of time talking about the theory  
behind Poets Theater; he just basically assumed that we were just going  
to come together in a short period of time to present the play in a not 
fussy way. “You stand here and now it’s probably better if you get up 
here.” Just basically stuff to keep us all from running into each other. We 
joked a little bit about the fact that I was a professional actor, so in many 
ways I was supposedly not allowed to be in the play, according to the  
Poets Theater manifesto that’s published in The Kenning Anthology of  
Poets Theater: 1945-1985, edited by Kevin and David Brazil. There are 
very strict rules, and one of them is NO ACTORS! But the rules are  
being made by people who have a lot of fun breaking rules in the first place!

LA: One of the other things the manifesto talks about is that it’s not 
a good idea to videotape. It doesn’t matter if you have a fun time; it 
doesn’t look good on video tape!  We recommend if you watch the video 
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that we have on Vimeo of the performance in Cambridge that you have 
the script handy as you watch. Box of Rain is also in the new collection 
of Kevin’s plays, Stage Fright (Kenning Editions, 2019).
T: Theater is what happens in a room with actual people, that’s what 
makes it special, and this is true of theater in general but it’s specifically 
true of what Kevin is wanting to achieve when he gets people together 
to perform the shows. It’s really about what we can all do as an instant 
community; you know, just add water and poets and you have an event 
and the play is an excuse for people to come together and have social 
intercourse.

LA: Performing in Kevin’s plays reminds me of drag, when people 
are performing as famous icons, because we get to pretend like we are 
these famous people: it’s mythic. We are his stars. It reminds me of his  
obsession with stars and autographs and poets like Jack Spicer who have 
some kind of mythic quality and of course it reminds me of the home 
movie we made of going to Wittgenstein’s grave. People become mythic  
in different ways but this is kind of a star quality of a philosopher; it’s 
the specialness of the aura of being in the space with this character  
projection what you your ideas of who this person is and how you would 
relate to them and you’re in the same space with them in the graveyard.

T: When Kevin introduced this play and Dodie’s play Turn On The 
Heat by A. A. Fair in Cambridge, he kept referring to the cast as his new 
“stars” and that’s a major part of his attitude; the play is a framing for 
people to be celebrated, both the people depicted in the plays and the 
people playing them. Kevin’s creating a frame; anybody who is in the 
show steps into a frame of being celebrated and it’s not about the usual 
celebrations of conventional society, not about the things that usually 
make someone famous, it’s a celebration that a particular community 
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gives to itself. Kevin is all about Poets Theater being a celebration of 
the coterie; his plays exist because of a specific milieu. When people 
play these characters they mainly just act as themselves. When someone 
is playing Pablo Picasso more important for Kevin I think is that it’s 
the person he’s asked to play Pablo Picasso doing Pablo Picasso. Daniel 
Kane had a lot of fun trying out different accents to play Picasso and we 
had even more fun making fun of his accent. Kevin’s not looking for an 
actor’s transformation; he’s looking for a filtering based on his true star, 
which is the person he is putting on stage, and celebrating that person. 
 
LA: …and revels in either putting people in awkward positions 
like having to commit incest with each other and things like that.  
 
T: that was very much like Reza Abdoh, the director I worked with 
for many years; he loved putting people in compromising situations on 
stage.

LA: It’s transgressive, disrupting some social norms but also the way the 
plays usually work there’s a funny flatness to them. You can easily slip 
into a character like a costume and have fun with it right away!

T: Well it goes back to the Oscar Wilde comparison because many of 
Kevin’s plays to me seem to be old-fashioned comedies of manners but 
without the old fashioned manners themselves; you know, a lot of the 
conflicts come from misunderstanding and miscommunication and 
very soap operas situations… a comedy of manners about the manners  
of a coterie of experimental writers and artists in a place like San  
Francisco, so we’re not talking about the social faux pas of an uptight 
conservative society, we’re talking about the social slip-ups and conflicts 
of a more transgressive community in the first place. It’s really fun that 
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we can have our own version of something like Downton Abbey but set 
in the counterculture. Kevin coming to the University of Cambridge in 
England for me really sharpened the connection between what he does 
and the more formal comedy of manners that you would see in England, 
not only with Oscar Wilde but going further back to something like 
the restoration comedies of Sheridan and Congreve and more modern 
British comedies of manners like by Joe Orton or Alan Ayckbourn. It’s 
kind of fun because I think that despite the fact that Kevin insisted on 
being seen outside of the professional theater world, insisting that that 
work be an expression of an “amateur” aesthetic, I feel that his plays can 
go toe-to-toe with a celebrated mainstream playwright like Ayckbourn 
and come out not only equal, but victorious.

LA: And it reminds me also of his long-term project with the drawing 
of the cock and balls by Raymond Pettibon; he gets different people 
to pose, mostly men, to pose naked with the drawing in front of their 
own genitalia. It’s like he’s putting people in a frame, as in a photo or 
proscenium, but he’s giving them a prompt to see them naked for real 
and it’s a very intimate pleasure; we would normally not get to see these 
people naked but it’s part of an “art project”—they’re exposing himself 
for him and they’re putting on these layers of tiny art costume of a  
special drawing.. 

T: I think Kevin would enjoy maybe being compared in this activity 
to the plaster casters that used to go round making plaster casts of rock 
star dicks.

LA: Jimi Hendrix! 

T: You know, one wouldn’t call Kevin a big Grateful Dead fan….
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LA: No!

T: but he uses the Grateful Dead as a reference mainly because The 
Dead are so important to the milieu of San Francisco, so Kevin sort 
of willfully uses the Grateful Dead not as a fan but as somebody who 
recognizes the reality of cultural capital and the humor of using that as a 
cultural touchstone for a place in San Francisco. As he said in the intro 
to the reading, the fax machine really is “a box of rain.” 

LA: But also, just think of their name, “The Grateful Dead”…

T: Right, that’s another thing to Box of Rain. There’s also just a notion 
about how people are dealing with mortality, there’s a lot to do with the fax 
machine that can receive communications from the dead but it’s also in 
the use of the fax machine—the fax machine itself is a dying technology, s 
o there’s a lot in the piece that’s very vivid about that.

LA: The fax machine reminds me of Jack Spicer receiving language 
from the Martians, right, like beaming in from the dead Lobster world 
(Google just said dead Lobster World which we definitely want to keep, 
from the dead underworld!). Yes, so Kevin is taking Jack Spicer into the 
modern world, so what if like Jack Spicer we sense the dead or they talk 
to us—of course they talk to us, through the mothballed fax machine 
which doesn’t really even work anymore. It’s the equivalent of radio in 
the car in the Cocteau Orpheus movie which Spicer references in The 
Heads of the Town Up to the Aether. That’s the joke. Kevin said that he 
got a commission from the guy who invented the fax machine to write 
the play! And he was nervous about what he would think because they 
kind of make fun of it, but apparently the patron liked it!
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T: I think that my character that I play is based on Inspector Sprocket 
or something from the Disney movie, and you play a character from a 
banished world, you’re playing like the “cub reporter,” you know, you 
come in there, and you’re like “I’m writing to the local paper and I’m 
going to get to the bottom of the story I’m going to get a real scoop” 
 
LA: The name of my character was Heidi Broan. Kevin might have 
free-associated her name with mine, besides just knowing I was just like 
the enthusiastic investigator character he was playing with the name, too. 

T: You know, that character is kind of a ghost as well, because God 
knows the intrepid reporter who’s going to get the scoop is a dying breed. 

LA: Fake news, fake news.

T: I can’t stress enough how anti-precious Kevin was in staging his plays; 
it was all very practical: okay we’re doing this play, okay now you stand 
here and let’s get a chair over there, and oh yeah maybe you should put 
your head with your ear to the fax machine when this happens... I did 
the lighting for the plays as well as performing in Box of Rain, and I told 
him, “so Kevin, I’ve actually come up with three different looks; this is 
going to be the look for these scenes and then when the ghosts come out 
there’s going to be more of a spooky lighting” and he listened to me and 
said “oh, okay fine.” He’s totally uninterested, which is kind of great. 
People just standing under fluorescent lights is equally valid to him. And 
also occasionally when he was staging us there would be a moment when 
we’re all kind of at an impasse figuring out how to do something and I 
would make a suggestion and he would very funny about it, saying, “oh 
look at mr. theater guy trying to figure out a way to solve the problem 
in a theatrical way,” basically making fun of me, and when I told Dodie 
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about it she laughed and said “oh I see Kevin topped you a little bit!” So 
it was my honor to be topped by Kevin. 

Lee Ann, what was your first experience working with Kevin?

LA: The first time I met him was in San Francisco in the 80’s. Kevin and 
Dodie were like the radical den parents of all the kids from across the 
country who had run away to San Francisco to be sexually and artisti-
cally free. I was living with Julie Regan on a year off from college. I was 
in San Francisco and I took a semester at the New College of California 
and volunteered at Small Press Traffic—that’s where I met Kevin and 
Dodie and that was the year they got married but I didn’t know them 
well enough yet to be invited to that. I think I covered SPT when the 
Jack Spicer conference was on and that’s when I first heard about Spicer 
and I also when I first encountered Poets Theater at Intersection for the 
Arts with Roberto Bedoya. Later, in the 90’s, Kevin asked me to be in 
one of his plays at The Poetry Project at St. Mark’s Church. It was his 
play Cut and I was playing Melanie Griffith, and Lori Weeks was my 
mother Tippi Hedren. I wore a fur coat, I remember. I was amazed that 
we only had about an hour rehearsal right before the show and it was  
basically, stand here, say this, walk over here, say this. I felt very glamorous  
in that fur coat. Then at Naropa he did The Last Days of Black Mountain 
and I was one of the “hall girls:” it was a commentary on Charles Olson 
saying that the girls had to stay out in the hall and we would be disrupting  
everything like mayonnaise—no Google, I said Maenads! In 2013 I 
was putting together a tribute volume to Black Mountain College and I  
remembered that play and I asked Kevin if we could publish it and he 
sent it to me immediately for the book Far From the Centers of Ambition, 
published by Lorimer Press in North Carolina. 
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I keep remembering more adventures we have had over the years: meeting  
up at Robin Blaser’s 70th Birthday in Vancouver in 1995, coincidental 
visits to Providence, when we wrote a collaborative poem, “The Dark 
Prince” in my violet study on East Manning Street, Boulder, Orono, so 
many times in New York City. As exemplary indie thinkers and doers, 
Kevin and Dodie are both central to the life and inspiration of Tender 
Buttons Press: Dodie dedicated her Firecracker Award-winning Cunt-
Ups to Kevin and both Kevin and Dodie gave me “pussy writing” for 
Michelle Rollman’s Book of Practical Pussies that Tender Buttons co- 
published with Krupskaya. Kevin published early versions of Harryette 
Mullen’s Trimmings in Mirage Period(ical) too, which became another 
important Tender Buttons book.

T: One of the plays I really love of Kevin’s is a collaboration he did 
with D-L Alvarez called Total Eclipse, which is a play about the scene in 
the early 80’s apartment that Joey Arias shared with Klaus Nomi. It’s a 
look at downtown New York at that time, so we’ve got characters like 
Ann Magnuson and Andy Warhol and Jean-Michel Basquiat and Glenn 
“BS” O’Brien and all that stuff and it’s really funny and amusing, like a 
sitcom but featuring the kind of characters you always WISHED were 
in a sitcom but never are and also there’s something deeper, there’s a 
great deal of pathos there, you know, Kevin never leans into the pathos 
in a self-conscious way but he is looking back into a vanished place and 
time and trying to get us to think what that place and time means to us 
now. I also think that Kevin’s books like Argento Series or Action Kylie 
would make incredible theater pieces. Kevin and I had talked about  
doing an adaptation of Action Kylie and I did a workshop with three  
actors last year and it was really promising. I’m hoping that we get to 
do it sometime soon. I just think that Kevin is a great source of beauty 
in his work and that I’d love to find every way possible to continue to 
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spread the word; whatever way we have to experience Kevin’s work I 
think will enrich everybody. I’m very curious about how that happens. 
Every time I talked to Kevin about something that wasn’t originally  
intended to be staged, like Action Kylie, when I asked him why don’t we 
try to do this or that thing, he always said, “well, that sounds interesting, 
let’s try it.” He’s always going to have his opinion about the result of the 
experiment. but he was always pro the experiment. “Let’s try it!”

above: The Pre-Poetic, 500 Capp, photo by Kevin Killian
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SuSan gevirTz

Poet’s Theatre / For Kevin / June 2019

 
I was never in a Poet’s Theatre play but once Kevin asked me to write 
one. I am eternally grateful to him for asking—among so many other 
gratitudes in his direction. It was the early 2000’s and his timing was 
perfect because I was going through a divorce and had a lot of drama 
at hand. I wrote the play Motion Picture Home fast and furiously. Kevin 
directed it. It was complicated because it had a lot of off stage action and 
talk, visual elements, a teleprompter on stage and a recorded dialogue/
narration interspersed. And it was long. Kevin was so stellar. I showed 
up at many of the rehearsals—which may have only made things harder—
but Kevin consulted with me and was compromising but also direct in 
telling me that he thought it was too long and saying other things I no 
longer recall but remember their care and usefulness. I fully recall his 
demeanor of 150% engagement and dedication to the process of direct-
ing it. He was attentive and inventive. It was astonishing to watch the 
work translated from the page to this three-dimensional space of sound 
and action. And I know that this is an astonishment he has bestowed on 
so many who have written plays for Poet’s Theatre. It was performed at 
New Langton Arts in 2002. The show opened with a play by Jena Osman 
and closed with one by Kenward Elmslie who I think had come to SF 
for the performance. There’s no way to thank Kevin enough for being 
the instigator of all of this. And not just for myself and my play but for 
so many who wrote for or acted in Poet’s Theatre. And for providing so 
much support of all kinds to so many poets.
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Laynie broWne

August 23, 2013
 
Dear Kevin,
 
Last night I had a dream in which Stacy was talking with you and I 
and I thought I should pass it along since it seemed some kind of clear 
communication from her. Maybe it will mean nothing to you.  In that 
case, you are free of it.

In the dream, Stacy was well, and charming and smart and alluring as 
ever. She was asking you what you were going to do to celebrate your 
upcoming 50th birthday. You were hesitant to say, but she was jokingly 
but also seriously prodding you. And eventually you mentioned a place 
and time for a gathering. She was glad to have succeeded in getting you 
to (a) create a celebratory plan or (b) to divulge a secret plan. In either 
case, well, is it almost your birthday? I can’t know what this means ex-
cept that maybe cause for celebration is in order. Stacy wants you to 
celebrate something.
 
I should say I’ve had several dreams with Stacy and also felt her presence 
at times, her voice speaking to me. She is one of the few people I could 
always count on for clear headed and daring advice in a manner that I 
could never conceive of myself. That type of freedom.
 
By the way also, the poet’s novel anthology is coming along and Bran-
don Brown wrote a terrific piece on your work. I hope that this finds 
you very well.  I hope I’ll come to SF sometime in the not too distant.  
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And I hope you’ll come east! Let me know if you ever plan to be in 
Philadelphia!
 
xo
Laynie
 
 
* 

 
August 27, 2013
 
Dear Laynie, now that’s an odd dream, but I love it. Especially love ap-
proaching fifty when actually, I turned 60 this past Christmas Eve! Do 
I really seem that young—maybe it’s the kind atmosphere of dreamland 
in operation.
 
Dodie is teaching The Cake Part this semester in her class about Poetry 
and History at SF State, so she’s been thinking about Stacy as well.
 
I do wonder what she wants me to celebrate! Did you hear about the 
play Norma and I wrote, in which Stacy was one of the characters? We 
put on the play back in March, and many did not care for it, though 
Norma envisioned it as a celebration of Stacy’s blithe spirit…. Did we 
send you the play (Afterglow)?  If you'd like to read it I'll be happy to. 
  
Living without her is a great loss because of that pragmatism you speak 
of, and that knack she had for problem solving.
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Thank you for writing me!  I was just thinking about Philadelphia and 
trying to think of ways to get there—you must be settling in by now.
 
Hope your family is well and that you are thriving,
 
Love from Kevin K.
 
* 

 
August 27, 2013
 
Dear Kevin,
 
Yes you seem even younger. Above the nonsense of age. I hate it, losing 
loved ones, beginning to feel the limits, in other words, getting a clue, 
moving beyond the innocence of believing in immortality. But it is also 
good, in the sense of empathy. I guess. Character maybe?
 
As for celebrating, I think if you are not sure what Stacy wants you to 
celebrate, maybe celebrate everything you can think of worth celebrat-
ing. Waking up, coffee, love, poetry? I’m going to try to. Even though 
the advice was given to you I did overhear it, and it is good advice.
 
I saw Norma when she was here in May and we did talk about the play, 
and Stacy. Though we were in public, just before her reading, and at a 
dinner with lots of students. I feel like I can’t really talk about this loss 
in public, like I’ll still lose it completely. Her visit was brief but terrific. 
She always inspires me. I have not read the play and would love to see 
it. Thanks.
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Yes, do come to Philadelphia.  I’m sure you know the Philly poets al-
ready, but please do let me know if I can be of any help.
  
xo 
Laynie 
 
* 

 
September 1, 2013
 
The funny thing that happened was that, getting your very kind note, 
I sat back and tried to enumerate all the things that I should be cele-
brating, but I kept thinking of this one sore point (like he who can’t 
stop himself from manipulating a loose tooth with his tongue) and 
that was my failure to secure a publisher for my third book of poetry! 
 
And as I sat there admitting this failure to myself, or rather, absolving 
myself, the phone rang and it was news of a contest I had entered so 
long ago, I had forgotten about it, and they are telling me that I was the 
winner and my book is going to be published!  So yes, I think sometimes 
magical things occur.
 
I’m gonna send the play to you here—I think you will like it—or at any 
rate admire Norma’s great knowledge of the work of Stacy, Leslie, kari 
edwards, Barbara Guest, Rae Armantrout, she knows their writing so 
well it was child’s play for her to come up with lines from their work to 
use as their dialogue!  With love from,  —Kevin K.
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paTriCk durgin

LAST NIGHT
 

A Bar of One’s Own is a monthly literary series held at The Stud, the 
only worker-owned cooperative queer bar in the country. The Stud was 
opened in 1966, three years before Stonewall, but it was imperiled by 
gentrification a couple of years ago. Then the venue was rescued. And 
last night, another rescue, or maybe it was a consecration. The Cura-
torial Research Bureau of the Yerba Buena Art Center in San Francis-
co had organized a performance of Kevin Killian’s Poets Theater piece 
called Box of Rain, a camp farce noir hybrid thing wherein the very first 
fax machine (the prototype) faces off with Siri after a breakdown that 
inadvertently reveals this outmoded office appliance as a portal to the 
afterlife (which is kind of just hell). Real and imagined art stars report 
back to Earth and also inadvertently help solve the case of a stolen Picas-
so. They go on to solve the case of human mortality (why not, right?), 
all while managing to celebrate our subcultural islands by panning back 
on cosmic cycles that reveal archipelagos, constellations, mosaics. I’d 
seen Box of Rain at the Festival of Poets Theater in Chicago in 2016. I 
published it in his book Stage Fright the next year, and the book would 
finally get a launch party at Yerba Buena, until Kevin fell ill and the 
Curatorial Research Bureau responded by simply cancelling it. Maxe 
Crandall insisted it be staged and arranged for its production at A Bar 
of One’s Own.

I only found out about this when Kevin phoned me up to explain his sit-
uation. Kevin sent a Christmas card every year since 2001 or so, but to 
call me up, well, that was out of the blue. He told me he was sick. Then 
he thanked me for publishing his work throughout the years. I heard 
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him cry for a second and realized he figured that we wouldn’t meet face 
to face again, probably. Despite being optimistic and obviously feeling 
energetic after a tough few months of mysteriously debilitating slug-
gishness, this phone call was his goodbye. When it ended, I got in touch 
with Maxe and decided to fly out and surprise Kevin.

When I rounded the corner of 9th and Harrison and found him standing 
outside the door to the Stud, convening his cast, I just felt so thankful  
to be there. Kevin is meta-networker; things pass through him. He 
connects other meta-networkers but also conveys information. Things, 
therefore, come to him. I came to him and just hugged him. He must 
have thought maybe I was some other, local bald guy in glasses; I have a 
very generic look. He said, “I can’t believe you’re here. You came all the 
way from…” pausing to avoid mistaking me? “…Chicago?” I wanted to 
surprise him, anyway.

He introduced me to Cliff Hengst and a bunch of other people. Cliff has 
starred in many of Kevin’s over 40 plays written and performed by San 
Francisco Poets Theater. Tonight, Cliff played Siri. I am terrible at work-
ing a room, so I won’t allegorize that trait by introducing you to anyone 
else I met last night, but I met a bunch of them and was otherwise 
my typical wallflowerish self. Last night a large crowd practically buried  
Poets Theater—which is itself a mode a sociality that sets into high relief 
the amity in “amateur”—in the walls of a landmark of American queer 
culture. Had Foucault been to The Stud on his joyously filthy stay in the 
Bay Area? And would that have been before or after “heterotopia”? Isn’t 
that building at 9th and Harrison a sort of library?

What is Poets Theater can be gleaned from James Fleming. To promote 
the event, he listed its virtues on social media, “Clamoring coteries; life-
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art imitations on scripts and stages and faces; abject cackling + beguiling 
glances; gossamer goss, cheap drinks, and even a book signing…” Imag-
ine all of this simultaneously and then think about how that looks. We 
all carry scripts and they speak through us. No one says anything as if 
for the very first time. Those glances are as distracted from illusionism 
as is the role from the concrete individual; they hold tightly together 
that way. 

Box of Rain ends when a couple of characters sing the refrain from  
Madonna’s “La Isla Bonita.” Unlike in Chicago, when the show went up 
in theater B of Links Hall, everyone at The Stud knew all of the words 
and sang along like it was Joan Baez on a cruiseline full of boomers.  
Everyone except for me; I don’t know the words to that song. It was really  
the only moment someone either wasn’t looking at a script or looking 
at someone else looking at their script. All blocking and spectatorship 
follow the scanning tempo of language. Finally, the whole cast piled 
onto the tiny stage with its sparkling orange and pink drapes. Kevin was 
having a hard time stepping up the stairs by then so he turned around 
to grab his cane and held the microphone standing on the dancefloor, 
the cast above and playwright below. Unable to join the rest of the cast 
for the curtain call, he said a few words from the dance floor. This was 
weirdly perfect; not sad at all. He simply thanked everyone for enduring 
this “play for 40 minutes.” Laughter. That was, though, 40 minutes of 
our lives. He was not apologetic; the vicariousness of being an audi-
ence to “live” theater requires justification, because it saps time from life 
lived. Not this, though.

Ten years ago Kevin and I worked to make The Kenning Anthology of 
Poets Theater: 1945-1985. My role was mostly administrative, though 
I also edited some of his notes on the plays and even ghost-wrote two 
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or three of them. I remember trying to sound like him, which he didn’t 
seem to mind. When I commissioned the book, I sent him a copy of  
Michael Benedikt’s Theatre Experiment as inspiration. That was some-
thing of a miscue, though he would soon review it on Amazon:

Possibly the best anthology of American Poets The-
ater work ever done, Michael Benedikt’s THEATRE 
EXPERIMENT has it all. Its focus is including an 
absolutely up to the moment panorama of the scripts 
that were interesting actors, audiences and directors at 
what seemed to be a crucial juncture for the American 
stage—the birth of off Broadway and off-off Broadway 
(1967). It was a time when Broadway itself seemed in 
danger of losing its hold on the populace due to esca-
lating costs and a star system gone berserk (and a dry-
ing up of traditional sources of new material), but at 
the other end of the economic spectrum a whole world 
of experimental theater was making itself heard.

What became apparent as he and his co-editor David Brazil assembled 
a table of contents was how he thought of Poets Theater as something 
only “possibly” but not necessarily relative to the predicaments of the 
theatrical metropole. It lives in parlors, in little non-commercial galleries,  
in collectives and series like A Bar of One’s Own. It may reference Shake-
speare, Milton, or Stein. But Kevin’s Poets Theater announces itself from 
the dancefloor-cum-library. It is life and life is a form of wiliness and vola-
tility. His anthology ended with The Birth of the Poet (Kathy Acker’s script). 

Anthologizing can be solitary and anthologies mostly function dictatori-
ally, but not so with Kevin. He always worked collaboratively on projects 
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like these. There are Writers Who Love Too Much, with Dodie Bellamy; 
My Vocabulary Did This to Me, with Peter Gizzi; and The Kenning Anthol-
ogy of Poets Theater 1945-1985, with David Brazil. The “with” extends 
to the authors whose work is compiled and presented, not just to the 
editorial collaborator. Scott Burton once referred to theater as “schizo-
phrenic” because there were so many interests and egos to manage.  
But Kevin had a way of siphoning off and away egotistical impulses, or, 
if they couldn’t be done away with completely, utilizing them toward 
the greater good—distilling them into virtuosity. This would be obvious 
if you’d ever seen or had a hand in his Poets Theater productions. On 
the page, you can glean this from his characters, ripped from some-
times moldy old headlines, transhistorically sharing space and setting off 
psychodynamics that are formally as experimental as the more clinical, 
syntactic brutality of Flarf, Language Poetry, or, say, Kenneth Koch’s 
plays in verse.

He also was reluctant to assemble his selected plays, Stage Fright, at least 
at first, because he thought that readers would see that they were really 
just the same play over and over. That’s what he said. I don’t think so; 
the book is a joy to read, but even if it were just variations on a theme 
or formally monologic, the script is not the same as the play. We have 
to have both to have one or the other, though. We agreed on that point. 
And now the book is launched, again from the dancefloor.

What now? The weather in San Francisco is perfect. I am leaving tonight 
to Chicago, where its volatility is more to my liking.
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norma CoLe

Giving up the Private Property of the Self, or the Alienation 
Effect in Poets’ Theater

For Kevin Killian

[Poets’ Theater Panel at New Langton Arts, San Francisco,  
February 2, 2002]

“But I don’t need the money a can opener franchise might net me. This 
face [touches her face], rumor’d to have been Sodom, has been my meal 
ticket for many moons. But now Fellini is here, in this house. I feel 
my doom drawing round me, close, like a particular, vacant picture by 
Robert Ryman, like these walls all white and pink, like puff pastry. Can 
you help me, Steve?”

This is Barbara Steele, from Kevin Killian’s play, Three on a Match, from 
my script, with a hand-drawn slash and comma between “particular” 
and “vacant,” the words “like these walls” written in by the author, a 
last-minute revision.

“Alienating an event or character,” wrote Bertolt Brecht, “means first of 
all stripping the event of its self-evident, familiar, obvious quality and 
creating a sense of astonishment and curiosity about them.”

In Poets’ Theater as I have experienced it, the contradictory nature of 
cultural, social and political contexts, as well as subjectivity itself, is 
foregrounded. Ideas of causality, unity, sequence and categorization are 
turned inside out and stand revealed. Rules of convention and correct-
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ness are material to be interrogated, as are theatrical norms and other 
expectations. 

In scratch productions with few rehearsals, the making, construction, 
scaffolding, the raw materials of the theatrical event are asserted—by all 
the participants—the edges, margins neither frayed nor boundless but 
rather unbound. In this universe resolution does not reduce to totaliza-
tion. 

In the first place, the daily working lives of the participants in the pro-
duction are asserted in the primary evidence: The Script. The Script is 
present, on the stage, in the hand, a ubiquitous character, a common 
denominator saying first of all, “This is writing, this is written.” There 
are of course exceptions, where actors learn lines, but for the most part, 
the script is onstage playing a dual role.
 
Poets’ Theater makes a commitment to the creative nature of lived ex-
perience in context. The context is not illusion. Not only that, as the 
individual skills and talents of participants become known, they are 
acknowledged and incorporated into productions—the productions 
expand to build themselves around these abilities. Potentialities are wel-
comed and thrive. Thus the work of Poets’ Theater is the least alienated 
labor imaginable.

This brings us to the aspect of ensemble work 

 “One might say that everything hangs on the ‘story’ which is what hap-
pens between people.” (Brecht) 

The projects of Poets’ Theater are communal. They accrete and gather 
momentum, a kind of critical mass, building on local relationships in 
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time. Someone is writing—often the “someone” is a composite, a dyad, 
the multiple author—writing for known members of the future cast so 
the future is here and now. So even the primary or originary moment of 
writing is expansive, interactive, a function of the vitality of on-going 
conversations in a community. The boundaries of the community are 
permeable and shifting, since it consists of singularities, to use Agam-
ben’s term. Individuals express interest in participating. This interest is 
incorporated. So the dynamics of the participants, a kind of multiple 
person, or mega-organism live in solution in continuous flux.

And the story inheres in the relationships. The individual participants 
“learn” each other and play to and with each other. This unfolding in 
any given play and over time through the sequences of plays becomes an 
objective exposition of social process, candid and revelatory.

This acting out of roles, our roles, drawing on everyday behavior, se-
quences, tableaux of everyday life recontextualized, presents a kind of 
social and cultural citation which is exposition. We quote our actions—
and the actions of others—from memory rather than from empathy: 
“I am going through the motions of characters.” We try each other, 
play each other, the ensemble or cast going through the social motions, 
excerpting and recombining, thus exposing and questioning. It is collec-
tive art practice as well as an extension of the social.

Bodily presence, body language, including the script, holding and ma-
neuvering with a script, moving while reading, not so simple, provides 
an unusual situation for the language of gesture, unrehearsed in these 
new combinations, naïve and awkward, willing vulnerability, a relief 
from the confines of default sophistication, a refreshing and stimulating 
defamiliarization.
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We are onstage, and we are in the audience. In this playful juggling of 
theatrical conventions, the conventional separation of audience from 
stage is erased—or rather, from the outset, problematized, put into quo-
tation marks, made more palpable through the suggestion of the possi-
bility of erasure which is really the opposite of erasure or a now-you-see-
it-now-you-don’t function of performance. 

One extension of this permeability inheres in how functions can change, 
reverse, merge at any time. That is, actor is writer, writer is director—
any combination can ensue. The flexibility of situation accommodates 
all possible contributing impulses. The willingness of the multiple enti-
ty, the ensemble, supports all of the above.

The Poets’ Theater Jubilee is an extraordinary example of this support. 
Poets who have not written plays are writing, have written them, people 
who have not previously directed plays are directing them. Some of the 
actors are the usual suspects, and some are newcomers to the experience. 
This would be the moment for us to acknowledge the impresarios of the 
festival, Kevin Killian and Camille Roy. And it would be the moment to 
acknowledge the individuals and organizations who run the arts spaces 
where the rehearsals and the performances take place. And of course this 
is a celebration for and by all the participants, including audiences, who 
make the Poets’ Theater exist.

To return to the initial quote from Three on a Match—

That night we performed the play twice, back to back, to full houses 
crowded onto chairs and benches in Rick Jacobsen’s KIKI gallery on 
14th St. Between the performances, players and audience mingled on the 
sidewalk, joking and flirting, enjoying the evening. Rick Jacobsen has 
since died of AIDS, his gallery is gone, but we remember him and his 
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endeavors. For some of us he will always be associated with his support 
of Poets’ Theater. This is one instance of the countless cooperative col-
laborative interarts events Poets’ Theater has been part of.

The group work of Poets’ Theater resonates for me in particular with the 
group translation projects I have been involved with. There is the same 
open opportunity to participate. The limits of the self become perme-
able, a composite entity, temporary, appears, then disappears, dissolves 
when the time of the project is at an end. It is an expansive, inclusive 
embrace. As Zukofsky said of poetry, it is “for the interested.”

From personal experience, I can attest to the fact that the undertaking, 
once begun, becomes an adventure, a life-enhancing …addiction! Once 
upon a time, many years ago, Kevin Killian surprised me by inviting me 
to take a tiny role in a play in which I would be Alberta, Elvis’s maid. 
What is it to perform someone else’s written words? As if the words are 
never not someone else’s? I read the script over and over, defamiliar-
ization! I practiced my lines, came to rehearsal, and then—the shock 
of addressing the other—relating!—there was a dynamic between the 
character I was playing, and the other, or others in the scene. There was 
tension. Dynamic tension! There were RELATIONSHIPS! The unpre-
dictable ineffable had entered in a big way. It was revelatory. Since then 
I have never turned down the opportunity to take part.

And this is my personal moment to publicly thank Kevin for his special 
contribution, his on-going devotion to Poets’ Theater. 

—originally published in To Be At Music: Essays & Talks
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Kevin Killian
Stage Fright: Plays from San Francisco’s Poets Theater
Kenning Editions, 2019 

Reviewed by Jo Giardini

Kevin Killian’s poem “The Birth of Pallaksch”—the first in his final vol-
ume of poetry, Tony Greene Era—ends with a quote from Karl Jaspers: 
“Alone, I sink into gloomy isolation—only in community with others 
can I be revealed!—in the act of mutual discovery” (9). This foreground-
ing of communal truth building, an intertextual borrowing which clos-
es a poem already replete with quotation, gossip and anecdote, points 
towards something essential in Killian’s practice. Again and again, he 
worked with and through the work of others, turning to collaboration 
and commentary, on the page and in life. His books of stories are full 
of co-written pieces; he jointly edited important anthologies and maga-
zines; he worked with Lew Ellingham, Peter Gizzi, and Carolyn Dunn, 
among others, to document central figures in mid-20th century poetics. 
Even his celebrated Amazon reviews reflect an interest in how the form 
of writing is shaped and deformed by public display and orientation to-
wards an object. The community of reviewers and their criticisms form a 
context in which Killian’s reviews function, and the playful uncertainty 
his reviews produce—did he buy the object in question? how truthful 
is the relationship between object and anecdote?—scramble the urge 
towards consumption and judgement. This scrambling is, often, the rev-
elation of community for Killian. The mutual discovery Jaspers gestures 
towards becomes not clarity, but rather a messiness shaped by multiple 
perspectives, gossip, distorted memory. Pallaksch, the late Hölderlin’s 
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neologism of uncertain meaning, “that perhaps and mishaps feeling, of 
yes […] and no” (Tony Greene Era 4).

The joining of communal form and productive uncertainty is strongest 
in Killian’s decades-long work with Poets Theater, as practitioner, con-
vener, archivist, and anthologist. In this medium, Killian could com-
pose directly with an ensemble of community members (or compose a 
community for the occasion), and could layer the history of his actors 
and co-writers with that of the play’s subjects, producing a palimpsestic 
social web. As Killian writes, alongside David Brazil, in the introduc-
tion to The Kenning Anthology of Poets Theater, “Poets Theater is first 
and foremost about the scene of its production. This is a social scene, 
but it is also, crucially, a geographical scene, and the two are complex-
ly interwoven. The locales of Poets Theater are vortices, almost in the 
Poundian sense—self-interfering energy patterns like lightning rods, es-
tablished to receive the influxes of new energy from whatever direction 
(young people, passers-through, wild cards, etc.)” (i). Because of this 
self-interference, this sensitivity to local circumstance and personality, 
the products of Poets Theater are incredibly variable, prone to revision 
based on the needs and desires of the participants, and open to chaotic 
hybrid genres that pastiche received forms. The disorderly plays reflect a 
gathering of people who are not easily reduced to stereotype or system, 
whose tendency is to excess. Killian and Brazil write that they “think of 
this theater as the instrument for self-reflection of the coterie” (xiii), and 
this could only mean that the coterie—so long as it doesn’t settle into an 
establishment—remains surprising, prone to producing forms of mutu-
al discovery which complicate rather than simplify.

Stage Fright: Plays from San Francisco Poets Theater (Kenning, 2019), 
finally provides readers with an accessible selection of Killian’s theatrical 
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work. Previously, his playscripts had circulated mostly as fugitive chap-
books or among people who had acted in his productions, preventing 
an appraisal of the work as a body. The monumental Kenning Anthology 
modestly doesn’t provide an example of the editor’s own theater. Here, 
we have ten plays, approximately a quarter of Killian’s oeuvre, written 
across three decades. They all crackle with a screwball wit, a desire to 
upend convention, and a utopian urge to revise history. They savour 
the twist ending, borrowed lovingly from genres like the soap opera, the 
noir, and the horror film. Hollywood stars, art world minutiae, poet-
ry gossip, malfunctioning machines, shifts in fashion, song-and-dance 
numbers, tales of seduction, and debates on aesthetics form some of the 
backbone for the pieces, but each resists easy summary. Several plots 
overlap, historical settings are hazy with conscious anachronism, and 
fresh characters always threaten to arrive and destabilize the narrative.

Stage Fright displays a revivifying impulse with respect to the past, an 
archival yen which seeks both to shed new light on forgotten figures 
and to repurpose old technologies—coupled with a twisted repurposing 
of genre schematics and a love for the torqued plot and the reinvented 
backstory. Anais Nin is a recurring figure, mostly present to tell stories 
of her seductions to all present, but she also memorably poses as the in-
ventor of Nintendo in Island of Lost Souls. In Wet Paint, a play about the 
creation of Jay DeFeo’s monumental painting The Rose, Hall Mark—the 
invented inventor of the eponymously named Hallmark card—seeks to 
buy floral paintings for a new line of cards. Box of Rain centres around 
a prototype fax machine, invented by Rodney Faxenheimer, which en-
ables communication with the dead and eventually upends all power 
relations structuring labor in the gallery setting. Each of these plays 
skewers heroic origin stories and the capitalist repurposing of human 
creativity1, centering instead the possibilities produced by the coinci-
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dence of personalities, even in slapstick antagonism. The desire not just 
for a different future, but for a different past—one open to participatory 
dynamics and elaborate embellishment—is an animating force.

One of the keenest pleasures in the book is a chance to encounter the 
dearly missed author again, as character in his own work. Kevin Killian 
returns to us in diverse guises, laboring and playing, in youth and old 
age. He is, variously, a runaway boy and an overly-attached father, a 
spendthrift assistant at the Poetry Foundation, a secretarial aid at the 
Berkeley Art Museum & Pacific Film Archive. The mutability of Killian 
as role is present in three of the ten plays collected in this volume—That, 
The Big Keep, and New Light on Riboflavin—and in each he is newly 
shaped by circumstance, given to the audience through a new actor, 
revised by fresh conjunction of text and coterie. This is both a giving of 
himself to history and to the present, a utopian insertion into play with 
hallowed figures2 and an openness to reinhabitation and interpretation 
by younger friends.3

In That, young Kevin Killian Jr. runs away from his namesake father 
and finds refuge with Paul and Jane Bowles, living in the San Francis-
co Sears building. He evades Killian Sr. while constructing stories of a 
criminal past and lapsing into prophetic and violent utterance. Even-
tually he is whisked away by a “vagabond poet,” as Harold Sears, the 
building’s owner, attempts to evict the bohemian and artist inhabitants. 
In The Big Keep, Killian helps run the Poetry Foundation in Chicago, 
and oversees a gross and spectacular mismanagement of the foundation’s 
funds in an effort to better publicize poetry—eventually recruiting St. 
John of the Cross, Lars Von Trier, and Lauren Bacall to help shore up 
the foundation’s mission, but only after selling off the majority of the 
archives and hiring artists to redesign the United States currency such 
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that it features Walter Benjamin, James Joyce, Jackson Mac Low, Janet 
Jackson, and George Oppen. In New Light on Riboflavin, Killian is a 
secretary at the Berkeley Museum, unhelpfully providing information 
of dubious veracity to visitors while the museum’s curator, May Trix, 
attempts to clear away a car crash on the eve of an important Dan Flavin 
show. Anais Nin, Marshall McLuhan, and Gordon Lightfoot all disrupt 
the work, at different moments, sidelining Killian—who meanwhile has 
“a vision of an active, committed poets’ theater that would change the 
world.” (Stage Fright 351)

Andrew Durbin writes, in his introduction to Fascination, Killian’s col-
lected memoirs, that the texts do not “dwell on the provable connections 
between the living writer and his protagonist so much as they attempt, 
in their corrupt desire to ape and supplant reality with their own exi-
gencies, to stand in place of private memory as a public document, as 
this book you hold in hand: the realer deal than whatever was once real” 
(13). So, too, the Killians of Stage Fight are posed as historically impos-
sible figures generously made available to a wider world than the ‘real’ 
Killian’s (already voluminous) social circle. The documents of the plays 
are truly public, encompassing alternate possibilities activated in con-
junction with cast, audience, and reader. This is the double communal 
impulse of Killian’s theatricism. He attempts to yoke together a present 
world of poets and artists in amateur collaboration, and simultaneously 
invokes impossible gatherings of past figures and presents them in a 
complexly choreographed arrangement that exceeds both history and 
geography. The play Cut, for example, uses the occasion of an academic 
conference on Hitchcock to gather the children of some of the director’s 
stars: Princess Stephanie of Monaco, Melanie Griffith, Isabella Rosselli-
ni, and Jamie Lee Curtis. One can imagine the enthusiasm that Killian, 
an enthusiast of many Hollywood eras, would feel for this chance to 
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imagine these figures in conjunction, and this takes a heightened and 
manic turn as many are mistaken for important feminist film critics, 
such as Laura Mulvey, Jane Gallop, and Julia Kristeva. But Killian’s 
fondness can also be seen in the note after the play script. He writes 
of casting for a performance in New York City, and discovering “to my 
horror that inadvertently I had arranged for a whole stage of people who 
in many cases hadn’t spoken to each other in years.” Persevering in the 
production, he eventually finds the show a “shining success,” and is par-
ticularly heartened that “some of those who had come to the rehearsal as 
enemies mended their fences, at least for an evening” (Stage Fright 188).

David Buuck’s short text, “Some Remarks on Poets Theatre,” closes with 
a dream for the genre: “The best Poets Theater would be everyday life, 
with each person playing themselves. Total coterie, with everyone in on 
the jokes. In short, spontaneous life-art happening between the players.” 
Killian’s imagining of his production as a site for overcoming conflict ex-
tends this wish, that the theatrical experience will play with dynamics of 
community formation in a way that ultimately exceed the demarcations 
of aesthetic vs. political domains. This is a desire for something beyond 
healing, for a practice which builds and fights in the face of isolation 
and fracture. As Killian has it, in the interview with Heidi Bean which 
opens the volume, “as I realize more and more, I have worked in the 
theater to counteract the terror of AIDS, with its Agatha Christie-like 
shrinking of one’s social world. I need to gather around me an army of 
like minded cultural workers, their bodies interposed between me and 
the void. Working communally has comforted me in this time of psy-
chic and physical strength, yes, and strengthened me too. I don’t think 
my own work is important any more. It’s what we do as a people that 
matters” (Stage Fright 11). Remnants of their conditions of production, 
confounding and surprising, full of cattiness and a desire to evade the 
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cops, to exceed structures of expectation and oppression, the plays in 
Stage Fright belie Killian’s own binary; his work matters because it is 
about what we do as a people. 

Rex Ray & Cliff Hengst in Geyser
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1 The play The Lenticular closes with the following exchange:
Greta: It is not one person who ruined our lives, but the whole nexus of market 
demands.
Dr. Tim (from offstage): By Jove, I think it’s capitalism!” (Stage Fright 290)
2 Killian is able to fantastically engage with characters including Alfred Chester, Barbara 
Hutton, Paul & Jane Bowles, Lauren Bacall, Lars Von Trier, Anais Nin, Dan Flavin, 
and Gordon Lightfoot.
3 Cast lists for select productions, included after each play in the volume, have Kevin 
Killian played by Nathan Lever, Kota Ezawa, Rex Ray, and Theo Konrad Auer.
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Liz knox

Synopses

2 kisses. 

Nude statue in the background at model show. 

Minor cleavage during the dress show. 

“Darn”. 

“God”. 

“Shut-up”.

A man is drunk.
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A man is taking a shower. 

A woman takes his clothes and gets rid of them in order to make him stay.

A leopard escapes. 

A woman tries to find it. 

Later she is seen with a leopard that is aggressive. 

The leopard is not the right one. 

The leopard does not harm anyone.
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A woman loses her robe; a man teases her.

A woman says a man is making violent love to her (as a joke).

A man smacks a woman’s bottom playfully.

A man slaps a boy.

A police officer fires a gun.

A man punches another man.

Several people smoke cigarettes and drink alcohol.

A man gets drunk.

A child almost drowns.

A man attempts to commit suicide.
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Sexual desire is clearly implied. 

One of the nuns goes completely insane partly from unfulfilled lust for 
a man.

The insane nun attacks another nun out of jealousy. 

She falls off a mountain to her own death.

When a nun goes crazy it is quite intense. 
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A man has been accused of murdering his father with a knife.

A murder is talked about and discussed.

The act is recreated.

Some people smoke.

A man is trying to hit another man.
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A comment of “except for sex, what’s left?”

Lots of alcohol at a Christmas party.

Many workers get drunk.
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Alcohol is consumed throughout.

A man smokes a cigarette.

A woman cries loudly and runs around in panic.

Very explicit dialogue.
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A woman is dancing naked.

A man is being beaten.

A man is prodded with poles and shocked.

A society is controlled mostly by drugs provided by the State. 

They are not hallucinogens, but mind-controlling ones.

A man has his body controlled by remote operators briefly, but he 
begins to convulse.

Using IMDb’s user-generated content advisories as source material, one-page synopses 
for 55 classic films were made. Each synopsis preserves multiple voices from the online 
content advisory. Each page of Synopses represents one film. 
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rona Lorimer, Léo riChard and heCTor uniaCke

Alexandre Benalla’s day out
a play

CAST 

Alexandre Benalla 
Macron’s personal security guard, an advisor to Putin’s oligarchs, and the 

center of a political scandal 

Emmanuel Macron
a political scandal 

Interviewer 
an interviewer 

Redoine Faid 
a bandit

Beatrice Dalle
actress

Vincent Crase
Benalla’s accomplice

Gilet Jaune
a gilet jaune, not affiliated with any group or union
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Tiqqunist
Appeliste

Pierre
an ex-military man 

GAV-eur
garde-a-vue-r

AND A CHORUS
Politician

Right winger
The Left

lundi matin
Someone

Girl 
Marine Le Pen 

Trump 

This play was written in several hours and was first performed at NO 
MONEY in London, May 2019. It has also been performed in North 
Carolina, Washington and New York. Anyone is encouraged to put it on 
in the interests of international and revolutionary theatre. 
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“A tragedy has 5 acts. A comedy has many more”
the law has two gears, lamborgini has six

Act 1 Scene 1

Mayday, 2018. Paris. Something was happening in the student movement, 
the ZAD had been evicted, the train drivers were on strike, the migrant 
occupation at Paris 8 was still going strong. It was the 50th anniversary 
of 68, and lots of Germans came. There were as many people in the tete de 
cortège as in the union section of the march, a record. Within half an hour 
McDonald’s gets set on fire and cars are being dragged against walls and 
apartment buildings are burning. The crowd gets kettled on a bridge and 
doesn’t move beyond that. 

Alexandre Benalla is in the Jardin de plants, on the phone to Macron. He 
was Macron’s personal body guard for the election campaign, and since Ma-
cron became president of France, Benalla was made ‘head of security’—a 
position that did not previously exist and that no one knows about yet. The 
police have trapped people in the garden and locked the doors. 

Benalla: Thanks for letting me come along, I think this internship will 
be good for my personal development. I’ve beaten up some protesters 
but I don’t think anyone has recognized me. 

Macron: That’s great, you’ll nail it I’m sure. I think this live action replay 
will be really good for you. 
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Benalla: I’m beating up a journalist. I have to go. 

Macron: go get em! 
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Act 1 Scene 2

July 2018, a couple of months later. Redoine Faïd, an armed robber who 
has previously been imprisoned and let out, and then wrote a non-apologetic 
biography, and was then re-imprisoned for an armed robbery in which a cop 
was accidentally murdered, and then escaped by exploding six prison walls 
with three guards in front of him, has escaped again. His comrades from 
outside managed to land inside of the prison, let off a smoke bomb, open the 
wall with a circular saw, and get him out. He’s doing a livestream interview 
from his helicopter with a journalist who’s not sympathetic, but slightly in 
awe of him. Redoine Faïd is an unassuming bald man of about forty, who 
looks like a computer scientist.

Interviewer: Redoine Faïd, how do you feel?

Redoine: I feel great, I’m free. With a crime you always have to weigh 
up the potential benefits with the time you’ll end up doing. If you can 
escape, then that judgement becomes null and void. I’ve just escaped for 
the second time and I feel fantastic.

Interviewer: What’s your plan now?

Redoine: I can’t say too much but I plan to hide out. I will manage may-
be 3 months, hiding out near Paris, before the cops get me.

Interviewer: Don’t you think the literati who published your book will 
feel let down? Your book about armed robbery was a really good read, 
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and you did lots of interviews at the time, and seemed to have repented 
and entered a bourgeois life. 
 
Redoine: Not at all, I never made any apologies for banditism. I’ve been 
an armed robber since I was sixteen and I was very ambitious. Luckily I 
grew up in the projects, and when you’re in the projects the police don’t 
attribute to you any ambitions. When you’re standing in a tracksuit eat-
ing a sandwich, they don’t really think such an impressive heist is going 
to come from you. I don’t owe that literati anything, I never said it was 
cool to rob banks. 

Interviewer: Always banks?

Redoine: The thing to do nowadays is get the armored vehicles. If you 
get one of those it’s the creme de la creme, it’s really where the money’s at. 

Interviewer: How do guns get in to France?

Redoine: Apart from hunting rifles, a lot of guns got in through the 
Balkans after the collapse of the Soviet Union. And a lot of small pistols 
came in with the comrades from Italy who fled after Autonomia. 

Interviewer: Do you think your escape will make a dent on Macron? 

Redoine: Oh certainly, it’s a big humiliation for him.

(Beatrice Dalle, the actress and model from the 90s and Redoine’s biggest 
fan, is drinking champagne on the sidelines and cheering him on.)
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Beatrice: Bravo, Redoine! The whole of France is with you, or at least 
I am! I’ll be dancing to night. Au revoir penitentiary, au revoir, burn it 
fucking down! I will dance for you.  And for those who don’t like what I 
say—the fascists go fuck yourselves, but not on my Instagram. 
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Act 1 Scene 3

Benalla tries to save his job.

Benalla has been arrested, nominally, for beating up protesters on May Day 
with a gang of armed policemen, but he has not turned up for court. It is a 
huge scandal. He has been asked to hand in his diplomatic passport and not 
to travel. The police have failed to raid the arsenal of guns he purportedly has 
at his house, and his wife, who no one knew about, has disappeared, but her 
phone is still making calls near the border. He was found on a diplomatic 
trip to Chad, despite not being allowed to travel with his official passport. 
He is having a coffee in Faidherbe Chaligny with his coconspirator, Vincent 
Crase, part of Macron’s security team and a neo-nazi poet on the sly, whose 
job is also at risk. They are not allowed to see each other. The whole thing is 
being recorded by me, an investigative journalist. 

Vincent Crase: Aren’t you worried, about our jobs? 

Benalla: Don’t worry, daddy will sort it all out, we’re immune to all of it. 

Vincent Crase: But we have to appear in the supreme court.

Benalla: Yeah, but I’ve managed to get myself super-injunctioned, so I 
can officially lie to the supreme court.

Vincent Crase: Yeah I saw that, I saw that you went there and you told 
the judge you didn’t find it appropriate to talk to him about the situation.
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Benalla: Yeah man, it’s all good, the daddy’s gonna look after us. Any-
way, if you get fired, you’ll be fine, you’ve worked more than 600 hours 
so you’ll get unemployment. How much do you earn now? 
 
(They put their heads together and work out how much unemployment—
sixty percent—of their salaries, they will receive if fired.) 

Vincent: So is daddy backing us? 

Benalla: Look, more than backing us, he’s a madman, he’s gone crazy, he 
said, like that, he said to me, you you’re going to eat them, you’re stron-
ger than them. That’s big, right? That’s crazy that he said that.

Vincent: Whoah, he said that?

Benalla: But don’t worry man it’s all good—I’ve got this gig as a private 
consultant to some of Putin’s oligarchs, I could maybe get you an intern-
ship there, or maybe a poetry reading.

Vincent: I don’t know man, I’m worried, it’s been a long time since I did 
a poetry reading.
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Acts 2 – 4

A chorus, several choruses: politicians, fascists, gilets, black bloc

The gilet jaune movement has started. People are unsure about whether to 
affiliate themselves with it. For the first week, politicians and the right don 
yellow vests in support of the movement, and then promptly take them off 
when the left start to get involved. The black bloc take them on and off de-
pending on whether the cops are chasing them. Here is a typical roundabout, 
with a politician, a right-winger, the Tiqqunist journal Lundi Matin, the 
left, and some bystanders. The names of the speakers will be spoken by the 
media, trying to distort everything, before each enunciation. 

Politician: The French people are speaking! Not like in those nasty ur-
ban riots, where only cars are burned, they’re saying something. And not 
those nasty unionists either, always saying the same things.

Right Winger: End migration! Reinstate the nation state! To the end of 
globalization! Fuck taxes! The gilet jaune is extreme right! 

The Left: Should we get involved? There seem to be lots of nasty fascists.

lundi matin: They’re going to block the roundabouts, proving our long-
standing conviction that economic disruption doesn’t need to originate 
in workplace organizing. we’re free of the centralized union at last!

Someone: What is the content of this riot? There are right wing riots 
and left wing riots.
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Girl: The riot is not right wing, it is a pratique émeutière, a left wing, 
proletarian thing—it can’t be recuperated.

Someone: I think it’s naive, this idea that proletarians are necessarily an-
tifascist—but wait! They’re looting Givenchy! All the traffic lights have 
been torn down! 

(December 1st)

Politician: On second thought, this is not the French people, it’s the 
extreme right.

Marine Le Pen: Please can the real gilets jaunes leave the site of insurrec-
tion and let the police mop up the foreign elements?

Politician: Given the extent of property damage, we can now say with 
confidence that it’s not the gilets jaunes at all, it’s the black bloc, led by 
dangerous left wing intellectuals.

Trump: There are fine people on both sides. 

Macron: (sullenly says nothing) 

Gilet Jaune: It’s not black blocs, it’s gilets jaunes, we’re unmasked and 
we’re coming up armed. We want money while we wait for communism! 
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Act 9

The actress Beatrice Dalle is being interviewed by a music channel. The 
interviewer is blonde and corporate and doesn’t understand much. Beatrice 
Dalle is wearing all black, has loads of tattoos and is clearly on a lot of coke. 

Interviewer: When we asked you to come on “revolt” to be interviewed, 
you said yes straight away. Why? 

Beatrice: Because what shocked me in this gilet jaune thing, aside from 
that it was truly working class and that the government were so de-
spising and resentful of it—the first thing that shocked me was when 
the gilets wanted to take the Champs Élysées and the government were 
like “no no, not those French symbols,” but that’s the only time French 
symbols are useful. 

Interviewer: What about the violence?

Beatrice: The thing is that, when you do a revolution, there are neces-
sarily things that get broken. You shouldn’t cry for a couple of cars or 
barriers either, because in 1789 it was heads falling on the floor, so a 
couple of cars is really nothing. 

Interviewer: I hope we don’t get to that!

Beatrice: Yeah yeah… but Marie Antoinette, fuck her mother, seriously.

Interviewer: Fuck her mother?
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Beatrice: Yeah, because she’s the only queen who made no artwork, had 
no legacy, who did absolutely nothing for the poor.

Interviewer: We saw you on Instagram with a —?

Beatrice: With a gilet jaune.

Interviewer: With a gilet jaune.

Beatrice: Yeah, many times.

Interviewer: Is it the role of the artist to wear a gilet jaune?

Beatrice: I really don’t give a fuck. you know what, I’m not an artist, I’m 
an actress. There’s hundreds of people who’ve written me saying thanks 
for the support and that’s nice, but you know what, I’m at minus 1700 
on my bank account cause I spent it on coke, I live at my friend’s house, 
I don’t have an apartment, I don’t have a car, I do independent films, I 
can’t complain, I’ve never got money but I do something I like, for a start.

Interviewer: And what about the rest of the cinema milieu? Are you 
resentful of them that they’re more disconnected?

Beatrice: Listen, I’ll put my middle finger up to Marine Le Pen, but I’m 
not putting it up to any old person who is just doing what they’re doing.

Interviewer: But it seems like actresses usually get involved in causes 
that are more… that are more… environmental? 
Beatrice: Yeah. I have a response to that, of course those things are im-
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portant, but not everyone can afford to support environmental causes. I’m 
from a very poor family, and when you’re worried what you’re gonna eat at 
the end of the month you’ve not really got that long game in your head.

Interviewer: I suppose that’s what the government is trying to work out.

Beatrice: Yeah yeah, but you know my parents worked like dogs their 
whole life—I say like dogs despite all the respect I owe them—and they 
find themselves with a pension of 700 a month.

Interviewer: Is there a work of art, a book, a film that incarnates ‘revolt’?
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Act 5 Scene 3

A roundabout.

Trucks and cars are making several loops around the roundabout, hooting 
and honking in solidarity. It is strategically located between an Amazon 
warehouse under construction and the entrances to two toll roads, one that 
leads to Paris and another that goes all the way to Belgium. The inhabitants 
of the roundabout block the toll station and let drivers through for free. 
The private company that owns the toll roads loses upwards of sixty euros 
for every truck let through. French taxpayers financed the building of the 
highways in France back in the day, but the maintenance was subsequent-
ly outsourced. The occupiers are on good terms with the local police, and 
comply if asked not to block the toll station. When they do block it, they 
have about two hundred gilets jaunes there. An ex-military man turned IT 
worker is talking to a young girl and trying to provoke her about “political 
correctness.” He’s trying to feed her something from the table: mustard, ribs. 

The ex-military man has been involved in demonstrations before, against 
gay marriage, and his politics are Eurosceptic and anti-globalist. Pierre takes 
off his sunglasses and puts them back on constantly.

Pierre: So you came to scam off French benefits?

Girl: Yes, and I’m getting them.

Pierre: France’s decision to join the global economy in the 1970s re-
quired taking on a huge national debt that will never be paid off. The in-
terest on the debt is paid for by taxes which should instead be used for the 
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social security system. I don’t want Macron to quit; instead, I want him, 
and all the French presidents of the past forty years, to be arrested by the 
army and made to stand trial for high treason against the French people. 

Girl: All of them? You want a military coup?

Pierre: Except Chirac, who’s no good to anyone nowadays, gone com-
pletely off the deep end.

Girl: Mmm.

Pierre: Eat more, even though you’re liberal, you must eat. 

Girl: What about the police?

Pierre: I’m ex-military so I like the police. I understand them. We have a 
laugh with them at every protest and I don’t care how much they teargas 
me, I can handle it.

Girl: You have masks and you protect yourself?

Pierre: I have a mask filled up with white vinegar. I hate the ‘casse,’ 
I can’t stand violence. Those people breaking things are not real gilets 
jaunes, they’re kids from the banlieue. Eat more, you’re too skinny.

Girl: But the casseurs are wearing gilets jaunes; isn’t that the point—any-
one can put on a gilet? Of the 412 people arrested last week, only 16 
were previously known to police, they didn’t have previous charges.

Pierre: Please, eat some spare ribs, and some chicken and mustard and 
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some bread—because if you’re here to visit, I don’t care who you are. Lis-
ten, the police are all different, and they’re that way to prevent a coup. 
There has to be a balance of power between the army, the mobile force 
and the riot police. 

Girl: But were you there on Saturday.

Pierre: Yes, of course. We set off early in three cars—2 full of heavy guys 
(the bait) and one with a straight couple in it and all of their masks and 
goggles (the foil)—and we used walkie-talkies in case of a police search. 
We got in through Porte Maillot and went round the south side of the 
Champs and made it in easily. We occupied the Place de l’Etoile until we 
were gassed and partially dispersed. So I went down the Avenue Marceau 
(leaving the women behind, of course; it’s too dangerous for women). 

Girl: Too dangerous for women.

Pierre: We advanced toward the Champs with the help of barricades.

Girl: But I thought you don’t like violence?

Pierre: It’s not violence, it’s barricades. It’s strategic. It’s a game with po-
lice. It’s what they’re paid for. I would never hit a police, but we have to 
protect ourselves so as to make gains. Anyway, there was a car, one of the 
only cars left on the street, a diplomatic car, and it was already smashed 
up, so of course we burnt it on the barricade. 

Girl: Well, what about construction materials lying on the street? 

Pierre: If they’re there it’s fair game. People were so angry that they de-
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scended onto the small side streets, and smashed in the windows of the 
cars there, undid the handbrake, and hauled them up, the alarms wail-
ing, to burn them. But people are so stupid they were burning plumbers’ 
vans, and those have gas canisters in them! 

Girl: So where do you draw the line?

Pierre: Oh with the kids from the suburbs of course, they’re just oppor-
tunists. It’s okay to break banks because of global capital and finance, 
but not small businesses!

Girl: Small businesses? Chanel? 

Pierre: Unless they don’t pay French taxes. 

Girl: And paving stones?

Pierre: It’s not quite ‘breaking’ but it’s violence against police and be-
sides it’s dangerous for the other people. The point is to take the Elysée, 
and to protect the statue of the ‘unknown soldier’ which was vandalized 
by left wingers last week. 
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Act 6

love streams, streams and flows

Nantes, the 22nd of December. The protest has been wild, explosive. Some 
hems of gilets jaunes disappear into tear gas. A burly gilet jaune, not affil-
iated to any union, and a small, weedy Tiqqunist emerge from the smoke. 
They argue with one another like tweedle dee and tweedle dum, trapped in 
a distorted mirror.

GJ: Let’s occupy the police station.

Tiqqunist: No, let’s occupy the train station, it is a flow.

GJ: No, let’s occupy the police station.

Tiqqunist: No, no, sir, you have misunderstood, we must occupy the 
train station, it is a flow of capital. Power no longer resides in symbolic 
places, like police stations and winter palaces.

GJ: But—we could occupy the fucking police station! 

Tiqqunist: A roundabout is a flow, or a stream, whereas a police station 
is a symbolic place.

GJ: It’s not a stream, it’s a people’s palace, we could occupy the police 
station!

Tiqqunist: There’s no class, only friends and flows. I just want to know 
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if true love flows in a continuous stream.

GJ: I don’t care about flows. Love is a little girl’s dream.

Tiqqunist: Love is a stream. It is continuous. it doesn’t stop.

GJ: The best thing this stream can do is stall everything. I don’t want this 
to be recuperated in elections. 

Tiqqunist: We must concern ourselves with heavy flows and wide logis-
tical ports. The young girl is everywhere, with her legs wide open.
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Act 26

May Day 2019

An old man has just been released from jail, and is being interviewed:

Interviewer: You have been in Jail since Mayday, along with 34 other 
people implicated in what has since become Pitié-Gate. It’s been said 
that the hospital was attacked, that its materials were stolen. Why did 
you go in?

GAV-eur: The police attacked the jovial crowd with gas, and we were 
pushed towards a side entrance of the hospital. The door was open. A 
policeman told us to go inside to protect ourselves. 

Interviewer: We have been talking about a violent invasion. Last year, 
you took McDonalds, this year the Hospital. What explains this change 
of tactics? 

GAV-eur: As things seemed to calm down, we tried to leave. We then 
found ourselves face to face with the riot police, who chased us into the 
hospital grounds. 

Interviewer: Luckily, said the interior minister, the police arrived as ear-
ly as they did. 

GAV-eur: And as we were chased off the street and into the hospital, a 
group of voltigeurs—police on motorbikes—are driving towards us. We 
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were running towards Scylla in order to run away from Charybdis, and 
so we escaped up the stairs on our left.

Interviewer: One policeman was seriously injured this Mayday. It was 
suggested that you were all trying to find him. 

GAV-eur: Nobody knew that these stairs led to a resuscitation centre. 
Until the nurses who closed the door told us why we couldn’t take ref-
uge. 

Interviewer: The director of the hospital said that discussion was out 
of the question with the intruders, though maybe no-one has said any-
thing for months anyway.

GAV-eur: The nurses said, “no. you can’t come in. It’s impossible. It’s a 
resuscitation ward. The police won’t do you any harm.” we were made 
to lie on the floor and then we were beaten. At 4 in the morning, the 
police were really bored and we were in jail and they told us they knew 
we did nothing. 

Interviewer: What’s next after McDonald’s and the hospital? A morgue?

GAV-eur: In communism we will resuscitate all of the dead.

Interviewer: Who will bury the dead if no one wants to work?

GAV-eur: No one will die. No one will work. There will be no police 
and no police murders. No one will need to be buried.
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Macron arrives on Twitter: May Day is a party for all the people who 
love work. They love it so much they have a big party. Some vehicles get 
burned. They spontaneously combust from the sheer joy of it, and to 
provide people with more work. 
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mohamed a. gaWad & daLia neiS 
Celluloid Corridors 
(Remixed transcript of a radio play)

Three years ago on Palm Sunday, I stood on this very spot. 

I am now standing here again, three days before the Day of the Dead. In 
Santerian traditions, it’s where the walls of the world become thin, and 
the crack from the void leaks in. 

It’s the transition from lightness to darkness, what Nietzsche calls the 
‘Black Sun.’ It’s the day when Azayan, the Loa of the Market Place, 
met and had intercourse with Papa Loco. It’s the day when Yemaya, the 
Goddess of the Ocean, led the sailors all the way down to the River Effra 
in South London.

A reel unwinds into a stream of celluloid consciousness, another thread 
was extended through another labyrinth in another time. Pulled through 
lives, places, mediums, histories, and politics, the celluloid thread is 
paradoxically finite, bookended in a round canister/video box/compact 
disks/HDD, narrativizing chaos, projecting linearity/sanity.

The mark expands to reveal a reel.

Standing in a film archive that attempts to be living, relocated between 
a former crematorium and a neighbouring graveyard, Jose Saramago’s 
All the Names springs to mind, particularly a climactic scene where the 
protagonist reaches a labyrinthine graveyard; the end station of a long, 
obsessive, unorthodox search for a mysterious woman.  
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A mystical shepherd has been going around swapping the plates and the 
tombstones, in an attempt to give the dead an equal chance of being 
visited/forever lost. The protagonist arrives at a dead/open end. 

The wider the rupture of time and space, the harder it becomes to sepa-
rate the marks/ arrange them into a narrative that would lead back from 
a point B to point A. 

Giving rise to paranoia? 

A closer look at the marks on the walls opens up portals of imagery/ 
coiled miles of condensed narrative. Each mark awaits to be uncoiled 
and tell of its story/ past lives/afterlives.

Cinema history starts from here! 

I am standing on the Crossroads, three days after Memorial Day, where 
the cinematic portrait of the Haitian journalist, Jean Dominique, was 
shown right here at the Cinema. 

If Toussaint L’Ouverture’s military revolt against the Napoleon troops 
was documented on film, it would be screened here tonight. As the Sen-
egalese filmmaker Dgibril Diop Mambety once said: “The grammar of 
film is a political act, the act of watching these films is a communion of 
revolutionary importance.”

The medium of film is a sacred medium. Like the medium of séance 
ceremonies, it has the power to invoke the dead: 
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Les Morts, Les Esprits, The Invisible Worlds. 
 
For it was Djibril Diop Mambéty who once said: “Cinema is magic in 
the service of dreams, it is a gift from our ancestors, they struggled and 
prepared it for us for over three thousand years.” 

Film canisters have a certain silence to them. In an archive space, they look 
almost identical in their solid shape and color, to the point where the rows of 
reels resemble a wall/a passageway. 

Is it possible that a film dies between that moment and the moment of 
its premiere? Where a new stage awaits it; loops of resurrections, as it 
enters the realm of the undead. 

People speak about the death of cinema: students, cinephiles, scholars, 
the academy. But before we bury this history, before its inevitable death, 
we need to open up the history of film, with all its lines of flights, with 
all its unexpected mutations and digressions. 

Cinema history starts from here! 

What happened to the archeological question of cinema’s origins in 4th 
century Persia?

The pioneer Geber, who was busy experimenting with the sun on the lens.

What happened during the 17th Century Scientific Revolution in Holland?
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Cinema is not just the studio in which it was shot, 
there is the other vision space. 
The original, simulated, hypervision of cinema,
was invented in the Alhambra in 1112.
 
It was almost as if in Spinoza’s transmission that cinema history failed 
in its mission, Spinoza opened it up, Spinoza took it down, as a lens 
grinder he struck up sacred ground.

What happened in the Golden Age of Hollywood, and its flourishing in 
the Hollywood Hills? 

Hollywood owes its debt to the ancient burial grounds from which it has 
grown. 

I am standing on the crossroads, the River Effra flows under my feet. I 
know where I am standing. At midnight I have followed Her sounds, 
and I have witnessed what goes on here on a Saturday night. 

The sacred tree stands before me. 
I know the significance of this space –
The KFC; the spice market down there, 
the dub records down there, and the cinema inside here. 
The River Effra flows under my feet. 
I know where I am standing. 
In its former glory the River Effra flowed all the way 
from the Atlantic Ocean, past Raleigh hall 
(the former Cinema Museum), it flows past these Crossroads, all the 
way through to the Imperial War Museum, past the Enlightenment 
Room in the British Museum, down through to the Southbank where 
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Charles Saatchi gallery used to stand, and ends in Elstree Film Studios 
where Hammer Horror flourished.  

Cinema History starts from here!

Offering one entrance but many ways in, the labyrinth acts as a prism 
through which the flow of time enters as one, and with every turn, splits. 

At each bifurcation, a rupture is introduced in the fabric of the real. The 
thread allows the dweller to dive in/ free fall/ fast forward/ go forth/ 
forge a way through the narratives past, towards the eye of the temporal 
storm.

Film canisters have a certain silence to them. In an archive space, they look 
almost identical in their solid shape and color to the point where the rows of 
reels resemble a wall/a passageway.

Approaching the translucent celluloid strip with the naked eye implies 
seeing it and seeing through it at the same time. A film both points to 
itself and refers to a larger image. The individual frames reveal images, 
and between the frames, the walls of the world become thin, and the crack 
from the void leaks in. 

Much like approaching a strand of DNA, it promises that once un-
coiled, and with some imagination/investigation, one can access layers 
of information, stories, and histories that a specific print of film wit-
nessed throughout its life/afterlife. A history of resurrections. 

I want to be possessed by the goddess(es) of cinema. 
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In the timelessness of the archive mindset, we have the space to speak 
of the films that watched us. Images can recall their past lives as parts 
of a continuum before they were extracted, isolated, appropriated/im-
prisoned. 

Does a black and white film remember its own original colored existence? 

Maya Deren’s films are screened here on the day of the dead, along with 
Dgibril Diop Mambety’s “Hyenas.” 

This is the place where I come to feel her name
through Chaucer Street; Shakespeare Street; Electric Avenue; CLR JAMES.

We need to continue the superstition and archaic belief that cinema has 
a soul, a gros bon ange, that cinema has souls, a petite bon ange, and that 
there exist alchemical reactions that are drawn from the celluloid as it 
hits the light of the lens, and the unknowable in the dance till the end 
of time.

Vivre La liberty — long live Maya, Djibril, and the cruel truth of film.

—Cairo/Berlin, 2019

An earlier version of Celluloid Corridors was originally released on audio cas-
sette with Wanda-Portal, screened as a surround sound radio play at a cinema 
auditorium at Berlinale, Metakino-Helsinki, and transmitted at Radiophrenia 
Radio Art festival in Glasgow.
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mei-mei berSSenbrugge & Teddy yoShikami

“feeling something as luminous”: an interview with Michelle 
N. Huang

I first encountered Mei-mei Berssenbrugge’s work in graduate school, where 
her poem “Fog” became something of a touchstone for me as I worked 
through my dissertation on molecular aesthetics and posthumanism in Asian 
American literature. When I learned the poem was part of a triptych on the 
transitional states of water—the poem “Fog” preceded by “Mizu” (water) 
and “Alakanak Break-Up” (ice)—and that all three poems had been created 
as poetry/dance performances during the early 1980s in collaboration with 
the Basement Workshop, the foundational Asian American Movement orga-
nization in New York, I wanted desperately to see them. My search led me 
from the Raymond Danowski Poetry Library at Emory (where one of the 80 
copies of the artist’s book containing “Mizu” can be found), to uncatalogued 
boxes at the Beinecke, and eventually to the choreographer, Theodora (Ted-
dy) Yoshikami, of Morita Dance Company, who still lives in New York. She 
had given the VHS tapes to the Asian/Pacific/American Institute at New 
York University, where they waited in a box, for me (I felt) to find. 

I belabor this archival journey because in revealing the scattered artifacts 
as well as origins of this collaboration, what appears as a singular, self-con-
tained, (deservedly) celebrated poem emerges as something rather more eco-
logically constituted. Watching the grainy images flicker across the screen, it’s 
impossible to deny the feeling of an event horizon, of seeing something at the 
edge of a future world. 
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Thank you to the A/P/A Institute at NYU and Laura Chen-Schultz for all 
their help. The following interview was conducted over email in July-August 
2019. Questions and answers have been lightly edited for clarity. — MNH 

A note on titles: the performances Mizu, Break-Up, and Show-
ing What They Are (Without Revealing What They Are) [referred 
to below as “Showing…”] correspond to the poems “Mizu,” 
“Alakanak Break-Up,” and “Fog,” respectively.

Michelle N. Huang: How did you meet, and how did the collaboration 
come about? 

Mei-mei Berssenbrugge: It’s almost 40 years ago, but I think Fay Chiang,  
the director of Basement Workshop, enabled our introduction to each 
other. Basement had produced my play, “One, Two Cups,” directed by 
Frank Chin. Teddy had the vision of creating a work using Urashima 
Taro, a Japanese fairy tale about a boy who lives underwater, and asked 
me to write a text for her dancers to use instead of music. I was unfamiliar  
with the process of collaboration, but I liked the idea of dancing to  
poetry, instead of music. I studied the fairy tale and read about under-
water life and created my retelling of the story as Mizu, water. Teddy was 
very much the moving force and inspiration. 

The next text, about ice, titled Break-up, was informed by my trips to 
Alaska where I taught poetry in Yupik villages and in prisons. I remember,  
attending rehearsals, that Teddy was serious, strong, subtle, and very 
open in her choreography process and in her response to my texts. 

Teddy Yoshikami: Fay was able to obtain funds from various places such 
as the New York State Council on the Arts, the National Endowment 
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for the Arts, and private funders, and so was able to invite established 
and emerging artists of various mediums. She invited Mei-mei to con-
duct workshops and to develop her writing, and during one of these vis-
its, Fay suggested Mei-mei and I might collaborate together. Water was 
an exciting form that had such changing qualities that I always wanted 
to pursue choreographically and when I met Mei-mei, this became the 
perfect opportunity. 

MNH: Walk me through the collaboration process, both logistically 
and intellectually. How did you think and work together if you weren’t 
living in the same place at the same time? How did you weave your 
different ideas and sensibilities into one project? What were some of the 
challenges and pleasures of combining dance, music, and poetry?

TY: Mei-mei and I had worked off and on together at Basement Work-
shop, but when Mei-mei had other commitments elsewhere in New 
Mexico or Rhode Island, etc., our letters kept the creative process mov-
ing forward. Some of the letters you found are evidence of this process. 
At times I would receive Mei-mei’s words, read, then work on move-
ments and discuss whether what I was choreographing was okay and/or 
asked various questions or possibilities of changes. Yet on the whole, it 
was an ongoing process of continuing letter exchanges that would be de-
fined and finalized during on-site rehearsals together. With limited time 
together, we always had to be very focused on the work(s). But we both 
generally accepted one another’s manner of communicative exchanges.

MB: I was living in New Mexico, but would come to New York for a 
month or two, whenever I got funding, or maybe Basement had grants 
for the production. I remember one continuous process, but reading 
Teddy’s account, I see much of our collaboration happened through let-
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ters. I provided the text, the “story,” and my voice to help Teddy realize 
her vision, which became a vision we shared. 

TY: It was a terrific to visit Mei-mei in New Mexico, where I could 
experience the spaciousness of nature, openness, and the beauty of the 
skies and environment. I think I became more aware of her background 
of living there that I feel is revealed in her writings. 

I found Showing… to be the most difficult for me to choreograph, but 
proved to be the most successful, I think, overall with the vague and 
changing spaces demarcated by the Sheffield scrims, allowing and emu-
lating the fogginess of mind and movement. 

MB: By the time we made “Fog” [Showing…] three years later, I was 
more experienced, and had learned to use rehearsals to generate the next 
sections of text, and I learned to use repetition as a kind of chorus, be-
cause I was reading the text over and over as the dancers worked out the 
steps. I was studying Wittgenstein, and used fog, varying densities, as 
a way of expressing relations between people. I had forgotten that the 
original title was Showing what they are, without revealing what they are. 
The artist, Sheffield Van Buren, created a set of ephemeral scrims, and 
Jason Hwang improvised music. Teddy added an amazing solo of herself 
making intense faces. I remember this was the most ambitious work, 
and that the dancers were abstract and beautiful.
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Video stills courtesy of Asian/Pacific/American Institute at New York University.

MNH: What I love about the triptych is that through the molecular 
transformation of an element—water—what we think of as elemental 
in the sense of core or essential identity is also troubled and shown to 
be contextual (even ecological) and dynamic. Each poem and perfor-
mance have a distinct aesthetic, but also shared concerns. What are key 
considerations when representing the relationship between the material 
and immaterial in a concrete, embodied form? What is the relationship 
between landscape and bodies? Do you think there is a concordance 
between poetry and dance, versus other literary and aesthetic forms? 
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MB: Your description is beautiful and apt. I think the energetic process 
of collaboration, the process of realizing a vision into art, inspiration, 
the reception of art by the audience, are all considerations of relations 
between material and immaterial. In more recent work, I use quantum 
reality, particle and wave.

Landscape was my subject at this time, so it was natural to use it for  
water, ice, or fog. The space of a body is interior, or defined by your skin, 
but also as large as your perception of space around you, like the large 
scale of the West or the tundra, ocean, horizon.

Concordance between poetry and dance is exquisite and elicits the music  
in them both. Also, two halves of your brain are called for, verbal and 
visual, and that makes a kind of collage surface of experience for the 
audience.

TY: Water in its many forms allows the juxtaposition of elemental styles 
of movement, as well as contextual. Just as the movements flowed,  
contexts also arose in me or through Mei-mei’s poetic phrases or words. 

But movement is not a form of words, it is dance—a nonverbal form 
traditionally with and without accompanying music. The challenge was 
to weave poetry (words) and movement (silence/no words) together to 
create an artistic end. I had to learn how to juxtapose words and silent 
movements, trying at times to synchronize them, separate them and 
for it to have a rhythm that flowed, was jarring, or even awkward. My  
setting movements were often instinctual to complement in some way 
with Mei-mei’s poetry. No standard logic can be used. This was a creative 
collaborative process, not a logical one as in addition or subtraction. 
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MNH: Can you say more about the last bit about instinctual movement 
and logic? 

TY: It was an “instinctual” method of immediacy while choreographing.  
I didn’t have a pre-set series of movements, but decided moment by 
moment. Plus, the choreography did not follow verbatim directly from 
Mei-mei’s spoken poetic words, but the movements related within the 
context of her poetic phrases and her timing and recitation of the poetry.  
There was always a quality of balancing movements and poetry that 
worked in harmony with each other. I guess I was also reading a lot of 
Asian or Zen Buddhist books on philosophy to understand oneself in 
coping with life with its vicissitudes. Be in the moment—this I guess 
could be my style or approach to choreography. 

MNH: When scholars have taken up this work, the Asian American 
context of its production is often elided. How did the 1980s shape this 
work and its relationship to Asian American identity and/or politics?

MB: After finishing my MFA at Columbia, I immersed myself in the 
multicultural movement of the late seventies, which I recall as more 
established at that time on the West Coast. It was a thrilling time of  
expressing cultural identity, discovering forgotten writers, empower-
ment, new magazines, friendships, cross-cultural inspirations, stories.  
Basement Workshop was a pioneer in Asian American cultural  
consciousness in NYC. 

Basement Workshop provided a warm, open forum for developing Asian 
American arts and community, many creative people coming through 
of various Asian backgrounds, all identifying with each other, many  
pioneers. The emphasis was on shared creativity, discovery of Asian 
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American identity, and a feeling of empowerment. Even so, I did not  
realize until now that Teddy was the first Asian American choreogra-
pher. It was more an atmosphere, than any clear credo or message.

TY: When I began choreographing, the Movement had not begun here 
in New York. But, knowing of the West Coast movement from the start 
I think peripherally influenced me, although I was not consciously aware 
of it. From 1966 or so, I wanted to dance and eventually choreograph. 
I had been in a contemporary dance company and a children’s dance 
theater group, but I was never fully fulfilled performing with them. I 
knew I wanted to make a career of dance, which gave more impetus to 
begin choreographing using Asian influences—tai chi, Japanese folk and 
classical dance, and Asian philosophy. I did everything for Morita Dance 
Company—budgeting, raising funds, publicity, coordinating schedules, 
looking for new dancers, etc.—so it was a 24/7 “job.” Joining Soh Daiko 
(the New York-based Japanese drum group) was a fresh breath of air, as I 
had fewer responsibilities. As pieces were created, some of which are still 
performed today, my dance influence was used to guide how the mem-
bers should jump and move without injuring themselves. Traditional 
groups never leave the ground.  

MNH: Readers may be more familiar with Mei-mei’s background—
Teddy, how did this project fit into your choreographic vision and per-
sonal journey? 

TY: My choreographic goal was to create my new and unique style of 
choreography based on Asian performance, culture and philosophy and 
to become the first Asian American choreographer. Like my friend Mer-
edith Monk, who I met in Daniel Nagrin’s classes back in the 70s, I 
began to break rules of mainstream dance styles, challenging space, time 
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and aesthetic, but with an Asian/Asian American focus. But as Asian 
America was considered an insignificant group, I never received support 
or recognition from the avant-garde except in minimal ways, as was sim-
ilar for all peoples of color.
 
Despite Basement Workshop help, CETA Arts support, and a NEA Ja-
pan Exchange fellowship, my personal life as a single parent necessitat-
ed my leaving the dance world and my further choreographic develop-
ment. It was a difficult decision to make, as choreography of my Asian 
American style was my passionate aim!
 
After leaving dance, as the first Asian American consultant at the Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History, I travelled and met individual leaders 
and organizations from around the world—from the Bering Strait areas 
of Alaska, then Siberia, and to Mongolia and more—all places seldom 
seen or experienced by most. At times I wonder if I should return to 
choreography now that I have retired. It could be an intriguing adven-
ture with so many more experiences to glean from.  

MNH: This triptych includes many forms—the accordion book of 
“Mizu” (published in a limited run artist’s book) the three dance perfor-
mances, and the published poems. How does refraction through different  
media affect your understanding of your poetry? 
 
MB: I love remembering the repetitions of sentences in the performance 
of “Fog” [Showing…], to accompany certain dance gestures, and a sense 
of extension and scale I learned from a long performance.

I don’t think I was consciously aiming to work in different media. It 
was natural to include these texts in the books of poems. Also, the artist 
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Kiki Smith used “Fog” for a beautiful portfolio of crystal drawings pub-
lished by Rutgers. I made an assemblage of text from Hello, the Roses, 
which the artist Davide Balula made into an atmospheric sound piece 
for the Lyons festival. Also, Hello, the Roses was used in an installation 
at the Munich Kunstverein with Richard Tuttle, my husband. I read the  
poems to him, and he used that energy to determine how to construct 
his works. It was very moving to see that this installation emitted the 
same quality of light that was in our first collaboration, when we met, 
that the spirit of our collaboration had an identity. In the same way, 
though our trilogy evolved, I feel that Teddy and I express a certain  
continuous relation of water, fluidity and spirit. Also, cultural expres-
sions of each of us as Asian American. 
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MNH: I came to this series through “Fog.” While scholars have noted 
the other poems and the performances, I have not found any scholarly 
work on the triptych as a whole. Why do you think “Fog” is the poem 
that seems to “float” alone, so to speak? 
 
MB: As a poem, “Fog” is the major poem of the group. And as dance, 
also I think it was a culmination of our work together in scale, choreog-
raphy, concept and atmosphere.

MNH: The relationship between color and density is a recurring 
trope in these poems—for example, “A white glass of water is hard to  
conceive of, because we cannot depict how the same thing would be white 
and clear, and how this would look” in “Fog,” “Sometimes in your path 
you see darkness that looks like smoke” in “Alakanak Break-Up,” and  
“water’s color and weight” in “Mizu.” I also see other ways in which 
density, surface, and depth are confounded by invocations of “glitter,” 
mirrored in the shimmering mylar strip in the Break-Up performance. 
How does this language of material density and the concatenation of 
surface and depth relate to identity?

MB: Because I was born in Beijing and came to the US as an infant, I 
experience my language and identity as relational. But I think identity 
“as such” can be a limiting goal or a limiting ideal. Maybe “the language 
of material density and the concatenation of surface and depth” are good 
tools for navigating and expressing the dynamics of identity. Also as 
metaphors for what one can know.

MNH: To me, the triptych troubles the idea of singular entities in that 
it shows how different states co-exist and overlap (i.e., ice in fog, fog 
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over water) as well as in its thematic exploration of seasonal change and 
elemental transition. I’m thinking about the working title of “Fog”—
Showing What They Are (Without Revealing What They Are). Can you say 
more about clarity and obfuscation in your work? 

MB: Maybe it’s not so much how about clarity versus obfuscation, but 
about change, fluidity, which Teddy’s choreography expresses with such 
beauty. Reading her answers, I feel her mystical bond with water. I strive 
to be clear, but accuracy, perception call for articulating change, flow, 
mistiness, invisibility, relation.

“As you continually generate the transparency of flowing space, 
it must continually unfold matter that shines.”

“You appear all at once, as if opening my eyes, I see a window, 
because your body’s transparent.”

TY: Nothing is static. We as humans want stability so we seek the con-
crete to feel we are in control, but even the concrete changes just as life 
always changes. 

MNH: What about dance and form—how did you decide which dance 
techniques and styles to use for each performance? 
 
TY: It was a style of movement that I developed on my own with improv-
isatorial direction to the dancers. I did not want to copy or use Graham, 
Cunningham or Nagrin techniques as I wanted to focus on my Asian 
movement training in tai chi, Japanese folk and classical dance and Asian 
philosophy. Of course, if others trained in tai chi or Japanese dance should 
see these works, they probably would not recognize this connection. 
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Perhaps tai chi people might see a connection as so many of the move-
ments are slow and grounded, but this may be a projection on my part.  
MNH: Both “Mizu” and “Alakanak Break-Up” start with the language 
of speculation—“If the boy goes under the water” and “To find out 
the temperature,” respectively. Can you speak about the relationship be-
tween scientific experimentation and literary-formal experimentation in 
your work? 
 
MB: Around this time I was interested in “feminizing” scientific  
language. I like that science breaks patterns of knowledge for new para-
digms, or perceptions. I like the sense of discoveries and the urge toward 
a universal field. Perhaps there is a sense of abstraction in science that 
correlates to abstraction in a poetic form. For me literary forms are spir-
itual and generative, not speculative or analytic. 
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MNH: Tell me about the other elements of the production: the costumes 
are beautiful, and very different—the golden silk of Mizu, the bundled 
neutrals of Break-Up, and the translucent plastic of Showing…—how 
did you conceptualize them? 
 
TY: Am so glad you appreciated my costumes. I used to sew my own 
clothes, and being on a small budget for myself and for the dancers, I 
would shop around in the fabric district looking for fabric that would 
work. For Mizu, the leotards we had used in a previous work, Tsuzureori,  
and I sewed the pants to balance with the leotard. For Break-Up, the 
taiko drummers used medical outfits as one of them was in residency as a  
physician and he was able to obtain them at no cost. The only items 
bought were the sponges the Soh Daiko drummers wore, which had large 
holes throughout to hold the drum sticks. For Showing…, the translucent  
costumes were created by Linda Taoka, with whom I had discussed my 
concept of the piece—reflections, light, flexibility—as in fog. 

MNH: What about music and set design?
  
TY: Jason Hwang was also coming and going through Basement Work-
shop, and he worked often with Will Connell, a flutist. I had met J.D. 
Parran through the CETA artist network and asked him if he would 
compose and create music for my pieces. My favorite instrument has 
always been flute or shakuhachi, the Japanese end blown flute, which 
is why I often used flutes in my choreographic works. The sound of the 
flute continues to move me. 

Mei-mei’s friend Sheffield van Buren was looking for another outlet to 
explore beyond his painting. Through Mei-mei, he agreed to create pan-
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el screens for Showing…, evocative of shoji, to demarcate parts of a space 
that also created spaces for the dancers to interact and utilize. 

The set designer Atsushi Moriyasu saw Mizu at St. Marks and became 
interested in working with me, so for Break-Up he suggested the lights 
and reflective mylar that replicate the reflection of the icebergs. My en-
trance was on the diagonal walking into the depth of the earth below. 
The sound of the taiko added a depth of sound I felt was needed in this 
piece—strong and powerful. The movements and sounds of my solo 
were loud sounds emanating from my core and led to the dark, perhaps 
angry, ground below. The kachi kachi clappers used are Japanese in-
struments I owned and had performed with in Japanese dance. And of 
course, Mei-mei’s poetry could also be thought of as music.

MNH: What are you working on now? 

TY: Having retired from performing either in dance or taiko, I now 
teach taiko to students from age 6 to adults every other Sunday from 
mid-October through June at the New York Buddhist Church. I have 
been asked by the Church for several years now for my students to per-
form for the outdoor New York Obon festival in July—the adult group 
could, but as the newest formed class, they’re not ready to perform yet, 
but maybe next year.

MB: For seven years I’ve been writing about stars as beings, trying to ex-
press our earth and stars as one ecosystem. The poems, A Treatise on Stars, 
will be published by New Directions Press in February. Now, I’m exploring 
the growth process as a matrix that somehow connects all things, thinking 
about plants and the rain forest, and fractals and energy grids in space. 
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MNH: What is it like to revisit the work over thirty years later? 

MB: I didn’t realize how beautiful this trilogy was, or how much I had 
learned about poetry and about performance, while we were making 
it. I don’t think I realized the significance of Basement Workshop as a 
cultural institution. I was in my thirties, intense, and had no distance 
from each day. My process of collaboration has been to create a space in 
front of myself for the other person to inhabit, which I don’t assess at 
the time. I think Teddy deserves most of the credit for unifying all the 
elements with her vision and her choreography, her seriousness. Today I 
enjoy very much remembering these dances and feeling my respect and 
admiration for Teddy’s artistry and the artistry of the dancers and Jason.

TY: My experience viewing the videos now after so many years, brought 
back many memories as well as still appreciating my work with Mei-
mei during those years. I appreciate it even more. It was many years of 
collaboration, which to this day, I have not experienced since. What 
captured me about dance was before video, it was impossible to have a 
concrete dance to hold as something to show; different from a piece of 
visual art, sculpture, literature or music. Even if it was repeated, there 
are always slight changes. Each performance is not an exact copy of the 
original, and the quality of videotaping then did not capture the quality 
or nuances of the dance. 

It was a wonderful experience and it is only through hindsight can I see 
that it was a very special and unique experience. Watching the videos 
again inspires me to see my own choreography and Mei-mei’s collabora-
tion, which I appreciate even more than ever. I will cherish it.
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mei-mei berSSenbrugge

YOU ARE HERE

1

We’ve powerful analytic tools to simplify an experience, so we can ab-
sorb it emotionally.

There’s joy in transmuting a supernova into science and wonder, at the 
same time.

World’s a net of relations in which appearance is one; to correlate the 
visible with the personal makes it real.

Seeing, a kind of consciousness, materializes its form.

Then everything constellates out to the farthest star.
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2 

So, the family’s entangled.

Here is the relation under scrutiny; there, yourself as observer, your per-
ceptions, feelings, also everything that is not them. 

This quantum state is a property of the boundary or interface separating 
family, relation, from universe, including yourself, because observing 
leaves you out.

Yet there must be some leakage of information between you.

Imagine a grain of sand beside a rock poised on a ledge.

How does one know of the other’s existence?

Then an atom in sand releases a particle that touches the rock, and it 
falls off the edge.

There must surely be some record of sand in the rock, as of observer in 
her environment. 

Our units of existence are not particles, but exchange, events, context in 
which attributes are defined by relation, others.  

The measuring device may be an all-seeing universe, and the context 
intimacy.
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3 

Now imagine a boundary around the night sky and describe what we’d 
see, if we looked through it from without.    

The limit of information contained in sky is its total entropy at creation, 
like a black hole.

All of space emerges as an approximate description or average of how 
things organize and relate.

A star’s temperature is such an average heat of a vast number of moving 
molecules.

Does that mean coherence, world, is not defined within space-time?

The organization exists not “in” space, its overall geometry, but at the 
particle level of entwining processes, I mean entities.

Space is a stand-in for complexities of relations among “things” that 
happen.

Time is relation, i.e., change, though there’s a deeper level in which time 
and change are also averages, so we can record any event and recall it 
later.

The synthesis, recollection, leads to inward, since imagining precedes 
space-time; it has point-source characteristics; it’s all at once.
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I became very emotional when I realized particles of my body are en-
tangled with every person I’ve ever known, touched or thought of, not 
only family, but our president, every artist I’ve seen or read, strangers 
described to me by others or named in others’ prayers.
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4

If properties of a thing are just aspects of its relations, can I describe it 
without reference to time or space?

Does interaction determine how two particles differ, or are particles and 
forces different manifestations of one body articulated by relation, by 
contingency?

The description of an object includes every particle or frequency with 
which it interacts, so we who observe night sky belong to it inextricably.

Rather than mapping it with an arrow pointing to earth, “YOU ARE 
HERE,” draw the brightest stars you see with sufficient detail, so there’s 
no other observer, place or moment for which this description would 
be the same, and even though any description of sky incorporates all 
beloveds in a hyper-dimensional collectivity of earth and space, data 
from past and future, consciousness and over-soul, love merging with a 
star, so you go there. 

We say perceptions by the different collectivities harmonize by recogniz-
ing you, the outsider, as entangling space-time. 

It’s how you can hold a concept like “love beyond understanding” in 
your mind, leaving earth physically and joining the inner collectivity 
simultaneously.

Signed with love: The Entelechy 
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kyoo Lee and JoCeLyn Saidenberg

Cogito Uninterruptus: A Series of Blind Synch Somelsewhere 
Between J and Q

Q: To yOur Memory X.0—Or That Blind Spot of yOurs, the Other Day

Lovers and loners, you can choose your lover, but you cannot really 
choose your love—alone, though that won’t make things clearer, either. 

Dear U, 

Wouldn’t you—or do I mean, I—love that anyway or either way? The 
present presenting itself wrapped in some sign languages of time, the 
gestures of before and after foregrounding one’s hankering-after in the 
morning after. Just get that, got it? 

“Listen … I am alone. Am I alone tonight?”—I mean together? “I don’t 
think so,” thus spake Eileen Myles, as you know. “Am I the only one 
with bleeding gums tonight. Am I the only homosexual in this room 
tonight. Am I the only one whose friends have died, are dying now” (Ei-
leen Myles, “An American Poem”). It’s like this, going experimental, ex, 
extra, extra mile, writing an experimental narrative is it you say?—going 
almost mental to the point 

“Introduction to Studying Hunger Journals,”  
 by Bernadette Mayer

 
       I kept these journals while seeing a psychiatrist.  
 I’d gone to him because I thought I might be crazy,  
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 after my work on memory, shooting 36 pictures  
 a day & keeping a detailed journal having driven  
 me to the brink. But I thought why not go over  
 the brink & see what’s there. On the other hand,  
 I didn’t want to wind up in some mental hospital,  
 tied to a bed or chair.

      In my experience people didn’t expect a woman  
 to be intelligent so they thought I was weird and/ 
 or crazy. There were no female nerds then. One  
 mistake I made was thinking linearly, that knowl- 
 edge led somewhere from which you can go some- 
 where else, but you’ll have to forgive me. I grew up  
 & lived in western society.

of “going over” there a bit if you must as Bernadette says, who says that 
if you are lucky enough or else insanely reasonable, you can even stay 
there to “prove to you (including yourself, that is) that I am not crazy 
(I mean, you are)” (Bernadette Mayer, Panel Discussion on Bernadette 
Mayer’s Memory, Sep 23, 2017, Canada Gallery) or something like that, 
which is also what Descartes says in the Meditations, the second day, as 
I recall, and I’m not trying to mansplain, even proxycomplain, but just 
thought I’d mention it here, reminding myourselves of such since I also 
seem to have written a book about it in which the author, first, had all 
these fussy French philosophers like Foucault and Derrida and Deleuze 
and all that say something about such so that someone in our midst can 
also disinterruptively go create their own cogitational tracks somelse-
where so to speak—ha, co-productive, huh?

About that, again, going experimental, yes, co-ex-peri-mental, just go-
ing out and along with each other … cruisingly to the point of bruising? 
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– I guess that’s your kind of cup of tea, hot tea: anyway, it is an idea that 
came to me, kinda all over again, when I was listening to Bernadette 
yesterday talking on the quantum-quotidian waves of memories she 
managed to photo-archive everyday for the entire month of July 1971, 
which she then, I hear, showed at the 98 Greene Street Loft in 1972 
with an audio narration running for 7 hours. 

       Bernadette Mayer’s Memory in SoHo, 1972 | Sep 23, 2017 
      (Photo Credit: Adam Fitzgerald)

1971, 1972, 7 hours … lucky 7, is Bernadette smoking there? A lucky 
strike? Funny, did you know, Princess Elisabeth, in one of the letters to 
Descartes, asks him: “Do you know, as I am now writing to you, how 
many times I’ve been interrupted by all these people in the palace who 
don’t know what to do with their life?” Something to that effect, almost 
verbatim, though. And she says, “at least seven.” Spectacular. Elisabeth 
is making a point, live, about the body bothering and bothered by other 
bodies, not minds, mind you. I repeated that punchy line in my article, 
“Cogito Interruptus,”on the epistolary body in the Elisabeth-Descartes 
Correspondence, which I emailed you last time. No pressure to read it, 
of course. 
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Guess you already knew about that work by Bernadette, her Memory 
work and journals, new to me, though, which I hear is a foundational 
moment in her creative journey as an artist, and I’m now absorbing 
some of all those bits and pieces of archival material like some thirsty 
sponge. It’s an interesting sensation—to have an eye-contact with others’  
memories re-remembered as such. What sense does one make out of or 
into such, in turn?  

I recall that day, told you about this didn’t I, which is also how we started  
without exactly starting this mini-series of duo-cogito-uninterruptus, that 
day when I chanced upon the page from Cusp, “Blind Spot,” as I opened 
it randomly upon receiving that book package from you, interrupting 
myself with that diversionary excitement. I was right in the middle 
of working on a semi-public semi-private lecture to give in Seoul in a 
few days on “Looking Out for a Blind Spot,” the installation work by  
Inhwan Oh, a conceptual artist based in South Korea, allegedly the only 
“out,” in the sense of outwardly self-identified, gay man in the whole of 
Korean art world, who explores the queer artistic corner-space of being, 
quite literally, in the military, for instance, in its pink-invisible corridors, 
and that day, you can imagine how thrilling, queerly so it was for me to 
see these lines unfolding right there too: 
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You’d remember how this “blind sync,” as you put it later, happened 
“somelsewhere,” as I had put it in my review of Barbara Guest’s collected 
writing, which you kindly noted, though we still have very little idea of 
the how or when or even why of all this or that, wherever “it” is stuck 
or moving, yet, don’t matter as a matter of course; just “be on your way. 
Be on beyond what makes them big you to do their bidding. be gone” 
(Cusp 55), you say. 

Q: To be New Seasoned/Reasoned, Day 2 

Onward then, you know what’s also crazy funny: on the way home, all 
inspired, I found myself starting to play in my head, making a men-
tal note of this line from As You Like It, “Neither rhyme nor reason 
can express how much,” “and yet,” I’m adding, “it is time to season” or 
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something goofy like that … then this morning, I received this bit of 
message: 

Subject line: “New Season, new cravings.” It’s like Christmas all over 
again, amazonian—in NYC, today, hot all over again, 88° last time I 
checked, and if we were to live towards and relive in “the most blue 
night early in the morning” (Sonnets, 56), again like Bernadette in her 
“Incidents Report Sonnet #2,” I’d better get some sleep now before the 
second incident overwrites the first. In some purgatory of time and 
times we are going through now, in this turbulent world, I find a mini- 
poignant consolation, or do I mean consolidation, with you in that still 
“Flor watches. a notion of the present not transition not progression to 
obey. but arrested coming to a stop. pause. one in which he can start to 
write” (Cusp 55). Good night, good morning.
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J: Croning out

Dear Q,

I woke up too too early, and read a horrible, punishing article about how 
insomnia makes you sick. Now as you know I don’t love life that much 
but I would love to sleep.

But what has me going is your collaboration with William Shakespeare. 
You take rhyme and reason and get to time and season, tempo and  
tempest. And I am thinking how much rhyme makes rhythm, draws me 
to the sounds more than the sense of things and then reason with season 
and I am thinking about A Winter’s Tale, which I want to say is about 
weather and unreason, these queer kings’ boyhood romance. And out 
my window this moment I see a sharp shinned hawk, an uncommon  
sighting, so I mention it, but more to say, there are all manner of  
distractions, and what interests me is attention as it plays with inattention,  
and now also seeing for the first time that one is to draw apart and the 
other is to stretch together. The gestural inclined in both, oscillating, to 
and fro.
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But back to season and winters. I heard an astonishing linguist this week 
talk about the section in Hesiod’s Works and Days, called “The Winter 
Scene” (504-35), where there are three animal kennings, riddlewords, 
that masquerade as animal and animal parts. The passage can be read 
thus: As opposed to summer when women are lustful and men exhausted,  
in winter men are horny and women prefer to stay warm inside, so we 
find the selfgratifying badger, the oldman’s boneless boner, an ungainly  
octopus mating it together. It’s hard to summarize but I mention it  
because of seasons and slow reading and the horrid image of so-called 
“pub fare” wherein chicken and cow make friends between the buns of 
winter [YUCK], that your unreasonable, unseasonal, timing summoned. 

Here to turn the conversation, which is just that, a turning together, 
taking a turn in talking together, a poem and some thoughts:
 
  Shadowing the field a pastor to night listen
  a pause rises & propagates in form from a pocket
  an envelope enclosing a stub of pencil

   A great Hope
   fell
   You hear no 
   noise
    crash
   The Ruin was
    havoc
   within damage
   Oh cunning
   Wreck
   That told no 
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   Tale
   And let no 
   Witness in

   The mind was
   built for
   mighty Freight
   For dread
   occasion planned
   How often 
   foundering
   at Sea
   Ostensibly, on
   Land
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Emily Dickinson wrote these lines with a stub of a pencil on the back of 
an envelope. Transmissions composed in frugal husbandry. Fragments 
of material. Scraps or atoms. Shards of letters in time, dwelling between 
the immediate and the past as once present. Immateriality beckons to 
slips on slips of paper, an accident of space. Would it let her witness  
inside uninvited? To listen, attending, to the sounds of ruin, to part with 
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time for which no dread can attest. Itinerants escape violent histories in 
forms of exclusion, summoning what’s been expelled outside the space 
of experience, between life and death, sea and land, a living that encom-
passes before and after. In a form enveloping a future that was hope once 
discarded. For the horizon of once, in those ruins, gapingly claims for 
itself continuity’s dream, a living demand. The letter sent, in an envelope  
who buys time back from a promise, summoned by voices sprung in 
a self that attest to the otherness of relation, in a language that is not 
yet alien, strange kin to strangers that feels other. Persisting anachrones 
from an elsewhere, stilled but numberless, united. 

Yrs, 
J.
 
Q: “Living without a yes without a no” in “a kind of logical paste”— à 
la U, J

Repeat after me: you per se like a person persist like your “logical paste” 
“dwelling between the immediate and the past as once present” “in the 
life between life and death, see and land … in a form enveloping a future 
that was hope once discarded,” or did you say, mailed? 
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Yes, “a stub of a pencil” Dickinson uses seems traveling “over” “there” 
as you have marked, moving across the board to meet the scrivener in 
everyone, the scribbler included, the stubborn you born of that stub  
subsisting by insisting, resisting, persisting per se. The inner shudder 
“living without a yes without a no. that which it depends on” (Cusp 3) 
is the punctuating disambiguator of life in death and death in life, that 
which keeps us going per second, per minute, per hour, per day, per 
second, for a second, spacetime permitting, no matter what the weather, 
yes, the year going by to come nearer and nearer to one just dear. 

I read your message again the other night and the next morning, I woke 
up thinking the hawk’s eye. Maybe it is also Flor’s eye, his gaze, this 
ultimate, impossible witnessing in Come and See at the beginning and 
throughout the film. Look. Listen. Come. Go. This is It.  

In any event, yes, here is hoping together that we at least manage to 
avoid seeing “chicken and cow making friends between the buns of  
winter”; I see, you don’t fancy buns—noted. But I mean, yeah, “With 
thee. O let me rise” (George Herbert, “Easter Wings”), sure, why not, 
but “let me not love thee, if I love thee not” (GH, “The Affliction (I)”)—
sounds right, which is a line Alice Quinn reminded me of yesterday, 
when I was telling her about my PoemTalk on Claudia Rankine’s Don’t 
Let Me Be Lonely, its syntax, the structure of the Levinasian prayer. 

Don’t, it says. 

And Don’t Let, then who, what, where is this other subject or object, 
let’s say, sobject?  

And Don’t Let Me … me again, you see? 
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And Don’t Let Me Be … and we are going beyond or under “being,” 
hyper-sub-ontological.

I have not forgotten the other loner lover you wonder about, or worry 
if you query, which one could find in all yOur party cups that keep 
coming. As one might have sensed, I’ve already started underlining and 
circling pulses of “her/anti-gravitational heart. wherein/ we recite an a 
priori no” (C 2), yOur “negativity” (Negativity) where I, for one, would 
turn her “ventilation” into a ripple, a nipple that “ripples” (C 18), “a 
second circumference” (C 2), “a cycled cell” (C 2), “a second life” (C 2, 
5, 8, 9) “relived” (C 9) or “a/ second life—a shudder” (C 3, 5) relieved, 
“a pink” (C 2) pinky with its bloodstream running through and over, all 
over, over and over again. When you write in other words “fist. Insistent 
communication/ with that which finds pleasure in self-exposure” (C 4), 
I read, first, you—because you, my dear, as Hélène Cixous says in some 
interview, is the first person, not the second, although maybe a third 
too, fourth even to make it even, and anyway still one if not too many. 
U on the cusp of becoming a U might just be the new old zero point of 
ego, not ergo, some other ego, not exactly alter. With you, I have and 
will have come to dwell in this semicircular valley of some being, being 
somelsewhere in “a chiasmatic story time” (C 9), first, in this “first book 
of yours,” for instance, followed by another first book of yours begin-
ning with Mortal City (1998) dedicated to “Daniel Saidenberg (1906-
1997)”. Dates matter that much.  
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Another “parenthetical series” of writing starting there, as I note, it is 
the last book you wrote, Dead Letter (2014), that connected us in the 
first place, as you may recall. Three mutual friends of us, concurrently, 
had urged us to meet, and when we met, we knew we had met like three 
thousand times before or more like three thousand three. And it is when 
I read the parenthetical space between and toward “the nail” and “the 
wall” in the first page of your other first book I slept with while flying 
across the Pacific Ocean last time, it is then I felt as if I met you again 
for the first time. Between lovers and loners, v and n, entering, marking, 
moving between the two, held between the doublending envelope of 
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entendre, L/elle, the first thing you do is to stop over the very first spot I 
start our story with, before you get to the first sentence which you know 
anyway—see, I am, we are, with you, still.

“A living that encompasses before and after,” as you say and as I see, 
forms the book ends of your text from Mortal City to Dead Letter 
(chronological order), and Cusp to Shipwreck (alphabetical order)—oh 
dear what happened—whatever disordered living is “being all/ being 
about being not prepared (C 18),” “parceled out smaller and smaller 
and smaller into vast spaces” (C 22), that atomic paradox or did you say 
paroxysm of there-you-are. As I “march on and pivot” (C 13) on “a ship 
sailing out of my brain” (C 9) thru “the infrared door” (C 21) that’s u, 
the dead living compass says “stand closer please./ you./ to here” (C 40).   

Yrs, Q. 

J: snare

Dearest Q,

That strange expression, “you nailed it,” or rather better, “you nailed me 
and it together  otherwise,” comes to me, but a nail, hmm, not the shape 
I am looking for, maybe to net, snare, trap, all both verbs and nouns, 
like that nail that nails. What I want is something spidery web-like, to 
say in affirmation that we have met like three million and three times be-
fore. Is that what would make for the conditions to say something about 
an ensemble of “you”s and “me”s? How to net the resonances of these 
encounters? What codes of intimacies, both external and internal, could 
index how you read as if you were to whom it were written, unknowing 
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and unknown? Did you hear the thoughts? Did you sense the struggle 
to orient in language, bewildered by signs and keys? There is a logic but 
it is only internal to the glue, that is to say, an ever-work-in-progress. As 
reader what you make to mean, render to signify. Making and destroy-
ing, repeatedly and collectively, that wonder. 

If words were soundings in air, you’d know where music and language 
exchange places. What pattern emerges, numeric or alphabetic or chro-
matic? It’s your choice, Q, my mapmaker.

The morning after the winds woke me repeatedly, I noticed all the spi-
der webs gone in my garden where there had been so many and elabo-
rate dwellings, blown away, myriad homes of all manner of beings, lost, 
burned, blown to bits. They do not return, have not.

*******
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The remainders impressed there, imposed, I like it when elements or 
atoms reformulate as numbers or letters, as key without code, code with-
out key. I like it when words simultaneously represent and materialize 
as objects.  What is the ratio that renders what can’t be conveyed in lan-
guage? Is this what you experienced when you found your Descartes? Or 
were you the third between Elizabeth and Descartes’ correspondence? 
The paper and the ink. The envelope and address. That mélange of se-
quences and seconds.

Another fragmented sighting, a blind thought marking the air between 
us for there are numberless words in infinite longing, astride these please 
sit as awesome and stubborn. Those don’t want in argument, but mem-
ories in feelings animate figures in possibles, that is, what is figure-able 
beyond the given or present. A figuration, not of language or image, but 
felt humming and perceptive of an outline that marks blindness, other-
wise. Obscurity is promising. Or promise obscuring. In a bewilderment, 
a moment at dusk that is dawn, efflorescence, here attend to the code 
that’s missing from language. Is the crack in the crack the guest we heard 
waiting or who waits for us to arrive there, elsewhere? Does this utter an 
encounter as the means to approach the past? How to care for the dead, 
to write as a form of mourning. A writing that is social, that resounds 
with another. 

Addressed with an audible breath, propose a practice of perception via 
this obscurity, a state of bewildering, more via, more weather and tem-
pos. It didn’t mean to mean and it is in this a refusal is sprung, as an 
untold promise with its untimely transmission. It is this exclusion whose 
untelling grows in the wilds of what is the possible. For syllogism and 
progress are its unprofitable offspring, a pretense of origins that numbs 
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us to what is missing, what is there as missing. Or we arrived too late, in 
our belated turn. Bereft it ghosts a moment in who refuses the shadows 
of any darkness. Like it is hers, withheld and without, to wander wildly, 
mistakenly. What is missing. What is missed? Listen, paused in listen-
ing, from the words of the fugitive, in the dust of knowing, that is dead, 
in a not yet alien language lived between magnetics for passions.

*****

Benveniste claims that it is only through language we become subjects, 
and the corollary I add is that it is only through language we could have 
met 3 million times before meeting.

So writing is social, in that, it’s the means by which we might form 
relation with another, whether the other of language or of history or 
because the act of saying I and you, what might become a we, social and 
conversational, happens in this very particular form of address.

******

Returning to my garden, still no spiders, no webs, so I wait sewing 
sounds to conjure textiles for friends. 

If the past presents an alterity, how to approach with what means, faint 
and improbable. I haunt if possible, am possessed when able, dwell with-
in what doesn’t invite or call, lingering, to inhabit what doesn’t want my 
attention or more doesn’t care to acquaint me. Solicitously I approach 
overcast with scraps, breaking them, spawning more slips, where delay 
and suspense attend. If dying-off makes possible any living, the debt to 
the dead calls forth an address to the future. If the transmission resists 
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me, I in the obverse animate it with wanting, then what’s woven from 
these is transported. It is not ecstatic but in-static, an indwelled insis-
tence for similitude. Now the shadows lengthen. The obscure parts are 
uncontainable yet necessary like feet like skin like cats, working through 
and being with, where something unknowing is uttered, otherwise.

Yrs,
J.

—originally performed at Communal Presence:  
New Narrative Writing Today, UC-Berkeley, 2017
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adriana garriga-López

Revenge Fantasy #1 
performed in Tijuana, México, on 27 August  2015

Welcome! Welcome! 

¡Bien venidos y bien venidas!

On behalf of the Committee for Radical Friendship and Political  
Reconciliation between Peoples through Art
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And in the spirit of historical healing between the United States and 
Puerto Rico

We present to you this act of kinky catharsis!

This represents only one small aspect of the complex revenge fantasy of 
this, your Puerto Rican dominatrix, Kiki de las Nueces

And now, I offer you my proposal for what I like to call tropical sado-
masochism
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Esta es mi víctima voluntaria. This is my willing and eager victim, Ashley.  
Say hello, Ashley. 

[Ashley, wearing a blond wig, red heels, and an American flag apron says 
hello and waves to the audience.]

She knows what she’s getting into. We’ve already worked this out and 
she’s agreed. She’s consented. Remember, we do this in the spirit of  
historical reconciliation! Ok?

[Ashley is secured to an X cross with wrist and ankle cuffs. There is a confed-
erate flag hanging next to her. There is a table full of torture implements and 
sex toys on display, including several whips and paddles.]

If Ashley wants me to slow down or hit her more softly, she will say, “I 
am sorry.” 

Let me hear you say “I’m sorry,” Ashley... [Ashley apologizes]

If she wants me to stop altogether she will tell me: “I Love You.” 

This will scare the shit out of me and I will stop.

But you have to help me out because I get carried away, plus I’m hard of 
hearing. OK, me avisan si la oyen…

But if she apologizes (loudly) for the terrible wrongs of colonialism, 
expropriation, monopolization, environmental degradation, proletar-
ianization, privatization, political persecution, and forced migration  
imposed by her people on mine, I may take some pity on her.
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[Dominatrix ensures Ashley is safely secured to X cross and ready to be 
whipped]

Gracias, Ashley, por prestar tu cuerpo para este despojo. 

Thanks for surrendering your body to this dispossession.

[“El Tiburón,” a salsa song by Willie Colón, plays over sound system while 
dominatrix works Ashley over with various implements, including whips, 
paddles, and canes. Scene plays out organically with audience participation 
for the duration of song: six minutes and fifty-seven seconds.]
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gabrieLLe CiviL

Q & A

What do we ask of art? of the black woman artist?
 How do we question and answer each other?
   
Q & A was hatched in Iceland as a rejoinder to a cosmic joke. Sitting at 
a little cafe in the Harpa Concert Hall, we could see slate sky meeting 
foamy ocean and volcanic rock. We sat content and glamorous talking 
through our 2017 NonfictioNOW conference panel scheduled for the 
next day. Aisha Sabatini Sloan had convened us to explore “Ekphrasis & 
the Black Female Gaze,” we being Tisa Bryant, alea adigweme, Samiya 
Bashir, and myself. Aisha had fallen ill the day before, and the rest of us 
were discussing how to proceed. Tisa would start with a black feminist 
neo-benshi of Prince’s Under the Cherry Moon; I would activate the space 
with fat black performance art, a series of invented texts and embodied  
postures to reclaim performance history; alea would excavate Helga 
Crane’s “plea for color” in Nella Larsen’s Quicksand; and Samiya would 
end by highlighting her own poetic interventions, visually shouting out 
Carrie Mae Weems’ Black Woman with Chicken. We were organized, 
thoughtful, intelligent, and our work, like Weems’ chicken, was unapol-
ogetically black and unapologetically juicy. What could go wrong?
 
Still I remember asking: what about the Q and A? You can take an  
audience from A to L if you’re lucky or even all the way to P, but when 
the Q & A hits you can end up back at -D super quick . . . They knew 
what I meant. So we decided to present our work and then ask each other  
questions first, hoping to offer a positive example. The maximum capacity  
audience loved our panel and gave us rapturous applause. We smiled, 
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asked our starting questions, then yielded the floor to the Q and A. This 
immediately devolved into a WTF. The first person who spoke, actually 
another black woman, went into a long winding tale about her home 
country, then commented on my weight and the weight of another  
panelist. “The way you look clearly comes from oppression,” she said. 
This was her response to our collective splendor.
 
I could have been quite angry. Truth be told, I wasn’t super pleased. 
But I was also kind of amused. It was a good reminder that no matter 
how smart and artsy and special I think I am, no matter how seriously I 
take or offer my work, people come with their own stuff. And this stuff 
is usually a far cry from whatever just happened and rarely takes the 
form of a question. I have heard comments about how large, dark, and 
improbable I am as an artist. Once after a performance, a young black 
man expressed his surprise about my apparent ease performing with a 
large chest. “It’s so great, you’re not embarrassed,” he said. And so on. 
No matter the performance, it always seemed like the Q and A was more 
performative. So I turned to Tisa and said, “You know what, the next 
performance I do, the Q and A will just be the performance.” And that 
was the beginning

The first iteration of Q & A took place a few months later as a four-hour 
durational work at Denison University. I was arriving as the Laura C. 
Harris Scholar-in-Residence in Women’s & Gender Studies where my 
project “Activating / Performance \ Activism” explored harnessing exper-
imental art strategies for activism and social change. Occurring in early 
October, this version of Q & A would double as my introduction to a 
new academic community. On two different screens, a rolling series of 
questions appeared projected in the space (What you looking at? Is it pretty?  
What’s your name? What’s the difference? . . .). A microphone stood on a 
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photo: Timothy E. Black

stand at the far edge of the stage for people to ask questions. The stage 
was mainly for questioners while I mixed it up with the audience below. 
 
Two chairs facing each other in another corner became an automatic  
fishbowl for intimate conversation. Objects, including my book Swallow 
the Fish, were there to help spark action or discussion. Joshua Weckesser, 
a terrific lighting and sound designer, also stayed in the space to make  
atmospheric adjustments in real time. The performance was quite playful,  
improvisational, and for many who attended, exceedingly strange. How 
often do you see a dark-skinned, plump black woman rolling around in 
red fabric, asking audiences to ask her whatever they wanted, dancing, 
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activating objects, and bossing people around? (Well, if you’re friends 
with me that might be Monday. But anywho . . .)  
 
Q & A took place in the Student Union relatively far from the theater  
and art buildings on campus. Faculty, staff, and community members 
definitely showed up, but the bulk of my audience were students in 
Women’s & Gender Studies and Black Studies classes. Required to stop 
by, these students were curious but remained stubbornly wary. They 
were unwilling to play and equally unwilling to leave. How often did 
they get “to ask a real live black woman any question?” How often were 
they invited to ask each other questions and listen to each other in 
mixed racial company outside of class? It was a lot harder for them to 
do than I expected.
 
The next week, I visited an Intro to Black Studies class taught by the 
inimitable Dr. Toni King. It was fascinating to hear student takes on 
the performance. One young black man revealed that he had planned 
to stay only the required twenty minutes and ended up staying for two 
hours. Some black women remained wary or confessed mixed feelings. 
I understood their discomfort. There they were dealing with micro-(and 
macro-)aggressions on campus, working hard to keep it together, and 
here I come flouncing in, letting loose. “I saw you and I had to really 
confront my respectability politics,” one young black woman said. Then 
after a pause, she asked, “How did you get so free? I mean how were you 
able to let yourself do that?” 
 
Whatever freedom radiated from me in Q & A came from grounding 
myself and opening myself up to questions: the possibility of being 
asked questions and the possibility of asking questions myself. Through 
performance, I could embody questioning and shift experiences of  
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ignorance or disregard into something far more pleasurable (at least for 
me). Q & A tried to model and open space for curiosity, engagement, 
and being together across difference. The performance also showcased 
how daunting, hard, and transformative dialogue can be, especially  
unrehearsed exchange in the moment. This solidified my interest in 
transforming questions to activate listening, connection, and new 
knowledge.
 
When curator Amina Ross invited me to participate in her first  
ECLIPSING festival in February 2018 at Link’s Hall in Chicago, I  
decided to reprise Q & A taking the best elements from the Denison 
performance for a new 20-30-minute work. For the festival theme 
“the politics of night, the politics of light,” I felt I could explore the 
subconscious mystery of questions and place the work in a nocturnal  
field of visions and dreams. A key performance challenge was to turn  
duration into event, tighten the work and make it more coherent, while still  
allowing for improvisation and live audience interaction. 
 
I decided to turn the tables. If ordinary performance events were 
90% performance, 10% Q and A, then this would be the reverse. My  
“performance” would first appear as a series of projected slides of previous  
performances. Then after dancing live for 3 minutes, the Q and A would 
begin. Well actually, the Q and A had started as soon as the audience 
walked in the door. In the threshold, I had stood asking everyone ques-
tions. (Are you ready to ask questions? And how does the darkness make you 
feel?) The Eclipsing audience was far more game than the Denison one. 
They had bought tickets to see this work in a performance festival after 
all, and they seemed eager to play. I don’t know if the work was as radical 
or thought-provoking for them, but we sure had fun!
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Along with asking and answering questions, I evoked my Q and A expe-
rience in Iceland; remixed sections of “Fat Black Performance Art” from 
Swallow the Fish; interrogated a chosen ancestor; and had a one-on-one 
conversation with someone who volunteered from the audience. This 
chance to sit and ask and answer questions was one of my favorite carry-
overs from the first version of the piece. To hold presence with a stranger, 
breathe, and talk together under a spotlight ironically highlighted how 
non-performative, intimate, risky, and affirming genuine conversation 
can be. The performance ended with me leading the audience through 
a visualization. I invited everyone to imagine their own questions and 
discover their own answers.
 
Part memory and part score, the performance text of Q & A marks what 
happened and what could happen again. I am so thankful to everyone 
who helped me form this work—even those past inquisitors who vexed 
me with their questions. Special thanks to Miré Regulus who once more 
gave me excellent performance advice while moving from one iteration 
of Q & A to the next. (And if you could ask a real live black woman any 
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question, what would you ask?)
             Q & A 
             performance by Gabrielle Civil
   
             at ECLIPSING:  the politics of night,  
             the politics of light. 
             a festival curated by Amina Ross  
             at Link’s Hall in Chicago, IL in 2018 
             photographs by Aly Allmore
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Like always, the performance begins before it begins. 
Revelers mingle in the foyer chatting, getting ready
for the show. I am waiting for them on the other side.
My black dress clings tight under my flouncy skirt. 
My bra straps show, black threaded with gold.
My legs shimmer in black hosiery shot through
with black stars. My boots sparkle silver glitter.  
I take a breath, heart and lungs expanding.

THRESHOLD QUESTIONS  
Doors open. As people enter the space, I ask:
-Are you ready to ask questions?
-And if you could ask a real live black woman
any question what would you ask?
-And how does the darkness make you feel?

EMBODIED SCROLL
The audience now seated, the show begins.
My performance body of work scrolls 
projected on a screen in dim light. 
Each art action now distilled to image and title.
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infestation of gnats / the secret garden (closet) / whisper (the index of suns)/ 
anacaona / after “hieroglyphics” / Berlitz / economy / yawo’s dream / how’s 
work? / heart on a sleeve / displays (after Venus) / ghost/ gesture / in & out 
of place (mlk & Obama) /  BRUSH / Tie Air / Muño (fantasía de la ne-
grita) / in & out of place / despedida / laboratorio / fugue / * a n e m o n e / 
____doesn’t know ____ own beauty / incur/inflict / fugue (dissolution, Ac-
cra) / Aide-Mémoire / Fugue (Da, Montréal) / and then . . . / say my name / 
____ is the thing with feathers / . . . hewn & forged  . . . / oration (a ritual 
of ancestors) / Q & A 
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EMPRESS DANCE
To activate blackspace, I dance to Shabazz Palaces’
“an echo from the hosts that profess infinitum.”
In low light, my body shimmies in darkness.
The song ends: Who do you think you are? 
Who do you think who you are? 
Who do you thank who you are?

ANY QUESTIONS? 
The dance ends. Q & A begins. 
Any questions? I ask. Deer in headlights. 
Then someone asks: What’s happening with 
your fingers when you perform? I answer. 
Someone else asks a question.
I have someone else answer for me.
Turn to your neighbor and ask your neighbor 
a question. Answer the question. It becomes a play.
  
WHAT DO YOU DESIRE? 
WHAT DO YOU FEAR?
Stage right, there’s a stack of white cards with questions 
you’ve always wished someone would ask.
Stage left, there’s a stack of white cards with questions 
you’ve always feared someone would ask.
Make a decision.  

KINDA LIKE OPRAH EXCEPT NOT
I pick a set of cards in the spur of the moment.
This time, I’m fearless. I pass out the cards
to willing volunteers. We switch places.
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I sit in the audience. The people with questions 
line up on stage behind a microphone on a stand. 
The first person reads from the card, asks a question. 
Breathless expectation. Everyone is looking at me.
You don’t really expect me to answer that?

LET’S MAKE A DEAL
Let’s hear all of the questions and then 
together you decide which one I should answer.
Here’s the catch: whatever I answer, 
you each have to answer it too.
Are you actually still in love with ______?
they asked. It was indeed a question I feared 
being asked. I answered. They answered too.
(I told the truth but remember answers can lie.)
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QUESTION SCROLL/ BODY ECLIPSE
I move across the audience asking questions.
Individuals answer. When is your birthday? 
Where did you grow up? Do you believe in ghosts? 
What’s your sign? What’s in YOUR wallet? 
Are you afraid to walk alone at night? 
And how does the darkness make you feel? 

BLACKOUT  
I scream: FAT BLACK PERFORMANCE ART!
The lights come up. An impossible slide show
enters my body. This is both conjuring and flashback.
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[A fat black woman] stands naked. Her  
posture is a semi-squat.  Presumably,  
it is red paint painted in a circle on her  
face and splattered around her crotch.  
But who can be sure? She pulls a long  
scroll from her vagina, reading from it  
a searing litany of male criticism of  
her artwork.  
 
[A fat black woman] had a birthday 
and so [the fat black woman] made a  
recording of every person she could  
remember who had died. During the
party, [the fat black woman] played 
the tape and at the sound of each name,  
[the fat black woman] would fall  
ritually to the ground, try to rise up,  
but hearing another name would fall  
down again. 
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[A fat black woman] has a formative  
affair with her art professor who helps  
her discover herself [as a fat black woman].     
In later work, [the fat black woman]  
burns a trace of her own scintillating  
silhouette in the ground. 

[A fat black woman] sits in a  
traditional position on her knees. 
[The fat black woman] instructs 
the audience to take a pair of scissors  
and cut her garment anywhere 
and to any extent they desire.

[A fat black woman] jumps, arms 
spread-eagle from the window of a  
building, falling towards her friends
 who hold out a tarpaulin to catch her. 
 [A fat black woman] is falling into  
darkness, fall into darkness. . . .

And how does the darkness make you feel?
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ANY QUESTIONS?  
Any questions? I have a question. 
Will someone come up and give me a kiss?
(I mean someone without a cold on an open wound or the lips.)

CARD SCROLL (ICELAND CUTUP)
(Remember that time you went to Iceland 
& the Q & A got all fucked up?) Great. Oh wait,
there are even more questions from the audience.
There they are! Underneath this chair here.
Let’s take them at the microphone. 
(And if you could ask a real live black woman
any question, what would you ask?)
I read the cards at the mic with big voice and big eyes.
I shuffle the cards in my hands. I start to improvise
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[Really.] Reeeeallyy something.] [Really.] [You big girl 
on the end.] [Fat. Black.] [You you.] [Not the new moon.] 
[Fat black.] [Fat black black black . . .]  [My son married 
a girl from the islands.] [The schools! Really the public 
schools should see you.][My son and his friends love hip hop 
music] [they are all so multicultural.]  I can’t see you.  
[you are all] I can’t see you[So brave.] I can’t see you. 
[You went to college?] I can’t see you.
[Your hair.] I can’t see you. [Touch.] 
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A WORK OF ART IN COMPLETE DARKNESS . . .  

FADE IN/ FADE OUT (ECLIPSE)
The lights fade out. The lights come up  

DEAR MISS LILY
(Only a turn to ancestors can save us from this . . .)
I hold a letter to Miss Lily Alexander and begin to read.

Dear Miss Lily, 
We arrived at the farmhouse at night, Lewis and me, without 
shadows in starlight, the night before the new moon. It was my 
first time in South Carolina and it started as a blur, a hatch-
back laden with provisions, frog bellows and rustling boughs. 
We came in haste, escaping family drama, you know how it is. 
White people. You knew them, not these exact white people 
but their kin. Rich great granddaddy Graydon who hired you 
to cook. Lily Cook, you were called. Without knowing, I heard 
that and wondered, was that really your name? . . .  
 
What do I know? In the wide wooden hall between the front 
door and the back screened-in porch stands a massive wall of 
framed photos, generations of family glory. Smiling antique  
babies, pale and gleaming. In a crib. In a high chair sitting at 
the table. In a captain’s hat with a life vest. Brothers and sisters 
and maybe cousins on a sofa in a row lined up by height. In 
ruffles and short pants. School pictures in four square collage 
frames. Cheesing it up at the camera. Grownups too. In formal 
dresses with long gloves.  Enlarged, shaking hands. In black and 
white and in color. White power. And before I looked closely 
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at the corridor, the specific white people in frames, I see you. 
Zero in like a laser beam, or better put, your picture eclipsed 
everything else. 
 
Near the far-left corner, you sit on a white metal bench, made 
of ornamented white flowers, clad in clean uniform, white  
collar, white cuffs, pinned white hat, hands almost folded in 
your lap, Next to you, of course, right at your shoulder, is a 
fluffy black dog. Wow, these people and their fucking dogs. I 
haven’t been acquainted long and already I’ve met Baca, Ripley, 
Taco, and heard about Beausiphus. Yipping, drooling, barking, 
defending, leashed or unleashed with fierce love.

“Who is this?” 
 
“That’s Lily Cook. She worked for the family for years. Really,  
she was like one of the family.” Oh, sweet Jesus. Oh Audre 
Lorde. Like one of the family. Really? I was polite, Miss Lily, 
I didn’t roll my eyes. Because it’s true. I don’t know you or this 
family of theirs. I kept looking, looked deeper, heart-looking 
more for you. 
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What were you like, Miss Lily?
Lily of the valley? 
Lily perfume?
Lily of the Bible?  
Not lily white. 
Were you lily-like?
Did you like that dog, Miss Lily? 
Was she in fact your dog? 
Did you pull her close 
and confide your secret thoughts?
Was she the kitchen dog that ate your scraps? 
Was your cooking even better than I imagine?
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Was she Paw Paw’s dog, old man Graydon’s dog?  
Was she begging to enter the frame to share your light?
Did she eclipse you in the family affections?
Were the two of you seen as the same?
Was the picture a gathering of favorite pets? 
Is that question impertinent?
Am I speaking out of turn?
I’m sorry, Miss Lily. I really want to know:
What did you think of this family?
Were you aggrieved or cheerful at your service?
Did you think of the kitchen as your home?
Did you like this family? 
Were you like this family?
Were they like your family in any way? 
Did you have daughters or sons or children
who were neither daughters nor sons or both?
Who were you siblings and cousins?
How often did you see them?
Are there many pictures of you?
Were you alone?
Did you get to sit alone?
Were you proud of your uniform,
how hard and well you worked?
Would you be proud to have your picture
here on the family wall?
Did you belong?
Do you cook up their own sense of belonging,
the story they want to tell about who they are?
Did you hate it that they called you Lily Cook,
when your name was Lily Alexander?
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Or did you take it Lily Cook as a fact, 
a title of pride, an armor or disguise?

A punctum. Your picture pricked and bruised me. Loved and 
claimed, remembered and misnamed. Lily Cook, an imperative 
as much as a nickname. An articulation of power and a shame, 
at least for them. But this isn’t about them. It’s about you and 
me, my cheeky desire to claim you, to be claimed by you too. I 
see your picture and cherish you among my ancestors. 
 
Some ancestors are given and some others are chosen, but 
sometimes ancestors choose you. I feel chosen by you Miss Lily 
Alexander, your reminder, your welcome. How you showed me 
that I am always and never a stranger in this house, and that I 
can be so, like you, with diligence and grace. How you hold the 
space, remind me of mysteries and radiate a gorgeous blackness, 
a new moon, an eclipse to block out the omnipotence of the 
sun.

ONE ON ONE
The light changes.
Will someone please come 
and have a conversation with me?
A person arrives from the audience.
In two chairs facing each other, we sit. 
First, we get present with each other.
We look at each other and breathe.
We ask each other questions. 
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(What is your name? In voice and body . . .)
We give each other answers.

BLACKSPACE (VISUALIZATION)
The conversation opens to the entire audience.
Will everyone do a visualization with me?  
Close your eyes. 
You find yourself in the space of questions. 
This is black space.
The empress arrives. 
She is black, shimmering.
She smiles black magic. 
She’s ready to take you 
there, here. 
She will ask you three questions.
You hear the first question. You answer it.
You hear the second question. You answer it.
This is the third question.
And how does the darkness make you feel?
Open your eyes.

FINAL GESTURE
The light gets brighter. I offer a final gesture. 
Carl Craig’s “The Climax” plays us out.
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Gabrielle Civil 
Swallow the Fish
Civil Coping Mechanisms, 2017 

reviewed by Jessica Lopez Lyman 

Gabrielle Civil’s Swallow the Fish joins a long tradition of Black feminist  
performance artists grappling with space, embodiment, and time. Written  
in the span of twelve years and drawing from over forty solo perfor-
mances, Civil’s book challenges us to reconsider how, where and who 
generates performance. Similar to other books in the performance text 
genre such as Claudia Rankine’s Citizen (Gray Wolf Press, 2014) or Omi 
Osun Joni L. Jones Theatrical Jazz (Ohio State Press 2015), Swallow 
the Fish masterfully plays with style. Civil covers a wide range of issues, 
including literary form, artistic craft, and the academy. This book is 
Civil’s unveiling, a peeling back of the skin to the memory of bone and 
fluidity of blood where the body is always present within the text’s pages. 
Civil writes, “Even if a body is invisible in relation to the discovery of an 
object, the object itself can be understood as a trace of that body, and it 
can matter tremendously whose body is leaving the trace and how that 
body moves in the world.” (56) We thus follow the trace of Civil, Black 
feminist woman performance art/scholar, as she travels between cities 
and across time. 

One of the greatest interventions of this text is the literary form itself. Civil  
includes a wide range of writing, from poems, reflections, production  
budgets and notes, photographs, performance stills, and even outside 
reviews of her work. To say “essays” to describe its structural form feels 
antithetical to the project because the words/images within these pages, 
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like the breath in our lungs, vibrate one onto the other. Each inhalation 
and exhalation taking us to a new space inside Civil’s embodied expe-
rience. For the sake of ease, however, the essay “Body Danger Dust” 
exemplifies the performance text’s play with form. The essay opens on 
the right side of the page. The font, different from the previous writing, 
indicates a shift. “Shhh! Who’s talking is the quiet me. Slacking off in 
this library on a big research jam.” As we read onto the next page, now 
the left side, the lines do not make sense and we are back to the original 
font of the text reading about Civil’s experience writing and performing 
“Body Dander Dust.” The essay continues in this fashion alternating 
between the play/long poem and Civil’s reflections. Without warning 
we are placed inside a performance. We have choices as readers. To read 
only the left side. To read only the right side. To read them in order. 
This writing holds the spirit of Swallow the Fish. For Civil, performance 
can happen anywhere, anytime, even when we are alone. “Body Dander 
Dust” invites us, or perhaps more accurately, throws us into a perfor-
mative moment. As Civil writes, “It’s not audience that makes a perfor-
mance. It’s not necessarily intention, at least not immediately. You can 
fall into it. It can happen in a blur, or as a deliberation.” (42) As a reader, 
the fall into Civil’s performance mind-body-soul is both pleasing and  
requires focus. She makes us work, but in the best way possible. The 
book can be read linearly or randomly, section by section. Like a DJ 
spinning records, the bass line remains constant; this is a text about 
performance and yet harmonies drop in and fade out about love, travel, 
friendship, blackness, womanhood, war, glitter, and death. 

To allow for breath, space and time.
To allow also for the body. (16)
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In addition to form, Civil offers readers a non-traditional tutorial on 
how to be a performance artist. Her work, though not at face value, 
can be read as a contemporary version of Anna Deavere Smith’s Letters 
to a Young Artist. For example, “No. 1 Gold Presents” documents the 
collective performance work of Civil and two friends in New York City 
during the mid-1990s. In this essay, Civil recalls The Gold Leaf Project, 
a performance where the No. 1 Gold collective chose poems, wrapped 
them in gold leaf paper, and distributed them randomly, yet with  
purpose, throughout the city. Leaving golden poems on subway seats, 
bus stops, and newsstands, Civil describes the entire process from buying 
the gold leaf paper to intentionally walking around distributing public 
art. The Gold Leaf Project teaches us the importance of scale and repe-
tition. Performance art requires an artist to deeply immerse herself in 
the moment of the work. Civil reflects on her interactions with people 
during this process, some responding with annoyance and others openly 
accepting her golden poem gifts. In her writing about this piece almost 
twenty years later, Civil remarks that performance is always about the 
body and the trace. 

Another important essay about craft and performance process is “Art 
Training Letter (Love).” The section starts with the question, “What is 
the training of an artist?” Civil discusses her contemplation of getting 
an MFA or taking a different route. In the end, she offers a tangible  
strategy for training: write your fellow artists. The inception of “Art 
Training Letter (Love)” developed from a exchange of letters with her 
friend Madhu. Following this reflection, Civil posts an outside review of 
her performance. While not blatantly telling readers reviews matter, this 
is an introduction into the other side of performance art. There are wit-
nesses who have opinions. Performance does not happen in a vacuum 
(or does it?). Here again, we see her play with literary form, where the 
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ending (outside review) serves as the beginning to this section. Following  
the review, Civil includes the full-length performance text. 

“Art Training Letter (love)” was written post-9/11 and performed multiple  
times in Minneapolis. It is one of Civil’s responses to the Twin Towers  
and to war. The performance piece, written in first person (we can  
assume it is Civil because the letter is signed gfc) describes an intimate 
evening between the narrator and Hassan, a Moroccan man. The thick 
portrayals of desires, bodies touching, and intense kisses showcase small 
gestures of intimacy. And then, two-thirds of the way through the piece, 
the narrator asks Hassan what he is thinking about and he replies, “The 
bombing. I’m thinking / of the bombing. And all the Arabs that live 
here, / not like me, but the ones with families, kids / who are Ameri-
canized. And how they’re scared now” (65). Civil then recalls how one 
of Hassan’s co-workers asked if he was carrying a bomb the day before. 
The piece concludes with the narrator’s reflection of mundane moments  
intermeshed with traumas of war. This letter mirrors the quotidian experi-
ences of people of Color and Native people navigating U.S. imperialism.  
Civil writes the performance, “was meant to illustrate the relationship 
between intimacy and catastrophe.” (80) 

After the full-length performance text, Civil provides production notes 
from the performance. She sketches what should happen and a budget  
for materials. She describes her plan to rub honey and ash on her skin, 
two metaphors for intimacy and death. The reception of this piece,  
however, is not always positive, as one emcee states, “I don’t know what 
that had to do with 9/11” (74). The final writings in this section are 
three reflections on the performance, one a poem and the other two 
essays. In these reflections, Civil teaches us about failure, perception, 
and positioning what she calls the “aftermath” of a performance. We 
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learn from “Art Training Letter (love)” an audience’s expectation of who 
and what a performer should be can constrict the performer and change 
the course of the performance. For some, Civil’s piece was not brash 
enough to the terrors of war and yet we learn no performance is ever 
done the same way twice. Later, when Civil performs this piece again, 
the audience, similar to the outside review at the opening of the section, 
favorably reacts and sits within the rawness of the work. Civil implicitly 
educates us that once again the body and the trace matter. In this case, 
a Black woman showing her sexuality with a Morrocan man post-9/11 
was too much—and at the same time not enough—for some audience 
members. The significant lesson from this section: no matter a perfor-
mance artist’s intentions or work plan, the performance will always be 
interpreted outside of an artist’s control and that is the aftermath, the 
consequence, that comes with performance art. For emerging artists 
reading Swallow the Fish this lesson is foundational. 

Along with artistic craft, Civil offers vulnerable and courageous insights 
into being a Black woman scholar and performance artist. The section 
“Brown Skin, Brown Bag,” for instance, captures three performances 
which detail life in the academy and performing in academic settings. 
Similar to previous sections in the book, Civil intermixes email exchanges  
with other performers, photographic stills of the work, reviews, and  
reflections. The first piece, “How’s Work?”, documents the relationship 
between a Black professor and white student. From the still and perfor-
mance notes the Black professor sits on a chair while the white student 
kneels. They converse back and forth, the student always asking “how’s 
work?” and the professor responding sometimes directly to the student 
and other times internally expressing her hardships as a faculty of Color 
in a predominantly white institution. At one point during the perfor-
mance, the professor exposes her black breast and the student climbs 
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on her lap, signaling the colonial trope of the mammy. Following the  
performance text there are two pages of a poem “onion skin,” which 
repeats the lines, “and they just and need and need and need…” (160), 
a nod to Sojourner Truth. Similar to pulling the thin layer of an onion, 
the taking never stops. “How’s Work?” brings to the stage the physicality 
of the emotional labor women faculty of Color endure in white domi-
nated classrooms and the negotiations they must make to survive such 
a place. 
 
The second performance in this section, “Displays (After Venus),” was 
performed under the guise of a traditional academic lecture. At the start 
of the piece Civil removes her clothes down to her underwear, stands 
on a table in the middle of the lecture room, and a fellow white male  
professor tells her to turn. Grappling with the legacy of Saartjie Baartman,  
Civil magnificently pushes the witness to engage with the literary and 
cultural significance of the Black woman’s body both historically and 
directly as a performance artist. This move is risky given conservative 
holdings in the academy and yet, once again, we see Civil’s work provoc-
atively take up space to challenge systems of oppression. 
 
The final performance in this section, “Brown Skin, Brown Bag,” is a 
performance installation ruminating on the Jim Crow era brown bag 
test. Civil writes quotes from Black radicals on brown grocery bags and 
then fills them with various materials like black licorice and powdered 
sugar. Next to the paper bags a shoebox recording plays the previously 
recorded phrase “Yes, I’ll be happy to” on repeat. For Civil, the impor-
tance of this work reminds her she can “materialize [her] presence in  
poetic ways” (185). All three pieces elucidate the restrictions placed upon 
Black women faculty and the power performance provides in breaking 
apart, melding together, and shapeshifting spaces.   
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Overall, Swallow the Fish succeeds in embodying Civil’s mission as an 
artist—to open up space. This work opens up space for new performance 
texts to develop. It provides insight for emerging and well-seasoned  
performance artists on aesthetics and craft. It expands the spatial confines  
of the academy to challenge the spectacle and the authoritative. Most 
importantly, Civil’s offering illuminates the complexity of performance 
and the brave rawness required to let your body’s trace be made visible.  

To allow for breath, space and time.
But still to defy oblivion.
To accept the past but transform it. (13)
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Gabrielle Civil
Experiments in Joy 
Civil Coping Mechanisms, 2019

reviewed by Jocelyn E. Marshall

When I first began reading this collection, I described the experience 
as witnessing a kind of becoming, an unfolding I was slowly being  
permitted to follow. Upon finishing, the lines vibrated and the penulti-
mate chapter burrowed inside, later inspiring a poem to read at a friend’s 
recent achievement. It had finally become clear: to take in and sit with 
the collection was to go on and create from a place of strength and  
resilience, a Response to the Call, “breaking the frame. Or trying to.” (256)

Gabrielle Civil’s second full-length collection works like a didactic 
co-performance, an even more transparent and palpable display of  
creative process than that of her first book, Swallow the Fish (STF). With 
personal letters tucked between interviews, performance transcripts and 
stage directions, author notebooks and keynote speeches, readers are 
provided with deep, intricate layers of the professional and personal  
relationships that surround each performance. Though STF was  
constructed in a similar multi-genre fashion, Experiments in Joy includes 
fewer references to other critical texts and thinkers, and this slight  
adjustment in content tightens the conversation more closely around 
Civil’s work, her creating world, and the resulting power such commu-
nity-formation and artistic commitments can cultivate and nurture. 

By presenting the ‘collaborations and solos’ within their own webs of 
intimacies and labor, Joy enacts Civil’s black feminist artistic praxis and 
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pedagogy as it makes clear the prioritizing of individual and collective 
growth and production. This presentation re/performs the performance 
texts via a multiperspectival lens—shifting the reader from interviews 
with a collaborator to personal asides—and reflects Civil’s understanding  
of performance as a “spectacle of digging and burying present and 
past treasures, ‘personal mementos and souvenirs.’”1  It is perhaps this  
flattening of time (past, future, present) that makes Civil’s work so inter-
esting, and Joy offers some of the strongest examples of this conviction. 

One feature contributing to this flattening work is a boldness that slightly  
sets this second collection apart from the first. Civil opens Joy’s initial  
section, “A Swerve: …something heartfelt and extra…,” with ‘a decade 
old apology’ letter from contemporary art scholar Jane Blocker. The letter  
is, in fact, eleven years late, and after acknowledging the kind nature of 
Blocker’s reply, Civil immediately sets the record straight:

 Let me keep it real with you, Jane Blocker. It hurt my feelings  
 when you didn’t respond. I sent that letter to you at a time  
 when I was building myself up as a performance artist, brick by  
 brick, trying to reach out to anyone with knowledge and  
 insight to help me grow and become the kind of artist I wanted  
 to be . . . The silence was deafening, and I couldn’t understand  
 why. (19-20)

Here, Civil deflates the imbalanced mentor-mentee power dynamic, 
calling out the ivory tower and highlighting how such past relationships  
are inextricably linked to future pursuits and current strides. Yet, in 
the spirit of the section’s subtitle, the response moves from potentially  
being a bit ‘extra’ to divulging the tensions of ‘heartfelt’ transparency. ‘A 
Swerve’ happens:
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 Let me keep it real with myself too . . . I remember thinking,  
 maybe I should write Jane Blocker an e-mail. But e-mail to  
 me was so impersonal. And so I wanted to do something heart- 
 felt and extra, when maybe if I hadn’t tried so hard, I wouldn’t  
 have felt like it demanded so much to reply. Maybe by clamoring  
 less, I could have made it easier to get a response. (20)

Civil then goes on to conclude:

 So Jane, no worries or hard feelings . . . Our exchange reminds  
 me to be patient, to allow ourselves and each other space to do  
 what we need and have to do; and, especially as women, to  
 remember that no one automatically deserves our time or  
 responses; still to keep reaching out, and to stay awake to possi- 
 bilities of magic that might slip through the cracks. (21-22)

By opening with this correspondence, Civil crafts three elements for the 
collection: 1, a bold transparency that signals to the reader the material 
(author) will, indeed, ‘keep it real’; 2, part of keeping it real is acknowl-
edging the interconnectedness of our pasts with our futures with our 
presents/presence; and 3, readers are to learn from and contribute to this 
methodology, which includes an attentiveness to the behind-the-scenes 
aspects of making, namely forming and maintaining relationships with 
a range of people and communities. 

As part of this discussion, Civil brings in other artists’ work and demon-
strates the impact such relationships have on her own decision-making 
and creative process––carefully presenting particular kinds of growth 
and understanding. For example, when reflecting on a performance by 
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Okwui Okpokwasili, Civil asserts “performance time formulates its own 
reality,” and it seems clear that Joy, itself, is a strong attempt at translating  
some of this ‘reality,’ the unique densities, speeds, weights. We see this in 
Civil’s mention of Say My Name (an action for 270 abducted Nigerian girls), 
a performance where she reads names and phrases related to the missing  
girls, tossing a sheet of paper to the side in-between the reading of each 
name/phrase. There, absence is made audible through both pause and 
paper-falling crinkles; presence is being reclaimed with the naming and 
refusal to forget/allow the girls to be forgotten. In Joy, the text-perfor-
mance version of Say My Name crafts absence/presence through an  
interview with collaborator Ellen Marie Hinchcliffe, personal reflec-
tions, and other included texts like BLACK OUT WHITE WASH    
fall out. By doing so, Say My Name and the abducted girls are not 
statically catalogued in the past; instead, Joy allows them to linger and  
precipitate throughout the collection’s discussions and celebrations 
of black girlhood, critiques of racist and gender-based violence, and  
reminders to build more opportunities for black girls today. Interdisci-
plinary artist Sarah Hollows explained the live performance left her with 
“the undeniable sense that there’s something about doing and being  
together that helps us to reconcile existence with what we can’t under-
stand.”2  Joy extends this conversation to the larger context of Hinchcliffe 
and Civil’s friendship and feminist praxis. The extension also subtly circles  
back to previous smaller moments in the collection—like Civil’s short 
assertions in the opening “Dear Reader” letter: “We take power from 
each other and bring it to ourselves. / We take power from ourselves 
and bring it to each other”—allowing for degradations in ‘speed’ with 
assorted lengths in lines, individual pieces, and complete sections, while 
consistently maintaining a thick density and a weightiness that fall deep 
into the reader. (14)
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This translation of performance time/performance’s own reality allows 
for an instructional nature to form organically throughout Joy, where 
each piece seems to have an embedded ‘lesson’ of some kind. As this is 
paired with Civil’s varying layers of transparency, an additional element 
of inquiry emerges, where readers are guided in a way akin to matching 
puzzle pieces together, revising initial thoughts or understanding along-
side yielding insightful takeaways. Writer Zetta Elliott perhaps captures 
this best as she comments on Civil’s performance work: 

 When I watch you perform, I feel as if you’re trying to tell me  
 a secret—it’s like you’re embodying some type of code that can  
 be hard for me to decipher. I know you often address the prob- 
 lems of migrants and the impossibility of return. There is this  
 endless process of packing and unpacking that never really ends. 
 (42)

This un/re/packing work without an end in sight echoes how sections 
of Joy operate, as well, especially in the concluding remarks of Call & 
Response’s Artist Announcement. Call & Response was a large, multi-day 
project that was centered around collaboration between seven black 
women artists, including Civil, with different relationships to the words 
‘black,’ ‘women,’ and ‘performance.’ (188) Collectively, participants  
explained: 

In response, we call you to conduct experiments in joy
. . .

 Here’s how to do it:
        1.  Tell the truth
        2.  Make something new
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        3.  Invite someone in
        4.  Document
        5.  Repeat 

. . .We don’t have all the answers and we don’t always agree on 
the answers we have. We do know the conversation is urgent. 
Join us. Respond to the Call.  (189)  

Here, there is a main aim and some instruction, yet no ‘end,’ leaving 
much to be deciphered by the reader. ‘What’s’ are clearly delineated, 
some ‘Why’s’ are inferred, and specific ‘How’s’ are tasked to ‘you,’ your 
truths, your new somethings, your invitations. Civil’s collaborations and 
solos detailed throughout the collection likewise work to empower and 
hold the reader responsible for experiments in joy, helping each other 
‘achieve radical openness’ (188). Rather than being stressful, this com-
bination is refreshing in a way similar to the aforementioned tension of 
being ‘heartfelt and extra’. The transparency that holds one accountable 
is the same transparency that holds one to join, and grow larger.

After finishing the collection, I had the honor of attending a work by 
black trans femme performance artist Keijaun Thomas: My Last Amer-
ican Dollar: Round 1. Tricking and Flipping Coins: Making Dollars Hit; 
Round 2. Black Angels in the Infield: Dripping Faggot Sweat; Round 3. 
Whatchu Gonna Do: Marvelous like Marva. The piece was performed 
in Chicago, May 2019, as part of the About Face: Stonewall, Revolt, and 
New Queer Art exhibition opening.3  In the middle of the performance, 
Thomas divided the audience by racial identity, inviting people of color 
to gather on an Astroturf mat in the center of the room, which was 
crowded with bottles of white wine and glasses. All other attendees were 
instructed to stand up and turn away. Thomas then shared with the 
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center group that that was a space she created for them and herself; that 
space was safe. 

In that moment, Civil’s words came ringing through the building—her 
aim to open up space, Joy’s confident assertions that “we create and enter 
a sacred space together”—and I could feel such experiments in joy being 
done: telling the truth, making something new, inviting someone in, 
documenting. (222, 207) All that remained was to “Repeat.” 

Thomas closed the performance with a group-hug involving all attendees  
squeezing onto the green mat. She thanked everyone for coming, for 
being there in that moment, and then we all took one deep breath.

Civil’s text acts like this collective inhalation, filling in the crevices you 
didn’t know existed, allowing you to exhale with a full belly. You are 
joining, you are joined, and together there is joy. When Civil pauses to 
address “dear you,” there is work to be done—to “make something new. 
/ a souvenir or a life preserver”—but there is also celebration, cause to 
“Send me a selfie when you’re done.” (234) Then Repeat.

1 Gabrielle Civil, Swallow the Fish, #RECURRENT Novel Series (Fairfax: Civil Coping Mecha-
nisms, 2017), 15.
2 Sarah Hollows, “What’s Happening in There,” Aster(ix), Spring 2015: Girls in Their Bedrooms.
3 Exhibit was at Wrightwood 659 gallery, May 22 – July 22, 2019; Ephemera from Thomas’ My 
Last American Dollar was added to exhibit following her performance.
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Merce Cunningham
Changes: Notes on Choreography
Song Cave, 2019 (orig. pub. 1968)

reviewed by alex cruse

“THE DANCE IS FULL OF VIOLENCE”: brief notes on 
Changes: Notes on Choreography 

+ John Cage once wrote: “We could make a piece of music in 
which we would be willing to live. a piece of music as a repre-
sentation of a society in which you would be willing to live.”1

+ According to Andre Lepecki, choreography was first instru-
mentalized when soldiers in the 1500s marched down the  
battlefield. It follows, then, that the discipline’s first function 
was to organize the vectors of reproduction, heteronormativity, 
the statist war machine.2

+ Changes alchemizes the form of Cunningham’s choreographic 
approach: rejections of renaissance perspectivalism and linearity  
as a mode of domination. Its pages span syntagmatic break-
downs with an uncanny Brechtian estrangement. A book more 
easily cruised than read. Changes belongs to that class of objects 
that “actively fight in their way of being a thing.”3
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+ Choreography as hermeneutics, as a physical data system, reliant  
more upon mathematical protocols than divination, honestly. 
Choreography as something other than a byproduct or mirror 
of sound; its mimetic component (essentially, a commercializing  
function) buried beyond retrieval in some temporal matrix.

+ Changes’ format embodies how Cunningham phenomenolog-
ically correlated dancer and choreographer: chance procedures 
distort the authorial shadow’s outline.

+ Dappling these pages are avant-garde luminaries, Cunningham’s  
collaborators: Cage of course, Nam Jun Paik, Conlon Nan-
carrow, Pierre Schaeffer, Viola Farber, Robert Rauschenberg. 
Names appear as bleached sigils, almost always inked over or 
askew, as are dates, locations, instructions.

+ A passage amidst islands of heavily enjambed stanza: “but clarity 
is the lowest form of poetry, and language, like all else in our 
lives, is always changing.” By the mid-1980s, some of Cunning-
ham’s critics would characterize his formal abstractions as an 
“aesthetics of indifference.”4

+ Performance is ontologically nonreproductive, and “in a  
maniacally charged present [it] disappears into memory.”5 How 
does this disappearance inform how the graphic and kinetic are 
fused? “The act of writing toward disappearance, rather than 
the act of writing toward preservation, must remember that the 
after-effect of disappearance is the experience of subjectivity  
itself.”6
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+ I recalled elements of Changes when developing what a practice 
referred to as MOVING WITH AND AS IN/FORMATION. 
The difference between information and in-formation: the former  
refers to a static organization of space, filled with quantifiable 
data, while the latter term connotes a process of spatial and  
semantic dispersion. Both proved to be capacious and generative  
concepts for thinking about movement.
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1 Copeland, Roger. 2004. Merce Cunningham: The Modernization of Modern Dance. New York: 
Routledge, 45.
2 Radio Web Macba podcast #218, André Lepecki, 14 Nov 2017.
3 Carapetian, Sophie. 1 May 2019. “How it Is.” <http://www.metamute.org/editorial/articles/
how-it-is-sophie-carapetian>
4 Copeland, 248.
5 Phelan, Peggy. 1993. Unmarked: the politics of performance. London: Routledge, 146.
6 ibid,148.

These ‘scores’ (6 in all) were suggestions for new topological forms based 
on the Klein bottle: a shape whose inside is also its outside and can 
only exist in four-dimensional space. These Klein worms, conceived by 
Paul Ryan and illustrated by Claude Ponsot, were published in Radical  
Software in 1971; the accompanying article speculated on possible  
connections of guerrilla actions to portable video technology, as well as 
to cybernetics and ecology.

By re-rendering them as pure text—using excerpts from Tiziana Terranova’s  
2004 monograph Network Culture—a surface is oriented, thereby  
dissolving the spatial paradox. Denotatively, they speak to digital infor-
mation & economies, and their resistance to stability, fixity, traceability. 
It’s up to the mover to choose how to or how not to embody the themes 
of the worm, of the words, or trace the shape, or choose which aspects of 
the shape to react to. As a dance score, we may be imagining (exposing) 
intricate topologies that link movement and coincidence, failure and 
possibility, obscurity and revelation.
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Anne Boyer
A Handbook of Disappointed Fate
Ugly Duckling Presse: Dossier Series, 2018

reviewed by Rob Stanton

Gilding the ants: Anne Boyer’s poetry in extremis 

From its title on, Anne Boyer’s A Handbook of Disappointed Fate is 
provocative and paradoxical, but in ways that are curiously fruitful and 
oblique. Questions become inevitable. If a “fate” can be “disappointed,” 
for example, was it a “fate” to begin with? Whether we read “disap-
pointed” in a passive sense (“generically unfulfilled”?) or a more active 
one (“personally dissatisfied”?) here, it feels oxymoronic: a “fate,” surely, 
cannot be avoided (or was that a “destiny”?). A “handbook,” on a more 
tangible level, clearly wants to be a useful tool, but “A” suggests it is only 
one among a myriad of other guides, other routes that could be taken—
surprising modest, given the epic feel of a “disappointed” fate. 

The title piece of the collection offers parable-like elaboration, but little  
explanation: the titular guidebook flares into existence only when 
touched, revealing (due to the “quicker-then-average” heartbeat of one 
of its readers) an alternative title: “ANNALS OF THE SOCIETY / 
FOR THE DESTRUCTION / OF UNWRITTEN LITERATURE” 
(44). A survey of this initial book leads, in true Borgesian style, not 
only to a schism between those who a) want to bring hitherto invisible 
and unrealized truths to light, and those who b) want to “re-remember” 
things that already are in existence but which shouldn’t be, but also to 
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a second book, this one full of all sorts of useful knowledge (on, for 
example, “what to do about a broken heart” and “how not to worry too 
much about the future” [46]) that fades and dissolves in proportion to 
the reader’s desire for it. As allegory this is both typical and telling: it 
pinpoints forthrightly the sort of hopeless hope that drives Boyer’s work, 
while seriously underestimating the power and impact of that work.

(Actually, to rewind—or “re-remember”—slightly, the very first 
thought-provoking thing the reader might encounter with the book is 
not its title but its cover image. The standard take on this engraving 
from Los caprichos—which shows two young women with chairs on 
their heads and petticoats pulled up around their faces, while several 
men look on and laugh—is that Goya is parodying the nonsensical, 
all-governing dictates of fashion [the play on “asiento” in the original 
Spanish title suggests the girls are already thinking with their asses]. 
However, the way the cover’s reproduction crops out one of the two 
laughing men and foregrounds the two women instead, along with the 
knowing half-smile on the face of the one standing [as if to say, “I know 
this looks ridiculous, but at least I will never have to ask anyone else for a 
chair ever again” or “this may look bad now, but it will have been worth 
it in the long run”], suggest that something more playful and even fem-
inist is afoot. Whether or not Goya intended this further subversion- 
within-a-subversion, it highlights exactly why the cover is a good fit: the 
sensible and obvious road is not always [or even often] the royal path 
to wisdom and fulfilment in Boyer’s work. This is echoed in the images 
from the 18th century collection The World Turned Upside Down, or 
The Folly of Men, that punctuate the book, showing a series of inverted 
realities—land-bound fish reeling in a human swimmer, an ox driving 
two peasants yoked to a plough, a cow butchering a human body with 
gusto, etc. The penultimate image, tellingly positioned between “Poetry 
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& The Law” and “Questions for Poets,” shows a women leaving for war 
equipped with rifle and sword, while a man sits nursing a baby. How 
crazy and absurd! Cover, title, and illustrations together prime us for 
systematic upset.)  

And upset is not long in coming, as Boyer opens the book with a  
radically upbeat piece entitled “No.” This negative is, for Boyer, intensely 
political, the no of refusal and resistance that will not accept established 
authorities just because they are there. She slyly recruits to her cause 
(alongside more obvious luminaries such as Brecht and Miguel James) 
Walt Whitman—surely American poetry’s single greatest affirmer—to 
show, via the playful and pointed topsy-turvy of his poem “Transposi-
tions,” how the “no of a poet is so often a yes in the carapace of no.” Paul 
Celan famously counselled himself to “keep yes and no unsplit” but  
perhaps he needn’t have tried so hard: true nihilism is hard to achieve; a 
no to something in particular is usually an implicit yes to some alternative  
possibility—potential blooms forth. 

Such ambivalent tackling—and complicating—of the apparently 
monolithic is central to Boyer’s modus operandi and bears reflecting 
on. It is not simply the friction-unto-resolution of dialectics, nor the  
deconstructive play of différance melding binaries together. It is no  
exercise in negative capability, entertaining conflicting perspectives 
just because they can be, nor even a Blakean picture of symbiotically- 
tethered contraries, alternating ecstatically. All these models necessitate 
a degree of abstraction Boyer consistently fights away from: she very 
much knows her own mind on the subjects that matter most to her, and 
wants us to remain grounded and rooted with her, to explore fully how 
one might actually go on existing amidst incommensurate realities.
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Alain Badiou identifies a category of thinker—including, for him, 
Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Wittgenstein and Lacan among others—as 
antiphilosophers: ‘philosophers’ whose doubt extends beyond specific  
problems to the whole practice of philosophy as truth-seeking and  
system-building enterprise, and who typically seek to dispense with  
philosophy altogether in favor of other projects (a return to faith for  
Kierkegaard, a “transvaluation of all values” for Nietzsche, differing 
brands of “therapy” for Wittgenstein and Lacan, etc.). For Badiou,  
antiphilosophers are essential to the ongoing health and continuity of  
philosophy as a discipline, in that they force “true” philosophers—i.e. 
those who do still want to engage in truth-seeking and system-building—
to retain their anti-dogmatic flexibility and re-double their argumentative  
effects in the face of piercing critique. Anne Boyer cannot be labelled an 
antipoet exactly—she is still too much in love with the effects of poetry 
to denounce them unilaterally—but it is useful to see her as someone 
who can no longer commit wholeheartedly to the idealization of poetry 
as end-in-itself and to the sort of lopsided communities and systems 
to which that idealization can lead. She has lost what Lauren Berlant 
would call a “cruel optimism” in regards to poetry: too many poets see 
poetry—both as end-result and as process—as an unquestionable good, 
trusting to a projected future in which all obstacles to authentic life have 
been overcome and all will prove to have been worth it. Boyer no longer 
can. The tremendous success of her 2015 work Garments Against Women 
—especially among writers—derives, I feel, from a recognition on the 
readers’ part that their own doubts, self-doubts and fears over just how 
tenable such upbeat thinking might be in the long-term had suddenly 
been articulated directly, as if for the first time. Boyer sees the danger  
inherent in such an outlook, both to one’s personal health (mental 
and physical) and to one’s commitment to social and political life—an 
awareness of all the compromises, postponements and deferments that 
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can be accepted (and feel acceptable) if one has faith in some glinting 
inevitable Utopia on the horizon. 

The central text here—and perhaps the masterpiece of the collection—is 
“Questions for Poets,” massively extended from a version that appeared 
in the 2011 collection My Common Heart. It is exactly what it claims: a 
list of questions for poets, particularly geared to querying the political 
efficacy of poetry in the contemporary world:

 Is it the trial that every once beautiful thing is trampled and  
 every always miserable thing is extended and that it is the fault  
 neither of the beautiful nor the miserable for the trampling or  
 the extending? Is it that there is no answer in and as poetry?  
 And what is the direct trial of this today for the poet if there  
 has not yet been any poetry? If what has gone on before us has  
 been in the service of tyrants and kings and presidents and  
 CEOs? If it has been written into the clamoring silence of  
 women and girls? If what is poetry cannot be written until the  
 infinite servitude of women has ended? If it cannot be written  
 until the property-less sensorium has arrived? If it cannot be  
 written till the revolution in its service has come? (215)

These are—they all are—good questions. The reader’s mind runs to keep 
up with the unfailing intensity: what, it wonders, flagging, should be 
done next?  

*
  
A Handbook of Disappointed Fate is inevitably more diffuse than its  
predecessor—its essays and prose pieces come from a whole range of 
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occasional moments which Boyer is conscientious about documenting 
in her notes—but that breadth seems deliberate and purposeful; as a 
whole, it continues and extends the work started in Garments Against 
Women of exploring what a more realistic relationship between poetry  
and life might actually look like. Key here is “The Harm,” which  
tacitly advises readers to ready themselves for the unavoidable suffering 
that life will bring in some form or another sooner or later, a variation 
on the “inescapable shock” which opens Garment Against Women—the  
operative question becoming not if but when. This “harm” will inevitably  
dominate and warp the sufferer’s perspective, but Boyer ends with a dark 
recognition that this need not curtail the work of observation and report:

 The harm can be studied like anything, every tear wept a text 
 book, every minute of shallow breathing a monograph, seven  
 hours and fourteen minutes of a sleepless night a tedious-to- 
 read but potentially useful dissertation on having existed. (168)

In such a light, even terrible pain can come to seem equivocal: “It is not 
as if what is true, right, urgent, and necessary is a light, and what is harm 
is the darkness. They are both darknesses: they are both lights.” (168)

This same refusal to simplify, or to accept simplifications, powerfully 
complicates the parable-like texts in the book. “When the Lambs Rise 
Up,” for instance, could easily have slipped into a too-easy dichotomy: 
communally-responsive-but-still-victimized sheep good, murderous, 
narrow-minded hawks bad. Instead, there is some sympathy for the 
hawks—is it altogether their fault they are so hyper-focused (“the bird 
of prey flying overhead mistakes its expertise in corpses for proof of 
its own general acuity?” (20)—while the sheep, possessing what Boyer 
calls, quoting Nietzsche, the “vengeful cunning of the powerless,” (19) 
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are “not innocent” in their awareness of, and identification with, the 
knowledge of the bird of prey.  When a lamb (read: artist) steps outside 
its herd to express this knowledge, it is “the saddest part of the fable” 
because the “lamb who narrates the education provided to the lamb of 
its lambness is the type of lamb who confesses to wolves.” (22) Boyer 
refuses final judgment, but it is clear the reader is invited to reflect on 
just how often and easily avant-garde methods and techniques, differ-
ence itself, reified by the artist in the body of their work, can be co-opted 
and recuperated by mainstream capitalist discourse, to the betterment of 
the capitalist mainstream but to the detriment of the communities that 
initially fostered the artist. Under such circumstances, should the artist 
be celebrated for the evident public “success” of their art, or condemned 
as a betrayer? Might other models be possible in which lamb-artists can 
express themselves freely without offering themselves and their commu-
nities up for delectation? Boyer certainly hopes so:

 In the year made from the minutes of our senses, that one in  
 which we had not yet lived, we held our cognitive after-the- 
 flood. In our imagined dove’s annum, we were the lambs appro- 
 priating the contents of the sky and the field for the lambs. (25)

Such a “dove’s annum” can be envisaged, but (again) only as a projected 
future.

Despite (or maybe because of ) such partial prognostications, there is still 
plenty of celebration in this book, of key figures Boyer clearly values as 
kindred spirits. Some of these are writers—Lyn Hejinian, Alice Notley, 
Langston Hughes—but perhaps the more telling presences are musicians: 
Mary J. Bilge, Missy Elliott, Willie Nelson. All are celebrated, not only 
for their work, but also for the anti-authoritarian, self-expressive stance 
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they tend to promote. Boyer’s Bo Diddley, in particular, is something to 
behold: her portrait amplifies all his playful self-aggrandizement, taking  
him all the way through from negation (“diddley squat”) to some 
kind of mythopoetic apotheosis: “Bo Diddley came out of the womb 
with gold in his hands! Even his infant soul was brand Stradivarius:  
the company store never had enough money to make a bid on that.” 
(52) The ‘mess’ of Diddley’s (over-?) determined “virtuosity” is akin to 
Boyer’s: time and again her sentences do more work, are more lively 
than is strictly required to merely push the argument along—there is a 
glorious fizzing excess. 

Periodically, Boyer’s unfettered poetic imagination similarly flashes 
forth. In “Difficult Ways to Publish Poetry,” for instance, it is applied to 
the dissemination of literature itself, with proposals that, say, a special  
type of rodents could be bred with letters for feet and then trained 
to walk poems onto paper “made of sloughed skin cells of celebrities 
and desiccated truffles,” (121) or that, having become “king/queen of a 
small or medium-to-small nation,” (128) one might order train tracks 
lain in the shape of the words of a poem. Another piece imagines ants 
coated with gold but still able to move and work—a vision Des Essientes 
himself might readily approve of. However—and especially compared 
to the wild Flarf rush of her first full-length collection, The Romance 
of Happy Workers—such moments possess a wistful or even semi-bitter 
twist. They no longer exist in splendid isolation, but are firmly caught 
in the gravity of reality, indeed are often conditioned so; throughout 
her recent work Boyer accepts the reality principle, but chafes against it 
consistently—and movingly. She is an increasingly unapologetic writer 
of second thoughts, of second-guessing; for her, a realistically jumbled 
on-the-ground account of taking part in Occupy Kansas City needs to 
be twinned with a piece exploring further the city as fantasy state, civic 
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reality, personal inheritance: “I think I must think about it because I 
am now a poet, and if I think of the content of Kansas City, even for a 
moment, I get that red and painful scrim over my memory that brings 
me back to politics.” (38-9) Nothing is ever simple, discrete, unitary; all 
is interconnected.  

Toward the end of this collection are four pieces in which Boyer  
addresses her experience of having and surviving breast cancer. Reading 
them inevitably colors the experience of reading the rest of the book. 
Here is “explained” the implicit thread of self-care underpinning all the 
implicit advice and explicit questioning: how to live operating within  
and against capitalism, how to exist as an avant-garde artist among  
inspiring peers, how to get by as a single parent working multiple jobs, 
and how to survive the vagaries of romantic love are all intertwined with 
the question of how to live with and after cancer. It is what leads her to 
what seem the bedrock realizations of the book, the ones that power all 
the other sallies and retreats, ambiguities and assertions: on one hand, 
“It’s always that the most important poetry is the poetry of the moment 
poetry isn’t there;” (172) and, on the other, “I can’t write well because 
of the late effects of breast cancer treatment, but having experienced the 
late effects of breast cancer treatment, I need to be able to write for my 
life.” (175)

In the essays that deal with her cancer, Boyer’s tendency to position her 
artistic heroes around her as hypothetical allies begins to incorporate 
artists who themselves confronted cancer: the poets Audre Lorde, Karin 
Brodine, and Pat Parker; the photographer Jo Spence. Boyer typically  
refuses to exemplify their struggles—as she refuses to exemplify her 
own—but she invites the reader to consider, once again, the often- 
jarring incompatibilities of life and of work. One of Boyer’s horrors is 
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the image of the victim-hero who gamely faces down death through 
sheer will, and she is at pains to show the hollowness of the model. There 
is still something fundamentally admirable, however, in the aesthetic 
and political stance she takes throughout this book, and elsewhere. The 
only way to destroy unwritten literature is to write it. The only way to 
disappoint fate is to dodge (or, at least, delay) your appointment with it. 
Both (ultimately, finally) are liberating experiences. I have always liked 
the conclusion of Randall Jarrell’s poem “90 North,” encapsulating (and 
gently criticizing) as it does the doom-eagerness of most confessionalism:  
“Pain comes from the darkness / And we call it wisdom. It is pain.” 
With Boyer’s work I feel tempted to reverse the formulation: Wisdom 
comes from the darkness and we call it pain. It is wisdom. Neither pain nor 
wisdom is actively sought out through this book, but, as Boyer shows, 
they will come either way.

*

A coda. In September 2019, Farrar, Straus and Giroux published Boyer’s 
latest book, The Undying, subtitled Pain, vulnerability, mortality, medicine,  
art, time, dreams, data, exhaustion, cancer, and care. While Garments 
Against Women made semi-coded reference to the burdens of a severe 
illness, and the four essays that touch on Boyer’s cancer form a somber 
core to A Handbook of Disappointed Fate, this new book, while typically  
wide-ranging, tackles her diagnosis, treatment and recovery head-on 
with the forward thrust of a unified narrative. In retrospective contrast,  
A Handbook of Disappointed Fate is fascinating for placing Boyer’s  
responses to her illness in play alongside and amongst her thinking 
about poetry, poetics and art. Juxtaposing the two books only serves to 
complicate matters further. Good. 
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Miyó Vestrini  
Grenade in Mouth 
translated by Anne Boyer & Cassandra Gillig  
edited by Faride Mereb
Kenning Editions, 2019 
 
reviewed by Jack Chelgren 
 
 
Old Tomatoes and Lamb Shanks: Grenade in Mouth  
by Miyó Vestrini

I wrote the first draft of this review in pencil, which feels appropriate  
because Miyó Vestrini is a poet of smudges. Among these I count grease-
strains, blood-stains, and cum-stains, and also the blush of burst capil-
laries over chafed skin. This, too, is fitting, because reading Grenade in 
Mouth, a new collection of Vestrini’s poems translated by Anne Boyer 
and Cassandra Gillig, feels a lot like experiencing an abrasion, where at 
first you don’t know if it’s pleasure or pain or the slow culmination of 
something both satisfying and gradually unbearable: “the final sunburn,”  
as Vestrini puts it in “Last Will and Testament” (57). It’s important to 
notice she is still alive here—it may be the final sunburn, but she hasn’t 
gotten a melanoma. That’s because Vestrini’s is a poetics of beforeness, 
of penultimatums, pent-up old tomatoes. “There is always a before / 
before dying,” she writes, and that “before” is right where her poems 
dwell (59). These are verses that anticipate the grenade going off, where 
you can still feel the cold clack of metal against your teeth, taste its  
bitterness, feel the gag reflex about to kick in.
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Say aaaah.
Show me what your mother did when you were a girl. (63)

A Venezuelan poet working from the 1960s through the ’80s, Vestrini 
writes in a direct yet rough-edged voice that defies easy categorization. 
Like her literary cousin Kathy Acker, she turns regularly to complicated,  
violent intimacies and family situations, and in particular to cruel mothers.  
Mothering, for Vestrini, is a business of wounding: retrogressive, reciprocal  
blunt-force traumas. She gives no tender quarter to children, either. 
In “The Walls of Spring,” the narrator imagines a son who (like many 
of us) “will know that there are no crystal streams / no clean drinking  
water / His world will be hellish downpours / and dark plains” (76). To 
read Grenade in Mouth, the first collection of Vestrini’s work published 
in English, is to crawl through ditches of irreverence, arrest, and anti- 
posterity; to lurch around in the bad pipes of a neglected apartment, 
leaking voyeuristic class treachery and affectless impoliteness into the 
private lives of the bourgeoisie.

A welcome corrective I find in Vestrini to a lot of lyric poetry being written  
today is her refusal to revel in hedonism. There will be no fully auto-
mated luxury communism. Accelerationist bullshit will not ooze off the 
hook. Sex is sometimes an answer to left-melancholy, to the querulous  
murmurs of “What do we do now?”, but just as often it’s a pretty darn 
tepid affair:

Had we had the chance,
I’d have told him that the only good thing about making love
is men who ejaculate
without bitterness,
without dread.
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And that after doing it,
no one wants to sit down
or walk. (61)

These are lines written to a deceased friend, “El Chino,” who Vestrini 
tells us earlier in the poem “died like an idiot.” What could possibly 
be the tone of this undelivered fact-check? It’s hardly a celebration of 
the transcendent power of the erotic. Really, Vestrini’s narrators seem 
more interested in food and drink than in sex, more in the literal “the 
leg of lamb” that unexpectedly “melt[s] in your mouth, / soft, / milky, 
/ on your tongue” than in whatever genital or digital member might  
be denoted, these days, by a lamb-shank emoji (28; ). And yet 
there are moments when sex/uality delivers real joy in these  
poems. Near the end of “Last Will and Testament” (which someday 
ought to be compared with Trisha Low’s poem of the same name, from 
2013’s The Compleat Purge), one encounters these reflections:

You think again about what is deliberate.
It is not fate.
It is not vengeance.
It is one’s hand
sweaty palm,
touching one’s thigh.
Going back a little more
and recalling the uneasiness of your love,
the shadowy stench
of your pleasure. (59)

Everything here is messy and trembling, knotted yet graceful, and  
utterly opposed to sensationalism. That’s the beauty of Vestrini’s work,  
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presented so lucidly in Boyer and Gillig’s renderings, though it makes me 
wish the translations had been published side-by-side with the originals  
so readers could more easily see how the versions match up.

Some of the most exciting poems in the collection militate against 
the neoliberal commodification of mental health: the ways postwar  
capitalism has turned wellness and happiness and the will to live into both 
industries and social mandates. With permanently vaulted rhetorical  
eyebrows, Vestrini pokes again and again at the biopolitical presumption 
that one must want to be well, or that we even know what we mean 
when we talk about wellness.

I find that all my friends treated by psychoanalysts have become
totally sad totally idiotic
they read my I Ching and predict I’ll have a long life
life of shit, I say
I join the bandwagon
I throw myself under the bandwagon (37)

The treatment of depression and mental illness not only backfires 
but winds you up worse than you started. Yet the tug of consensus 
proves difficult to ignore. In another poem, “Don’t Come Back Here  
Anymore,” the narrator submits to the counseling so virulently scorned in 
the lines above, but with hilariously anticlimactic results. The therapist- 
voice tries variously to encourage her, scold her, and guide her to mean-
ingful introspection, but the patient arrives at only greater and greater  
puzzlement. The session ends with the poet imagining her mother  
shutting her out of the house and exclaiming resoundingly: “Don’t come 
back!” (68) I read this as a final rejection of depth psychology, the point-
blank denial of revelation or disclosure, let alone the fugitive pheasant 
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of the Freudian cure. “Don’t Come Back Here Anymore” is a lot like 
the Jack Spicer poem “Psychoanalysis: An Elegy,” which similarly stages 
a catechistic mental-health dialogue where the patient refuses to settle 
down into a decipherable subjectivity. But Vestrini’s psychic probings 
are snappier than Spicer’s, less languid, more restless. The poem and 
indeed the whole book’s intensity has more in common with the searing 
first lines of Audre Lorde’s 1976 poem “Power,” which read:

The difference between poetry and rhetoric
is being ready to kill
yourself
instead of your children.

There are shared sensibilities here, kindred politics and poetics, and I 
don’t just say that because both Lorde and Vestrini both dealt with the 
question of suicide, or because Vestrini co-translator Cassandra Gillig is 
currently editing Lorde’s correspondence with Diane di Prima. Vestrini 
died by suicide on November 29, 1991, just under a year before Lorde 
died of liver cancer. These are very different deaths, yet both poets were 
acutely concerned with the encroachments of regimes of power on peo-
ple’s lives, especially women’s lives, and especially when those regimes 
claim to be acting curatively. Like Lorde, Vestrini demands to live and 
die on her own terms, which for both poets is the same as demanding 
that the entire hegemonic world-system be abolished. “There is in The 
next day a power,” Vestrini writes: “It is the power of those who do not 
have anything, save their sweet waiting for the end.” (96)
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Stephen Jonas
Arcana: A Stephen Jonas Reader 
Garrett Caples, Derek Fenner, David Rich, & Joseph Torra (eds.) 
San Francisco: City Lights, 2019

reviewed by David Grundy

baby, this tune could

go on forever
what say you

 we keep it that way

(Stephen Jonas)

In a joint issue of the Boston and San Francisco Gay Liberation  
magazines Fag Rag and Gay Sunshine marking the fifth anniversary of the 
Stonewall uprising, Charley Shively reflected on a poet who “never made 
it into the shiny new world of gay freedom.”1 In Shively’s unforgettable 
phrase, “Stephen Jonas was a saint of poetry as well as of faggots”; yet 
Jonas “died of overdrinking, drugs, a broken heart, or who is to say what 
now that his memory has become less distinct than a stone rubbing.” 
Over fifty years later, Jonas’ work remains obscure. As Shively notes,  
Jonas “hated the tawdry, showy, politics of poetry movements, mag-
azines, anthologies, grants, readings and congresses. Because he had  
integrity, he refused to appear in any anthology (despite offers).” Resistant  
to easy excerpting, Jonas’ voluminous work appeared only sporadically 
during his lifetime. The devastating “Love, The Poem, The Sea & Other 
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Pieces Examined by Me”—one of the great queer lyrics of the 1950s; 
in fact, one of the great poems of the 1950s, full stop— appeared as a 
pamphlet from Joe Dunn’s White Rabbit Press in 19572, to be followed, 
nearly a decade later, by two UK volumes from Andrew Crozier’s Ferry 
Press: Transmutations (1966), with a preface by John Wieners, and what 
is perhaps Jonas’ masterpiece, Exercises for Ear (1968), with a preface 
by Gerrit Lansing. Following Jonas’ death, 75 Poems and a Narration 
appeared in a 1971 double-issue of Clayton Eshleman’s Caterpillar; a 
Selected Poems edited by Raffael de Gruttola came out from Jack Power’s 
Boston small press Stone Soup in 1973, followed by the longer 1994 
Selected edited by Joseph Torra, as well the limited-run Three Poems 
from Rose Books in 1989. The present Reader contains selections from 
all these books save Three Poems. It closely follows Torra’s expert 1994 
selection and adding unpublished poems, a mystical journal from 1968 
which gives the book its name, and a 1964 Tarot journal, complete with 
facsimiles of the originals. As the editors note, this Reader is by no means 
exhaustive. Jonas wrote copiously, and there are extensive collections, 
not only of poetry, but of notebooks, correspondence and other prose 
pieces in the material currently undergoing cataloguing as part of the 
Gerrit Lansing papers, which will be housed at the Beinecke Rare Book 
and Manuscript Library at Yale University, as well as the papers held by 
Jonas’ other executor, Raffael de Gruttola, and in the archives of Amiri 
Baraka, John Wieners, Jack Spicer and Andrew Crozier. A collected (let 
alone a complete) works would be a difficult proposition—particularly 
given the preponderance of anti-Semitic, Poundian material towards the 
end of his life—but it’s to be hoped that a larger volume will be on the 
cards in the next few years.

Jonas’ biography is a complex affair: he can’t easily be fitted into neat 
identity categories, and this in part explains his ongoing neglect. Jonas’ 
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death date (February 10, 1970) is well-attested (Fag Rag even printed 
his death certificate). Yet his origins are much harder to trace, as David 
Rich’s invaluable postscript suggests. Both Jonas’ statements to friends, 
who knew him as either Puerto Rican or African-American, and private  
notebook entries saw fact and fiction freely commingle. Combining 
these with ancestry records, Rich’s investigations suggest Jonas may have 
been born to parents from the West African Cabo Verde islands who’d 
migrated to Massachusetts as part of the whaling industry; to parents of 
Mashpee Wampanoag Indian descent; or to African-American parents  
from Georgia.3 In either case, he was likely adopted and raised by white 
Protestant parents in Massachusetts—an insight into this environment  
appears in the ‘anti-biographical’ prose piece ‘What Made Maud 
Hum’, which combines Steinian prose with a wicked satire of American  
racial attitudes. In the late 1940s, Jonas worked at the Boston Christian  
Science complex, served in the Air Force, and subsequently lived on 
a disability allowance, associating with Boston’s queer bohemian set,  
including legendary gay activist Prescott Townsend.4 An autodidact 
and voracious reader, he befriended young poets John Wieners, Edward 
Marshall and Joe Dunn; familiar with Modernism through the work of 
poets like Pound, Stein and Moore, and already associated with little  
magazine publisher Cid Corman, in 1955 they heard Charles Olson 
read at the Charles Street Meeting House and their worlds were trans-
formed. Though Olson’s emphatically heterosexual (if homosocial)  
masculinity contrasted with their defiant queerness, Wieners and Jonas 
both venerated him for opening their horizons beyond earlier Modernisms  
to the experiments in alternative pedagogy and poetic experimenta-
tion at Black Mountain College. Also transformative was the presence 
of San Francisco poets Jack Spicer and Robin Blaser, both on library 
jobs. Teaming up with the Boston team of Jonas, Wieners and Dunn, 
the five put together the ephemeral, campy Boston Newsletter (1956),  
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complete with instructions to “post whatever pages of it poke you in the 
eye in the most public place you can find—i.e. an art gallery, a bohemian  
bar, or a lavatory frequented by poets” (Jonas’ contributions were a 
campy parody of Ezra Pound, Cock Drill, and ‘Love, The Poem, The 
Sea’, here titled ‘Michael Poem’). Spicer and Blaser left town in 1957, 
but Spicer remained probably Jonas’ most important poetic comrade. 
The two dedicated a number of poems to each other, including Spicer’s 
‘For Steve Jonas Who Is in Jail for Defrauding a Book Club’ and Jonas’  
‘Cante Jondo for Soul Brother Jack Spicer, His Beloved California & 
Andalusia of Lorca’ and ‘Morphogenesis,’ bonding over their shared 
conception of the serial poem, Federico Garcia Lorca, and the cante  
jondo or ‘deep song’ which they saw as linking flamenco to African- 
American Jazz. 

Buoyed by this milieu, Jonas was soon publishing in little magazines 
like Wieners’ Measure, Corman’s Origin, and Baraka’s and Hettie Jones’  
Yūgen. Relationships with younger poets were always important to him; 
he met Edward Marshall by chance on Boston Common and mentored  
Marshall’s idiosyncratic work5; in the early 1960s, he became close to 
Gerrit Lansing, who lived in a castle off the Massachusetts coast and  
introduced Jonas to books of occultism, alchemy, tarot, and the work 
of Aleister Crowley. (Lansing, who himself died in 2018, was one of  
Jonas’ closest confidantes, serving as his literary executor, and was pivotal in 
the conception of this volume.) Jonas was very much a Boston poet, refusing  
Spicer’s encouragement to move to San Francisco, and his work chronicles 
the gay bars, cruising grounds, and salons of a working-class, queer Bos-
ton that was rapidly disappearing under gentrification. Writes Lansing:

You knew the Boston crevices, their histories, the rats,
   and marketplace,
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  how to get electric free,
  clothes, hi-fi parts, good affabilities.6

 
Lacking the New York School’s more marketable glamour, such poetry 
is too easily forgotten. In his preface to Exercises for Ear, Lansing wrote: 
“The School of Boston, in poetry, middle this century, is an occult 
school, unknown. What literary historian has written of Spicer, Blaser, 
Wieners, Dunn, Marshall, Jonas together?”7 (That history remains to 
be written.) Jonas continued to mentor younger poets through ‘Magic  
Evenings’ in his Beacon Hill apartment, attended by poets such as Wieners,  
Robert Kelly and Carol Weston, and akin to jazz “cutting sessions where 
poets would come to try out their wares.”8 Yet as the ’60s wore on,  
Jonas’ life was increasingly devastated by drug abuse, heartbreak and acute 
mental anguish, and he became increasingly immersed in Poundian,  
anti-Semitic conspiracy theories. A month into the new decade, Jonas 
died of a Glutethimide overdose—a readily-available drug that, Rich 
suggests, may have contributed to his precarious mental state.9

It’s an obscure and varied life, full of incident: racial ambiguity, the 
air force, Christian scientists, brushes with the law and mental health  
apparatus, Boston’s queer demi-monde. But Jonas constantly transmuted 
his life, his friendships, his loves and his reading into poetry, holding 
up ‘The Poem’ as that which could reflect the exciting and despairing  
dissonance of such a life and hold it together without negating its  
complex contradictions. As Randall Horton put it recently: “[Jonas’] 
work tightropes the fringes of narration while resisting a singular mode 
or aesthetic.”10 Jonas writes in multiple modes, from the Exercises for 
Ear, short etudes with the feel of improvised speech but the careful 
working of a painstaking craftsman, to long statements of poetics such 
as the ‘Word on Measure’ printed in the first issue of Wieners’ magazine, 
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to serial poems like the rangy, ranty Orgasms / Dominations. He deploys 
overlapping voices, either in dialogue or talking across each other (“a 
Tower of Babel out of dialogue against dialogue”)11; careful, but not 
conventional metrical placement12; an energetically rangy mise-en-page, 
characterised by plentiful tabbing and inventive line breaks which split 
words against the grain and for rhythmic emphasis;13 and a self-reflexive 
figuration of ‘the poem’ as life, life as the poem, and back again:

the whole panorama
the whole life one which is one

completed Poem.14

Important too are Gertrude Stein’s “exercises in Repetitions,” which 
shape the ‘anti-biographical’ piece ‘What Made Maud Hum,’ and 
which, for Jonas, reveal something “about the way / the private way / any 
American gets a thing said.”15 Tracing Jonas to his Modernist forbears  
helps us to see that Modernist tradition itself, not as the privilege of 
straight white men, but as queered and ethnically diverse: Stein (of  
Jewish parentage) takes her place alongside the queer poets H.D. and 
Hart Crane, William Carlos Williams (born to a Puerto Rican mother), 
and Louis Zukofsky (born to Lithuanian Jewish parents). 

As Mark Scroggins writes, the work produced by these writers “is the 
English-language dialect of those who are not at home in standard  
English, whose childhood was wholly or in part spent among speakers 
of other languages.”16 What Jonas further added was the “Boston lingo 
tune[d] up” in what is probably his masterpiece, the 1968 Exercises for 
Ear17. Writes Jonas: “Don’t / chop yr things into / separate iambs / Use 
/ the music of / the streets.” Jonas fuses this vernacular ‘Boston lingo’ 
with Modernist and Classical strains in an entirely unique combination: 
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what one of the Exercises calls “swinburnian protestations / of lyrical cuss 
words among a / clatter of yesterday’s pots and pans.”  The Exercises are 
a series of exercises, epigrams, improvisatory fragments like be-bop licks 
or ‘heads,’ which take jazz and blues as their key models. Here, Lester 
Young turns up as a bona-fide Modernist: “& there was ‘Pres’ / horn  
horizontal aslant / blowing nothin’ but / free verse.” Ringing changes on a 
popular music already Modernist and a Modernist verse already inflected  
by vernacular, ‘ethnic’ ‘lingo,’ Jonas queers them all. As Shively notes: 

Jonas mastered and everywhere displayed a gay sensibility 
sometimes called ‘camp’, although that overused term hardly  
describes more than a few artifices. Gay ‘camp’ might be closer 
to jazz (especially a jazz rendition of some conventional song like 
‘Autumn Leaves’) where new values (quite contrary values) sub-
vert the melody. Gay people have done that so often—teasing,  
caressing their sexuality against the grain of society.18

The Exercises follows the mode of the epigram, a piece of writing  
designed to appear as if found, in George Puttenham’s words, “upon 
a table, or in a windowe, or upon the wall or mantell of a chimney 
in some place of common resort”19—or, as Scroggins notes, gay toilet  
graffiti.20 The full title describes the book’s purpose through joking  
archaism: “being a / primer for the beginner / in the / american idiom 
/ by / STEPHEN JONAS / Gentleman.” Of course, this ‘primer’ is not 
conventionally ‘gentleman-like.’ Fed by his voracious autodidacticism, 
Jonas mixes in French, Italian, Spanish and ancient Greek, partaking of 
numerous languages and ethnic idioms without pinning himself to any. 

& Gertrude Stein noted: we do like 
to call names
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In Jonas’ work, these names often assume the character of racial insult. 
In this, he inherits the prejudices of Modernists like Stein, Williams, 
Zukofsky and Pound, all of whom perpetuated patronising, exoticized 
and racist figurations of racial others21. Jonas’ work at times serves as “a 
virtual casebook for the study of multiply directed racisms,” in which 
“no single racial group is liable to emerge from the text without being 
insulted.”22 Yet in the Exercises at least, this can be read as a “bitterly 
ironical undermining of the American rhetoric of race,” whose “thor-
oughgoing self-reflexiveness and epigrammatic irony mirroring the  
chosen ambiguity of the poet’s own racial position.”23 

This ‘American idiom’ splits reified identity—and the racialized fictions 
that both undergird and contradict it—wide open. Jonas himself char-
acteristically puts it in more offensive terms, in one of the previously  
unpublished notebooks: “we americans with our ‘nigger’ heritage / what 
else are we but the cast-offs / of Europe; and that’s not all nor is / it 
the end of it.” That isn’t all, or the end of it, but what’s proposed is  
unclear. Ultimately, perhaps, it’s the gesture of refusal itself, manifesting, 
not so much as solidarity but as a defiance in being an outlaw, evading 
any terms while wilfully naming them all. From ‘Chorale and Hymn’: 
“Come junkies perverts / boosters pimps prostitutes […] you wops you 
hunkies you / kikes spicks frogs you / brits  chinks […] ALL 
COME […] all of you motherfuckers / shout it loud.” Defiantly embracing  
his ‘bastard’ status, for Jonas, this is perhaps what being a poet means.  
“Poets barred / from Plato’s utopia // take pleasure / in yr derision” goes 
one of the Exercises. As Joseph Torra writes, “I think for Jonas it might 
have been a badge—to be scorned, outside “laws”—outside society  
where at times he might have already felt, being of mixed race and  
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homosexual, both taboo during his time. The message was take pleasure  
in being derided.”24 

But to keep up confidence in abjection can only go so far. There’s an 
underlying sense of a wound, sometimes secret, sometimes open, that 
poetry can and can’t resolve. In ‘Exercises for Ear CXX,’ Jonas writes:

 i wish i were
   a bird & not
     held down to
 anything in par-
     ticular
 oh, you name it

pick one!

Likewise, a 1964 ‘Manifesto’ proclaims:

   I want to be free
  uncategorized  the—
 x factor the elusive neutron
  not to be tagd and
 shut between musty volumes

In life, as in the poem, Jonas sought to evade categorisation. David Rich 
notes of Jonas’ ‘anti-biographical’ origin stories:

The palimpsest of pseudo-biographical and anti-biographical 
stories he left behind […] seem to have been penned for multiple  
reasons: for his own amusement, especially when written to 
confound or subvert the expectations and curiosity of his white 
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acquaintances; as the expression of his latent, dynamic talent 
for writing fiction; and […] the compulsive back-filling of what 
might have been a genuine void of self-knowledge, an authentic 
amnesia. His anti-biographical narratives were performances in 
which he appeared to yield to the inquisitiveness of his asso-
ciates in fact he was reasserting his own agency to define and 
redefine himself, to maintain mystery and reassert his right to 
withhold crucial details, or fabricate spurious ones.25

Jonas’ adoption of multiple names, personas and origin stories could 
lead him to brushes with the law, including his conviction for mail 
order fraud committed by subscribing to numerous book and record 
clubs under assumed names. Likewise, Charley Shively notes that it was  
commonplace for gay men at this period to use multiple names: this 
could both protect one from and subject one to legal retribution,  
leading to states of intense paranoia. Jonas’ queered interpellative refusal 
at once exposes and buys into the lived myths of essentialized sexual and 
racial identity.

While Jonas’ relentless self-inventions manifest one form—however  
circumscribed—of the freedom he sought, it was most of all to poetry 
that he turned in order to be “free / uncategorized.” He knew he couldn’t 
do this alone, and the queer socialities of the ‘Occult School’ offered him 
one immensely valuable source of dialogue and solace. Writes Shively: 
“Stephen Jonas surrounded himself with flamboyant faggots […] The 
only straight people he had much to do with were the handsome young 
druggies, who would always hold out the promise and once in a while 
give some loving.”26 In a ‘A Word on Measure,’  Jonas conceives of “the 
Poem of the Fairy / like wings to fly off on,” and a prose interlude outra-
geously puns on poetic composition as jazz ‘head’ (or main melody) and 
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handjob: “I could go on in the head and make this thing’s head a poem 
but I had it down before a sort of long hand job you see I type them after 
I do them the first time.” Like Spicer’s model of the serial poem “never 
by itself alone,” contrasting to the “one night stand” of individual lyrics, 
Jonas develops a sexualised serial poetics audaciously breaking down the 
boundaries between poetic artifice and lived experience.27

Writing in and to this community, he makes a virtue of its smallness: 

(We, and I say “We,” to say I
am limited, as at first,

to the ‘few’
the few of you reading this)28

And the previously unpublished ‘Il Saggio’ (1968) reads:

 We are the noble

  & intelligent few

 To understand love

  In the abstruse

For Jonas, this is both weakness and strength. In Fag Rag, he argues: 
“the poetry audiences aren’t wide enough to cope with anything like it. 
William Carlos Williams estimated there were ten people in the United 
States that could be communicated to by a poem.”29 Consequently, the 
poem is for “the few,” or, as it was for Frank O’Hara, person-to-person, 
face-to-face; but this openness leaves open the potential for betrayal, 
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abandonment, and hurt.30 Jonas could “rail / against sentimentality,” 
but he was also capable of intense sentimental feeling.31 We see this 
most directly in the poems written for younger friends and lovers, such 
as Ed Marshall, John Fusco, Dale Landers, Tony Sherrod, and George 
Stanley.32 Dale Landers died of an overdose in Mexico City, and these 
poems are often gestures of farewell, of passing something on to people 
who then pass on out of one’s life. They’re bittersweet and fleeting, volu-
minous and improvisatory. Raffael de Gruttola notes:

Fellow poets such as Dale Landers and Tony Sherrod were very 
important to [Jonas], yet at times I believe he could not reconcile  
their lives with his own. By this I mean he believed in their 
basic goodness, not realizing that many of them needed more 
help than his love could provide.33 

Jonas knows that wish alone and fantasy won’t substitute for the failure 
to provide or be provided for in love.

But this is no movie this
is the real scene
no hero will come

as at the end
tall and upon a white steed,

relieving me.34

Yet he must still believe that when lovers leave, the poem remains,

trying to get across to you
trying to span

as Hart Crane tried to span
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that tremendous gap
the gap between

in each of our own
desolate

and daily lives.35

Jonas’ ‘Poem for Dale Landers’ opens with a vivid transmutation of 
the beloved’s body to that of the poem, which can hold together what  
escapes the lover in life:

Your body is the body of the poem,
and the poem is what

I have wanted for so long

Jonas’ transmutation of loss in love to the body of the poem is perhaps 
a necessary fiction: yet no poem can mend all hurt, and his later work 
lapses into what Shively calls “the bitterness of being a homosexual in a 
straight society.” Writes Gerrit Lansing:

 You denied the ecstasy I claimed,
    said tricks were only tricks
    which I in turn denied[.]36

“The poet is a lonely queen” laments Jonas in ‘Chorale and Hymn.’ 
For all the queer solidarity he found in Boston, Jonas died alone, too 
obscure, cultish, obtuse and distrustful for the collective potential for 
change offered by activist groups like Fag Rag. The forces leading him to 
a queer refusal of identity (sexual, racial, poetic) also lead to a valorisation  
of cultish in-groups, the flipside of which are paranoiac, anti-Semitic  
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conspiracy theories. Jonas’ state of intense, lonely paranoia emerges vividly  
in a previously-unpublished notebook entry towards the end of Arcana. 

  faces door bolt drawn shades
 cornered “paranoia” write that
 down Jack I do it’s Hell […]
 write signs in the book Faustus commands me to do it […]
 Faustus sold
 out before,
 but you’re in
 hell already
 sign in
 the book37

Worried about selling out, about writing’s power as a sign that saves yet 
condemns one in a Faustian bargain, Jonas hides away in his apartment 
and talks to the dead. When he visited New York with Wieners in the early  
1960s, he heard voices through his dental fillings and “rambled non-
stop about Pound.”38 Jonas worked on an extended sequence initially  
titled Orgasms, and subsequently Dominations, from this period until 
the end of his life. While there are moments of sparky thought and  
experimentation, these poems are marred throughout by ugly, Poundian,  
anti-Semitic economic theories picked up on paranoiac antennae. Jonas 
himself called them “anti-cantos;” in his preface to the 1994 Selected  
Poems, reprinted here, Joseph Torra calls them “tiresome, repetitive,  
ugly, and hateful.” A long-time critic of American society, Jonas  
defended himself in court when convicted of mail order fraud, appar-
ently telling the judge that, “in a country of grand larceny, petty larceny 
was no crime.”39 Ventriloquising the language of racial insult, apparently 
to demolish it, he writes in ‘Orgasm XXXIII,’ “on the question of coons 
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/ I shall die on the rebel side.” But rebels can be conformists too. Just 
a few lines on from his statement of racial solidarity, he ends the poem 
with an offensive ad-lib: “if you scratch a bit below the surface you’ll 
find a Jew / or ‘investor’ holdings or whatever.” Adept at the local level, 
he’s unable to theorize the wider currents in American capitalist society 
from which such details emerge. As Rich writes: 

Jonas was drawn to all manner of occult explanations: political, 
economic, and religious counternarratives, buried philosophical  
traditions, as well as divination and Tarot. He was a secret- 
keeper obsessed by the idea secrets were being kept from 
American voters and consumers, from the religious faithful. 
Suppressed truths could be deciphered, he felt, if only he’d  
listen hard enough.40 

In Fag Rag, Jonas suggests of the Orgasms: “I’m behind a mask speaking 
for someone else. But people are misled that read them; they think they 
are my personal opinions.”41 Unfortunately, his personal opinions do 
shade over into crudely anti-Semitic historical claims (“you find out you 
live under a usurious system of banker-controlled economy”). Unlike 
the promiscuous connections of his earlier serial poems, which seek to 
bridge the span of disconnected and lonely queer lives,42 the Orgasms fail 
because they try to force false connections, attacking the downtrodden 
as scapegoats for the systematic ills of heteropatriarchal white America. 
Charley Shively notes the further element of class: “lured to the snobbery  
of Boston’s elite gentlemen, to the Harvard Brahmin aristocracy,” along 
with their “anti-semitic, anti-nigger, anti-wop, anti-queen mentality,” 
Jonas “mock[s] the petty prejudice—yet sometimes it’s unclear who the 
joke was on.” 
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Jonas’ queer contemporaries tried to pull him from the brink of the 
Poundian abyss. In Fag Rag, Rene Ricard and Gerard Malanga object 
to his grand historical theorisations, suggesting instead that Jonas write 
a play: “no rhetoric, just use gutter trash language.”43 It’s doubtful they 
could have succeeded: while the politicized activism around Fag Rag, 
synthesizing gay, women’s and third world liberation, certainly energised 
John Wieners, for instance, Wieners had always lacked Jonas’ partic-
ularly tendency towards misanthropic hatred. But in any case, Jonas’ 
death foreclosed such possibilities. His life and work ultimately serve, 
in Shively’s words, as “an example, a classic tragedy—caught in the 
web of irreconcilable forces: his own gayness, blackness, love, beauty  
pitted against the Federal Reserve Bank, straight white culture, Harvard  
Brahmins, the police, state, American Society.”44

We can ascribe this to a number of factors: the lack of a political frame-
work to fit Jonas’ complex identity; Pound’s deleterious influence; mental  
disorder. But to explain can mean merely to explain away. Jonas’ work 
remains deeply problematic. At the same time, reading his poetry is  
instructive for its visceral pain—emerging from the pain of the life that 
produced it—and for just how starkly he brings painful contradictions 
into the open. For all their faults, Jonas’ poems can still sing out with a 
rare and beautiful clarity. Let’s leave the last word to Gerrit Lansing, and 
these lines from his eulogy for Jonas, ‘Amazing Grace and a Salad Bowl’:

  Is no repair on earth
for broken nerves, 
wornout heads, the injuries the sensitives

self-inflict.
The god of this world treads on brains like grapes.
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 In the winepress what can we do but sing […]
 
  but you and I together knew

 bright words hanging on the boughs of dawn.

   Amazing grace.

_______________________
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Sarah Vap 
Winter: Effulgences and Devotions 
Noemi Press, 2019
 
reviewed by Virginia Konchan 

A Book Whose Shape is Explosion: Sarah Vap’s Winter

“All I know is that your task is immeasurably great. 
It cannot be accomplished, yet it cannot be avoided.”

—Michael Lavers

“Big mothership and all. I’ll be back, I’ll be back.”
—Aileen Wuornos

A friend with two small children contacted me recently, knowing I’m a 
reader, asking for recommendations for books about motherhood, even 
though she knew I wasn’t a mother myself. 

She quickly added, as a follow-up, “Not gooey ‘momoirs’ about the joys 
of mothering, but books about . . . I don’t know . . . the crushing weight 
of it.”

I didn’t hesitate: “Sarah Vap’s Winter will blow your [expletive] mind.”

***
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I wasn’t being hyperbolic, at all—this “book” (collection seems wrong, 
but text seems closer) defies norms and expectations related to form, 
genre, heterosexual coupling, parenting, motherhood, literature, science, 
esoterica, and, most of all, the body/mind duality that structures Western 
civilization—with such mind-bending force, that when I finished it, 
I had to lie down: I literally felt, for the first time in over a decade, 
embodied, because seen and heard. 

This is a text of oozing Balzacian detail, anecdotally rich, that shuns the 
privileging of mind over body while simultaneously hoping for same.

This is a feminist recasting of Moby Dick, but instead of hoping to 
harpoon a whale, the speaker hopes to recover her mind.

This is a text that transcribes motherhood as both a public event and a 
private bacchanal. 

This is the “black sun” Julia Kristeva used as a metaphor for melancholia.

This is the “black milk” spoken of in Paul Celan’s “Death Fugue.”

This is Dickinson’s White Heat.

This is the almost-unrecognizable “truth” of what it means to be alive, 
with children, while trying to keep one’s mind, and body, intact.

And lastly, this is a text unafraid of its own ferality: a groundwork, on our 
ruined earth, for the formation and experience of the soul and of love.  

***
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And yet, categorically, Winter is a book of poetry, albeit as living theatre, 
a text that won’t be tamed, and a book not without its (structurally 
buried) aims—like an experimental text whose “thesis” comes near 
the end, the speaker states the intention for this book that she would 
describe to friends over half-way through: “The loss of winter because of 
climate change, because of ocean acidification I.” And also:

“The important dissolution of the mind as I’ve experienced it during 
these years of pregnancy, breast-feeding, and taking care of very young 
children— and the resultant wisdom I.”

And, speaking to the meta-poetic aims of the book: “I am trying so hard 
to mark time.”
 
This “I,” the narrator or speaker of the text, also explodes, formally, the 
notion not just of syntactic subject-object-verb order (in the English 
language), but the near-absolute annihilation/resurrection of the self, 
often represented throughout the book as an fluid “I” that appends 
(both as afterthought and a kind of royal declamation), a clause. 
 
She proceeds, in speaking of her “project”: “Am I supposed to have an arc 
to this book—what is the shape of this book—a full circle. A parabola. 
The shape, if I could create this with a computer screen or paper—is the 
shape of explosion. What is making this book, I.”

Whatever the book purports to represent, then, is exactly what she’s 
enacting, but she frames it not just as a specimen of literature, but as a 
koan, a hero’s journey, a task: “In order to think clearly I need something 
I don’t have.”
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That missing “something” is what comprises the book’s mystique, as the 
kind of consciousness the speaker describes having lost, in becoming 
a mother, is here manifested—as a book of recuperation, yes, but also 
loss, and foremost a “vale of soul-making,” a vale that recalls both 
Simone Weil’s ecstatic writings and Olena Kalytiak Davis’ stunning first 
collection, And Her Soul out of Nothing.

The journey is sometimes celebratory, at other times, bleak: “We wish 
we had a soul, instead we have the Corrections Corporation of America. 
And mouths. And anuses. I wish I had a soul, instead I have an attacker.”

***

When a reader encounters a text like this, it is like being aboard a Hubble 
Spacecraft, being asked to describe what you see—and as we know from 
John Berger’s Ways of Seeing, sight has more to do with HOW we see, not 
WHAT we see—if you’ve never seen outer space before, it’s a given words 
will fall short. And thus, speechless, we reach for metaphor (e.g. “Outer 
space is the unconscious mind of God”) before simile, because to say 
“that is like that” is to, at least for a baby, have a context for comparison, 
which they don’t.  Hence, exclamatories:  “Da!”  “Ba!” “Ma”!  And 
the unfamiliar, uncanny, and sublime—literary and psychoanalytic 
frameworks to which this book is heir—don’t have a counterpart, other 
than the mundane. Which is actually highly ironic, because a superficial 
reading of this book might have a (particularly male) reader think: Why 
is she transcribing the fights between her three young sons for long 
passages? Why is she talking about what goes into and comes out of her 
children’s bodies? What’s the point of transcribing the mundane, and 
what’s more endlessly mundane than nonremunerative and unending 
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labor, even if it’s labor in service of your own beloved issue? This reader 
would be so, so wrong. We don’t yet have the words, though this text 
is a blazing start, to describe THIS—this ephemeral fleetingness (“The 
perfect moment happened, and it’s already gone”), this beset organism, 
this aching tenderness and horror and fury, which, although it may fail, 
in the speaker’s mind, “to cohere,” contains recognizable literary devices 
and forms, from anaphora, stanzation, exciting use of white space, and 
a conflux of lyric, narrative, confessional, rhetorical, and discursive 
modes. We don’t have the words to describe it, perhaps, because until 
very recently in literary history, women writers over 45, in the 20th 
century (e.g. Sexton, Woolf, Plath), as well as its icons (Monroe) were 
not likely to survive the coming-undone of the known world, domestic 
violence and instability, assaults to self and mind, and, of course, a dearth 
of female forebears and canonical texts that reach, but don’t perish from, 
these extremes. 

What the speaker describes as a “transcription of a few minutes in our 
apartment in Abidjan, Ivory Coast”:

Stop kicking him in the face. Stop it now. Ow. Do you hear me? 
No, it’s not a game. He doesn’t think it’s a game. Don’t bite me! 
I am sorry you are mad, but you can’t have a pen if you write 
on the wall. Look at me: can you hear my words? You: sit there. 
You: over there. Get off of him, he doesn’t like it. Look at his 
face: he doesn’t like it. You’re choking me. I don’t like it.

Capitalism disembodies people, turning many of them into narcissistic or 
schizoid subjects. The aforementioned mind/body dualism disembodies 
people. Having your physical safety and well-being attacked, while in 
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said body, as is also described in this book, threatens your very existence 
and thus most definitely disembodies people. Addiction and compulsion 
disembodies people. And much postmodern writing follows an academic 
model, or at least attempt to rid itself of excess pathos and disorder, 
as previously skinned by bourgeois modernism—this text, however, 
revels in it. There is a wild pig chase in this book. There is the looming 
presence of the abject and “obscene,” relating to the “sodomatical 
maternity” Maggie Nelson describes in The Argonauts. And lastly, there 
are locales—the Ivory Coast, Los Angeles, Venice, Donegal, Ireland, and 
elsewhere—as well as historical context—being an “I” and mother in a 
2019 American “nuclear family” (she refers to it as a “family-animal” or 
“family-soup”) within the heteropatriarchal military industrial complex 
cum Anthropocene, giving way to mass inequity, mass shootings, and 
the sixth mass extinction of the world.

And one wonders why there may be some frisson in that historical place, 
and why, if Nature could talk, it might sound like this. Thus, this text 
fidgets, squirms, and erupts. It masticates, lactates, coils around you like 
a serpent, and won’t let you go. It screams, stutters, coos, and wails, with a 
kind of divine vengeance, and it self-cannibalizes, in order to feed its young. 

This is “a poem that is spent, aghast.”

“I” describes her anxiety at length, as well as her jouissance, her joy 
(“Why are the children laughing so hard”), and her mourning over the 
passing of her father. Like any host body, this text incorporates, but also 
rejects: “There should always be something you want to destroy,” the 
speaker says, further elucidating that for her, the “something” she would 
destroy is any harm done to her children at all, even so much as a hair on 
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their heads. Moreover, she suggests she would stop at literally nothing to 
“bring [them] my love,” as PJ Harvey put it, and even self-immolate, like 
a holy martyr or crucified god, for them: “There is nothing I wouldn’t 
steal or destroy for them. There is no tree on earth I’d spare. There is no 
throat I wouldn’t shit down. I’d impale myself. On that poker over there 
by the fireplace. Then jerk around to enlarge the opening. So they could 
better devour my I.”

And, elsewhere, with the ferocious instincts of a mother bear protecting 
her cubs: “I would walk in front of a Mack truck for you I would step 
off the edge of the world for you I would die all the possible ways for you 
there are so many people I would kill for you . . .”

*** 

Who is this guerrilla speaker, who avows this willled, substitionary 
sacrifice on behalf of her family? What is this “massive new connectivity”?

Indeed, this is a radical consciousness, a radical love—”I want to melt 
at the feet of the children,” she says, despite the fact that the book also 
describes the maddening inability to focus, to string moments together, 
to sit down to write at any hour, without interruption, without young 
children flinging themselves in her lap and around her neck (“The 
children smack my head as they bash my computer”).

This love is radical because it is anti-capitalist (coming from a place 
of abundance, not scarcity; of outpouring and lament, not calculation, 
withholding, and withdrawal), anti-colonialist, anti-nationalist, and, 
thus, anti-hate.
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This is also a radical feminism: the speaker suggests, as she invokes 
the male other, including her life partner, the existence of not just 
different chromosomes nor thresholds (nor, necessarily, archetypes 
and mythologies) but bio-rhythms: for her, the quaking bio-rhythms 
and internal fractures of the disturbed and agitated earth. Other than 
naming her “attacker,” though, and Trump, and a few other enemies 
to reconstitution and peace, there are few call-outs, except in biological 
terms:

Predators are good liars.
Predators are good at staging a false reality.

***

This a text that has never been, but it does have precedents, in other 
forms: Wisdom literature (a dismembered Song of Songs), Ariana Reines’ 
The Cow, Bhanu Kapil’s Schizophrene, the devotional literature of 
George Herbert and Gerard Manley Hopkins, Claire Lispector, Kathy 
Acker, Chris Kraus, Antonin Artaud, and Samuel Beckett’s scatological 
works, particularly Molloy, wherein the narrator’s psyche is not just 
unstable, but almost illegible in its dissolution. This is a text that 
contains what Barthes meant when he described “the grain of the voice” 
(of the beloved): a certain memorable timbre and tone. This is a text that 
understand that to become legible and iterable, is to externalize one’s 
consciousness, to project:

To project, then, is to theorize a kind of geo-effect
To project, then, is how can I have a soul
To project, then, is to procure a soul for the babies
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***

However ecstatic and spiritual this book, however, the speaker’s hopes are 
not Judeo-Christian, or at least not as it’s figured in the Bible or religious 
art—she wants to “descend,” not ascend, she says: her vision is chthonic, 
not triumphalist, with elements of paganism, occult divinations, and 
post-structuralist semiotic play. Not “stream of consciousness” so much 
as mimetic of consciousness, it is also a text, like Roland Barthes’ Writing 
Degree Zero, or Derrida’s On Grammatology, about the act of writing 
itself, its inherent double-consciousness and ghostly “trace” of meaning, 
but unlike Barthes or Derrida, performed while surrounded by children, 
while crushed by the weight of eco-apocalypse, disaster capitalism, and 
precarity: she describes the unrootedness of their lives, at intervals, 
moving between cities and countries, the West and Africa, sometimes 
without jobs or insurance, sometimes in a PhD program, sometimes on 
fellowship or leave.

Far from pious or precious, the speaker implicates herself, asking, “Who 
is innocent, and for how long,” and “I want to show that there is no 
redemption—I’m practically begging my money to reveal itself.”

And, like Beckett, there are stagings, here, of this excrescence, this 
gaping maw (“What I have left out of this book is / the exquisiteness of 
time, in which I”): she posits in a kind of end-times battle, the female 
vulva against Donald Trump, Exxon Mobile, and Monsanto, in the 
book’s most outrageous, theatrical poem, “Christmas Genital Self-
Examination.” A few excerpts:
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Vulva modeled upon the exchanging of property.
Vulva devising a torture system to sell to the CIA for 81 million  

 dollars.
ExxonMobil with my vaginal walls I.
Donald Trump my fornix is the thin wall of mucous membrane 
and connective tissue that separates my vagina from my rectum.
Vulva, you were unattainable.
Donald Trump squat. Shine the light. Look into the mirror.
Vulva, pulverizes her sweetness, and feeds it to her children.

***

This is not a book, however, just about transpersonal consciousness, 
neuronal mirroring, or the recognition of the other—it is the gutted 
entrails of Gaia, of Inanna, of Demeter, of Mary, of Isis, written from 
not a headspace, a heartspace, or a soulspace (though yet, from all those 
spaces too), but a cellular place, of history, memory, instinct, desire, 
destruction, regeneration, parasitism and symbiosis—of other-claiming, 
not just identification. Amid the fire and brimstone, one is reminded of 
Revelation 3:16, wherein God promises to “vomit out of His mouth” 
anyone whose sympathies are merely “lukewarm.”

The love she describes herein fulfills Pound’s injunction to “make it new”: 
it is praise, wonder, awe, glut, fabulousness, hilarity, sensation, fragility. 
While glossolaliac and dissonant, it is not so much cultural critique, 
or critical commentary, as deranged song. While acknowledging the 
influence of Wallace Stevens on her thinking, she states: “Stevens is 
singular, insular, too individual, too unbroken, too impermeable, too 
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wry—he’s a smug transcendent … [His] formulations of Reality and 
Imagination remain too whole to feel like this world.” 

This text, on the other hand, in rejecting the subject/object, reality/
imagination dualities as closed yet interlocking systems, doesn’t want to 
tease apart these bounded entities, but “smash everything together and 
break everything, I.” 

***

To return, in the end, to the meta-textual, extra-literary, polyvocal 
elements of this book, the speaker says the following: 

“Has this been a book, for all this time, about learning to hear. About 
straining to perceive. And all of the limitations I.” 

“I am writing about writing a book that is no longer here. I’ve written 
over it, I. / Noises, I —. / Stop.”

“I haven’t written this book, I’ve gathered fragments across a few 
thousand mornings during which my body and brains felt susceptible. 
During which my body and brain succumbed to. Years of astonishing 
porousness, during which I have wondered: do I have a soul. Do I have 
a mind. Is this love that is dissolving me.”

Winter (the title of many of the interconnected poems)—an ice floe 
that no longer exists in the Arctic. A polar bear drowning, or starving, 
in the sea. A season of “discontent” according to Shakespeare, but of 
fire-warming and domestic intimacy, here, one whose evisceration is also 
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threatened, as the public becomes private, the private public, while the 
female reproductive body, and mind, are torn asunder. 

“Has individuation stolen all my symbolic gifts?” the speaker wonders, 
speaking to the attrition of the body and psyche, as a mother:

I am losing language as my children are gaining theirs.
I am losing my coherence as the children are gaining theirs.
I am losing my belief in all the systems of earth just as the 
children are beginning to apprehend them.

***

And yet, in the end, this beatific text manages to create the Orphic and 
Lacanian conditions for its own becoming, or return, despite living in a 
world that would prevent this from happening, by any means:

this morning, the ocean is too bright. 
Too reflective. And somewhere inside me a head is still 
floating. 
But it will emerge, like Real Life.

“Written” over the course of a thousand sleepless mornings, and sleepless 
nights, like Scheherazade, this is a text that has an origin story but that 
doesn’t know how to end, recalling W. H. Auden’s quote that a book is 
never finished, only “abandoned”: “I don’t know how to stop making 
this book.” This isn’t a formalist resistance to poetic closure: this isn’t the 
resistance of epiphany, or its decanting: this is the speaker saying she is 
rent, like the veil in the temple, like Dickinson’s marbles on the floor. 
And thus, she pronounces not defeat, but what deconstructionists called 
“the philosophy of the limit”: 
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“Tomorrow, I think I simply won’t sit back down here. Tomorrow, I 
think, I just won’t try again.”

*** 

“My god how beautiful I.”
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Incredible HULK Provocations  
being a partial list of plot elements that cause Bruce Banner 
to Hulk Out  

 
1.  Problems with flat tire
 
2.  Nightmare
 
3.  Thinking about either of his wives
 
4.  Cut off from somebody in danger who needs his help
 
5.  Being hit over the head repeatedly with a metal object
 
6.  Having his cure destroyed
 
7.  Quicksand
 
8.  Being mauled by a bear
 
9.  Being bit by a dog
 
10.  Being placed in a car compactor
 
11.  Being punched out and thrown down a flight of stairs

12.  Being punched out and thrown over a balcony

13.  Being punched out, period
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14.  Being buried in a sand pit
 
15.  Having a row of computers fall on him
 
16.  Being hit with a blast of steam in the face while trying to turn off 
the nuclear reactor that is melting down
 
17.  Receiving a lethal injection, and then having the person say, “Oh.  I 
just gave you a lethal injection. Sorry, Bruce.”
 
18.  Dropping a C02 cannister on his foot after being insulted
 
19.  Being pushed down a mountainside by a bigfoot impersonator
 
20.  Dealing with a pesky operator in a phone booth (“I DON’T HAVE 
TWENTY-FIVE CENTS!!!”)

21.  Getting into a car crash
 
22.  Having a burning 2x4 fall on his head while trying to get the horse 
out of the burning barn
 
23.  Being trampled by a crowd AND having the hot coffee spilled on 
his hand while trying to get to the sniper
 
24.  Being tied up and fed soup by an elderly Japanese woman who 
doesn’t understand words like “You’ve GOT to cut me loose!”
 
25.  Grabbing the pipe that is below freezing temperature
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26.  Falling through a rickety staircase while trying to get to the drunk 
girl who is about to jump off the roof, and then finding that she’s locked 
the rooftop door
 
27.  Trying to get out of the basement cage while handcuffed to a chair 
only to fall over a stack of boxed bottles and have them all fall on him
 
28.  Being placed in a dumpster by the two garbagemen who think he’s 
a thief, and who don’t believe him when he says “Hey!  There are rats in 
here!”, and then being bitten by the rats to add injury to insult
 
29.  Having two mean football players snap wet towels at him and shove 
him into the steam room which they have turned on to full blast
 
30.  Being trapped inside a football stadium drunk tank while his friend 
is in danger, and THEN having one of the drunks hit him over the head 
with a metal object
 
31.  Being caught taking photos of toughs committing monkey business 
in the restaurant, and then being beaten up and thrown under a table
 
32.  Getting his jacket caught in the printwheels at the newspaper printing  
room, and then inexplicably sticking his hand into the rollers
 
33.  Yelled at by a mean cop, and then having mace sprayed in his face 
by same mean cop
 
34.  Handcuffed to a woman who is falling over the cliff
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35.  Having a large wooden beam fall on him, and then having a heavy 
boulder fall on the beam
 
36.  Somehow running into a bear trap
 
37.  Beaten up and placed on a car going through a car wash, and then 
being dragged under the car
 
38.  Placed in a small room with a ravenous black panther
 
39.  Somehow locking himself in an old, dark basement, and then nearly  
electrocuting himself (really has to be seen to be believed)
 
40.  Falling into the churning water of a boathouse, and then inexplicably  
being repeatedly carried over the paddlewheel (this one is stranger than 39)
 
41.  Being trapped in the middle of a forest fire
 
42.  Listening to ultrasonics
 
43.  Attempting to turn off the boiling hot water for the waxmaker, only 
to have the faucet break off in his hand and scald him, and then inexpli-
cably slipping and rolling around in same boiling hot water
 
44.  Kicking over a beehive and then being surprised when the bees are 
mad at him

45.  Being beaten up and thrown down a well
46.  Having his friend tell the New York “syndicate” that Bruce has their 
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money, so that their enforcers chase Bruce back to his apartment, and 
then having all his neighbors close their doors on him rather than listen 
to him saying “Please! You’ve GOT to let me in!!!”, and then being beaten  
up and thrown over the  balcony into the smelly trash cans by same 
enforcers
 
47.  Being stuck in a cab in New York rush hour traffic - “You don’t 
understand, I have to be there by 4:00!”—“Hey, mac, it’s rush hour, we 
ain’t gettin’ there til five, so relax.”—“BUT I HAVE TO BE THERE BY 
FOUR!!!”
 
48.  Helping Ray Walston out with a magic trick by allowing himself to 
be chained up and put in a tank of water, only to find that drunk Ray 
has forgotten to leave the escape key inside the tank
 
49.  Beaten up and locked in a car trunk
 
50.  Receiving a speeding ticket
 
51.  Having Thor the Thunder God push him around
 
52.   Locked in a drunk tank with a crazy person who insists he is  
Ernest Hemingway and then beats the stuffing out of Bruce
 
53.  Being tear gassed

54.  Buried in a mine cave-in

55.  Injecting himself with the wrong cure
56.  Somehow getting himself into a belfry and then realizing that a bell 
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is there, just as it strikes the hour
 
57.  Being pushed out of a plane at 30,000 feet by a mean guy who yells, 
“You’re gonna land a lot sooner than the rest of us!”
 
58.  Being forced to land a 747 without any training or instructions or 
help, at the risk of his, the Hulk’s, and everybody else on the plane’s lives
 
59.   Being put in a strait jacket because he’s seen the videotape that 
proves that the sanatorium doctor is performing unnecessary lobotomies  
on the patients, and then thrashing around so much that he bangs his 
head on the floor
 
60.  Being stuck in the police department’s voice mail system when he 
knows his friend is about to be the next lobotomy subject, only to have 
the police finally pick up the phone after he’s turning into the Hulk
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